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Thesis summary
Effective pacing, or energy distribution during exercise, is considered critical to maximise
swimming performance given the low mechanical efficiency and highly resistive properties of
water. Although pacing profiles in competition have been well characterised in swimming, it
is unclear whether these are optimal for performance, and how coaches approach the
entrainment of pacing skills. This thesis comprises six chapters: a systematic review, pacing
analysis of individual and relay events, a questionnaire on pacing knowledge for coaches,
swimmers and support staff, a coach interview on pacing practices and beliefs, an evaluation
of the use of pacing aids, and finally the effects of a short-term pacing entrainment intervention.

A systematic review of the literature on pacing in swimming provided useful benchmark data
for coaches and highlighted gaps in the research literature. Given the lack of pacing research
in relay events, a retrospective analysis of competition data comparing pacing profiles in the
4x200-m freestyle relay to the corresponding individual 200-m freestyle event was conducted.
The importance of being conservative in the first lap was clearly demonstrated in both
individual and relay events. A fast start lap strategy led to a positive pacing profile in 71% of
swimmers and the combination of both these characteristics was associated with slower overall
performance times by 0.4-0.7%. Whereas, even or negative pacing were more commonly
displayed following an average or slow start lap strategy. A higher percentage of swimmers
(males +7%, females +13%) displayed a positive pacing profile in relays than in individual
events, which may relate to the pressure to perform well for the team.

For the next study the knowledge and perceptions of pacing among coaches, swimmers and
support staff were examined using a questionnaire. Although pacing was considered important,
there appeared to be a lack of understanding on the most successful pacing profiles for each
event. Discrepancies between coaches, swimmers and staff indicate that further education on
pacing is required. A semi-structured interview was also conducted to gain further insight into
the current practices of high-performance swimming coaches in relation to pacing entrainment
and competition preparation. Coaches spoke of the challenges associated with providing
individual feedback when working with large groups of swimmers. As a result, the monitoring
of key pacing variables such as stroke rate (SR), stroke count (SC) and split times is often
neglected by coaches. Many coaches reported using pacing aids for the purpose of entraining
v

pacing strategies, however, the ability of swimmers to effectively use these devices remains
unclear.

The reliability and accuracy of pacing was examined using two commercially available pacing
aids: underwater pacing lights and a wearable metronome, compared to self-pacing during submaximal and high-speed swimming. Pacing reliability was typically higher with both pacing
aids compared to self-pacing, although it was high in all conditions (ICC ≥0.84, CV ≤2.7%).
Swimmers were unable to pace evenly across multiple laps with a metronome or self-pacing
and typically swam faster than the target time in the first lap. However, the continuous feedback
provided by the underwater lights aided even pacing across all swimming speeds. In the final
study, the effectiveness of a short-term pacing entrainment intervention in improving pacing
accuracy was assessed. Swimmers completed one pacing session per week for 5 weeks where
they received detailed feedback derived from a wearable automated sensor. The pacing session
comprised a series of aerobic freestyle repetitions using three different pacing strategies: even,
negative and positive. There were no improvements across the 5 weeks, pacing accuracy was
inconsistent and varied from week-to-week. The percentage difference between the target and
actual total time for the swimming intervals varied from 0.1-1.4% across the 5 weeks. It appears
that swimmers require multiple sessions per week as part of a targeted pacing entrainment
block to yield meaningful changes in pacing ability. The outcomes of these studies provide
coaches with evidence-based support for both practical tools (pacing lights, wearable
metronome, wearable automated sensor) and guidelines (effective pacing profiles in individual
and relay events, general knowledge on pacing for swimmers and coaches) to improve pacing
skills in swimmers.
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A note on format: the formatting and referencing style utilised in Chapters One and Two
follows the journal specifications where these studies have been published. The unpublished
chapters are formatted slightly differently but in a systematic manner throughout.
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Introduction
The goal of swimming competitions is to complete the race distance in the fastest possible time
and finish ahead of all other competitors. The pinnacle of swimming is the Olympic Games
where the sport has a rich and long history of both pool and open water competitions. The
majority of swimming competitions typically follow the format of a heat, semi-final and final
where a swimmer must qualify for subsequent rounds based on their performance time. To
compete at this level requires commitment, dedication and endless hours of gruelling physical
and mental preparation, which often culminates in a single opportunity to compete for a medal.
However, the sport of swimming is evolving with the recent introduction of an International
Swimming League (ISL). In this new professional league, swimmers compete in independent
teams for points and earn prize money based on both their individual and teams’ performance.
With this evolution in swimming comes increased racing opportunities, popularity, media
interest and financial rewards.

In swimming, the margins between winning and losing are typically small and Gold Medal
winning times are progressively getting faster with each Olympic Games and World
Championships, where World Records are broken frequently. The scientific literature in
swimming is substantial and wide ranging given the complex and multifaceted nature of
swimming performance. However, the research in some areas is somewhat limited compared
to many land-based sports given the challenges associated with conducting research in an
aquatic environment. For example, assessment of energy expenditure and metabolic responses
during swimming, heart rate monitoring and kinematic analysis are often difficult to measure
in the pool. Furthermore, pacing research is largely dominated by running1,2, cycling3,4 and
triathlon5-7 likely related to the ease of investigating pacing under controlled laboratory
conditions in these sports. There is also a considerable body of evidence in short-track speed
skating8-10, which examines optimal pacing strategies, development of pacing behaviours and
tactical decision making. The research examining pacing in swimming is somewhat limited in
comparison, which may be related to the difficulty in externally controlling pace in the pool.
In addition, given the vast differences in both the competition format and environment and
whilst relevant aspects will be discussed, this thesis will predominantly focus on swimming
specific research. While the smallest worthwhile change in swimming performance in top-level
swimmers is 0.4%11, the difference between winning a gold and a silver medal or qualifying
xxiii

for a final can be as little is 0.01 s. Therefore, pacing is playing an increasingly important role
in maximising swimming performance.

While effective pacing is crucial to success in many sports, the determinants of pacing
behaviour likely varies dependent upon the specific environment in which the sport is
performed. However, pacing is arguably more so in swimming compared to land-based sports
due to low underlying mechanical efficiency and the highly resistive properties of water12. To
overcome these resistive forces a swimmer must generate power, however not all of this power
is used to overcome drag, some is lost in the form of kinetic energy from the swimmer to the
water13. These factors are used to calculate propelling efficiency, which determines swimming
speed as well as total mechanical power output and a drag factor13,14. Furthermore, given the
cubic relationship between force and velocity in the water, a small increase in swimming
velocity leads to a disproportionate increase in resistance and energy expenditure15. This
combination of events can cause a rapid accumulation of fatigue if the swimming velocity is
misjudged (incorrect pacing) which likely has a detrimental effect on swimming technique,
propelling efficiency and overall performance. Therefore, the selection of an effective pacing
strategy and its successful execution is critical to maximise swimming performance. Swimmers
must possess the necessary pacing skills to execute the pre-planned pacing strategy under
pressure at a competition.

Although swimming races involve head-to-head competition where the winner is the swimmer
who touches the wall first, it is somewhat similar in nature to time-trial events. Swimmers race
in their own lanes separated by lane ropes, and unlike road cycling or track running events, do
not need to fight for positions to gain a tactical advantage or for the purposes of drafting. As a
result, swimmers can swim their own race with minimal interference from external sources
such as competitors. Given much of the research in swimming provides descriptive analyses
of pacing profiles displayed in competitions, it is unclear whether these are reflective of a preplanned pacing strategy, or of natural pacing behaviour. However, it is possible that the pacing
behaviour of swimmers may be impacted by the presence of competitors in adjacent lanes16,
where alterations to pre-planned strategies may occur for tactical reasons. Despite this
challenge, swimmers typically race to achieve an overall time which they and their coaches
believe would put them in a medal position or swim a personal best time. There are many ways
to achieve that overall time and this pacing strategy differs between swimmers. The race is
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divided into split times per 50-m lap in a long-course pool, where the first and last laps are
typically the fastest due to the dive start and end-spurt, respectively. Swimmers attempt to
execute their own race strategy as planned and avoid being influenced by the actions of
opponents - however this can be difficult in an important competition where psychological
factors are significant. Selection of the optimal pacing strategy in swimming must be based on
the requirements of the specific event, the competitive and training history of an individual
swimmer, as well as the underlying physiological and biomechanical capacities and
psychological capabilities. Altering the planned pacing strategy during a race to gain a tactical
advantage may come with an element of risk and could cause earlier onset of fatigue and
therefore a poor performance. In contrast, changing pacing strategy when racing against an
opponent can result in performance improvements in other sports17, although it is unknown
whether this occurs in swimming.

Pacing can be defined as the distribution of energy expenditure during an exercise task where
the overall aim is to utilise all available resources while preventing premature fatigue and
critical homeostatic disturbances18. Given the impact of pacing on athletic performance, the
volume of pacing research is substantial. Pacing profiles are typically examined by plotting
power or velocity throughout the course of an event. The most common pacing profiles
observed during exercise include all-out, negative, positive, even, parabolic and variable
pacing19. It appears that pacing is regulated by several complex relationships between the brain
and other physiological systems19. Several models have been proposed in the literature
including the central governor model20, the teleoanticipatory theory21, the perception-based
model22, the pacing awareness model23, the psychobiological model24, the dual-process
theory25 and models relating to the role of decision-making26,27. These models are largely
theoretical and highlight the role of both cognitive and physiological factors in the regulation
of pace. However, it is generally accepted that pace regulation in a range of sports including
swimming is impacted by a combination of factors including anticipation, knowledge of the
end-point, prior experience, perceived exertion and/or effort and sensory feedback28. It is
thought that information processing between the brain and peripheral physiological systems
allow continuous adjustments in pace to occur throughout an exercise bout29. Additionally,
interactions between competitors has been identified as a key component to consider in the
pacing decision-making process30. While pacing behaviour typically develops with age as
athletes gain more experience, self-regulatory skills and cognitive development may also play
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an important role31,32. Environmental conditions such as climate, terrain, altitude and wind may
also influence pacing strategy, although this is unlikely in pool swimming given most
competitions occur in indoor pools at or near sea level with similar depths and temperatures.
However, as a result of the highly resistive properties of water, technique is particularly
important in swimming. Therefore, the efficient execution of skills and maintenance of
efficient technique under fatigue undoubtedly impacts energy expenditure, pacing and
ultimately swimming performance.

Pacing profiles and their reproducibility in competition have been well characterised in the
swimming literature. While these details provide useful information to coaches on how elite
swimmers typically pace across events of varying distances and strokes, it remains unclear
whether these pacing profiles are optimal for performance, and whether performance could be
enhanced by implementing alternative pacing strategies. One study reported a 0.6%
improvement in 400-m freestyle performance in ~50% of swimmers when pacing in the first
100-m was manipulated compared to their self-selected pacing strategy33. This outcome may
relate to the need for greater individualisation when selecting the optimal pacing strategy given
a swimmers’ competitive experience, physiological and biomechanical characteristics. This
type of information is critical for coaches who are aiming to maximise the performance of their
swimmers. High-performance swimming coaches want to know the impact of different pacing
strategies on swimming performance across a range of events including relays. Australian
swimming has a rich history of winning medals in relay events, so coaches are interested in
whether pacing differs in relays compared to individual events. Armed with this information
coaches can then develop individual race plans for each of their swimmers. However, the
greatest challenge is then how to entrain these pacing strategies given there is currently very
limited information available on effective methods of pacing entrainment. Coach education
programs provide minimal guidelines on the process of pacing skill development or pacing
entrainment strategies. Given the lack of evidence on pacing entrainment not only in swimming
but across all sports, it is important to establish methods currently used by coaches and examine
their effectiveness. Without this information, it is difficult to determine whether current
coaching practices are successful.

With the continued advances in sport technology over recent years, there are a wide range of
training tools and devices available to swimming coaches including wearable metronomes,
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automated athlete tracking systems, heart rate monitors and underwater lights systems. These
products are marketed towards swimming coaches and clubs and are often expensive with some
requiring annual subscriptions. While these devices are certainly attractive to coaches, their
effectiveness has rarely been assessed thoroughly in the scientific literature. Coaches should
be provided with unbiased information on the reliability, validity and accuracy of these devices
to determine whether they are effective in achieving the intended outcome. For example,
underwater pacing lights have been used in a variety of pool-based research studies to control
swimming velocity33,34, however the availability of pacing reliability and accuracy data using
these systems is scarce. This information is important for sport scientists and researchers using
these methods, but also for swimming coaches whose priorities are ease of use and reliability
and accuracy of results.

Aims
The overall aim of this thesis was to provide coaches and sport science practitioners with
evidence-based, practical and easily accessible tools and guidelines which they can apply to
develop pacing skills and ultimately enhance swimming performance in national and
international-level swimmers. Given the lack of sport-specific literature and theoretical
frameworks, these novel areas were examined using a first principles physiological and
performance approach. This thesis addresses six objectives:

The first objective of this thesis was to undertake a systematic review of the literature on pacing
in swimming. This review examined pacing profiles across sprint, middle-distance, longdistance and individual medley events. Following this, the reproducibility of pacing profiles
was explored as well as pace manipulation studies and methods for controlling swimming pace.

Given the current lack of research in relays and the increasing interest in these events over
recent years, the second objective of this thesis was to examine differences in pacing profiles
between individual and relay events. Chapter Two details a retrospective analysis of national
and international-level competition data between 2010-2018 comparing pacing profiles in
4x200-m freestyle relay events and 200-m freestyle individual events. Races were categorised
by the start-lap strategy (lap one only) and pacing strategy (laps two to four) separately, which
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allowed a detailed analysis of the impact of the first lap on subsequent pacing strategy and
overall performance.

The third objective was to assess the knowledge and perceptions of coaches, athletes and staff
on pacing both in training and competition. Gaining insights into the beliefs of the highperformance swimming community regarding pacing is crucial to identify areas for
improvement and further education. A self-administered online questionnaire comprising
multiple choice, Likert scale and open-ended questions was administered.

The fourth objective was to examine the current practices and philosophies of highperformance swimming coaches on the programming and periodisation of training to teach and
develop pacing skills, as well as competition preparation and practice. This information was
obtained during one-on-one semi-structured interviews with a cohort of national and
international-level coaches. Exploring the knowledge of these experienced coaches provides
the opportunity to improve our understanding of the process of training pacing skills in
swimmers. The results of this qualitative study contributed to the direction of the final two
studies in this thesis.

The fifth objective was to assess the reliability and accuracy of two commercially available
pacing aids compared to self-pacing during both sub-maximal and high-speed swimming. This
investigation was important given that coaches reported using wearable metronomes and
underwater pacing lights in training.

The final objective was to examine the effectiveness of a short-term pacing entrainment
intervention to improve pacing ability during aerobic freestyle swimming in a group of highly
trained senior swimmers. The general concept for the methodology of this study came from
insights provided by coaches during the interviews presented in Chapter Four.
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Chapter 1 - Literature review – Pacing in swimming
McGibbon, K.E., Pyne, D.B., Shephard, M.E., & Thompson, K.G. (2018). Pacing in
swimming: A systematic review. Sports Medicine, 48(7), 1621-1633.

Abstract
Background: Pacing strategy, or how energy is distributed during exercise, can substantially
impact athletic performance and is considered crucial for optimal performance in many sports.
This is particularly true in swimming given the highly resistive properties of water and low
mechanical efficiency of the swimming action.
Objectives: The aim of this systematic review was to determine the pacing strategies utilised
by competitive swimmers in competition and their reproducibility, and to examine the impact
of difference pacing strategies on kinematic, metabolic and performance variables. This will
provide valuable and practical information to coaches and sports science practitioners.
Data Sources: The databases Web of Science, Scopus, SPORTDiscus and PubMed were
searched for published articles up to 1 August 2017.
Study Selection: A total of 23 studies examining pool-based swimming competitions or
experimental trials in English-language and peer-reviewed journals were included in this
review.
Results: In short and middle-distance swimming events maintenance of swimming velocity is
critical, whereas in long distance events a low lap-to-lap variability and the ability to produce
an end spurt in the final lap(s) are key. The most effective strategy in the individual medley
(IM) is to conserve energy during the butterfly leg to optimise performance in subsequent legs.
The pacing profiles of senior swimmers remain relatively stable irrespective of opponents,
competition stage or type and performance time.
Conclusion: Implementing event-specific pacing strategies should benefit the performance of
competitive swimmers. Given differences between swimmers, there is a need for greater
individualisation when considering pacing strategy selection across distances and strokes.
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Key Points:
The ability to maintain swimming velocity throughout a race is vital for optimising
performance across all events.
Although pacing profiles in competition have been well characterised, it is unclear whether
these are optimal, therefore implementing alternative pacing strategies may benefit
performance in some swimmers.
Coaches and sports scientists should consider greater individualisation when determining a
swimmers’ optimal pacing strategy.

[Material from:
McGibbon, K.E., Pyne, D.B., Shephard, M.E. et al. Pacing in Swimming: A Systematic Review.
Sports Med 48, 1621–1633 (2018). https://doi.org/10.1007/s40279-018-0901-9
Published by Springer Nature. © 2020 Springer Nature Switzerland AG.]
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Introduction
The main objective in competitive swimming is to complete the race in the fastest possible
time. To achieve this objective, energy use needs to be distributed effectively to utilise all
available resources while limiting premature fatigue 18. This energy distribution during exercise
is known as ‘pacing’ or the ‘pacing strategy’ and it is widely accepted that pacing can
substantially impact athletic performance

19

. The possible negative impact of an inability to

pace effectively on race day on performance is disappointing, or sometimes heartbreaking, for
the swimmer given the hundreds of hours of physical, technical, tactical and mental
preparation. With recent advances in technology and science in professional sport, the margins
between winning and losing are narrowing and as a result pacing is playing an increasingly
important role.

The volume of pacing research has grown considerably over the last decade and is dominated
by endurance sports such as running, cycling and triathlon. The focus on endurance sports is
most likely related to the relative ease of investigating pacing under controlled laboratory or
field conditions. Pacing research in swimming however is limited given, in part, the inability
to externally control swimming pace effectively and difficulty in obtaining physiological
measurements in the pool. Despite these challenges, the dearth of research is somewhat
surprising as pacing is likely to be more critical in swimming than most sports, given the
inherent low mechanical efficiency and highly resistive properties of water. While the
mechanical efficiency of swimming varies with stroke, only ~6-18% of energy generated is
actually converted into mechanical work, which is low in comparison with cycling at 18-24%
12

. These characteristics are unique to swimming and have considerable implications on

selection and execution of a pacing strategy. As a result, the research in land-based sports has
limited application to swimming and to date a review investigating pacing in swimming has
not been conducted. Therefore, the aim of this systematic review was to evaluate the pacing
strategies adopted by competitive swimmers in competition, and their reproducibility, and
investigate how manipulations of pace affect kinematic, metabolic and performance variables.
The purpose is to provide coaches and sports science practitioners with valuable and practical
information regarding pacing in swimming.

3

Methods

A systematic search of relevant databases was conducted to identify articles suitable for this
review (publications to August 2017): Web of Science, Scopus, SPORTDiscus (via EBSCO)
and PubMed. Examination of the reference lists of the selected articles was conducted. The
search terms used were ‘pacing’ and ‘swimming’. Studies that included collection and
assessment of pacing data of pool-based swimming in peer reviewed journals are discussed. A
total of 23 studies were included in this review and the selection process is illustrated by a flow
chart in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Flow chart summary of the study selection process.
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Pacing Profile Characterisation
Pacing profiles in swimming are typically characterised by plotting split times or velocity over
each lap of the event. Split times from competitions are easily accessible in the public domain
via online results permitting calculation of mean lap velocity (m.s-1) by dividing lap distance
(m) by the split time (s). Alternatively, a widely accepted method is to express velocity in each
lap as a percentage of the overall mean race velocity

19

. These data provide a descriptive

analysis of pacing strategies typically adopted by swimmers in competition. However, it is
unclear whether these profiles are optimal for swimming performance or reflective of a
deliberate pre-planned pacing strategy. Although the influence of external factors is relatively
limited in swimming, the presence of a competitor in a lane nearby can influence a swimmer’s
pacing strategy. Swimmers might consciously modify their race plan to gain a tactical
advantage over a competitor, or simply change pace to keep up with a competitor who is pulling
away. Therefore, elite swimmers must possess the ability to execute a pre-determined race plan
and be willing and able to respond appropriately to developing race situations. Another
limitation is that only a handful of studies to date have measured split times every 5-10% of
the race distance to gain the high resolution necessary to determine accurate pacing information
35

.

For example, this approach would require measurement every 10-20 m in a 200 m race and
every 20-40 m in a 400 m race. This level of resolution has been achieved in swimming
research 36,37 and enables effective identification of velocity changes in free swimming and in
the non-swimming components of each lap. The non-swimming components include the dive
start, turns and the finish, while the remainder of the race is categorised as free or mid-pool
swimming. This type of detailed information is useful for coaches when identifying swimmer’s
strengths and weaknesses to program training and design individualised race plans 38.

Swimming velocity is the product of stroke rate and stroke length

39

and typically there is a

negative relationship between them whereby as one measure increases the other decreases.
Stroke rate can be defined as the number of strokes per minute or the time required to complete
one stroke cycle, whereas stroke length, often referred to as distance per stroke, is the distance
in metres that a swimmer travels during each stroke cycle. The optimal combination of stroke
rate and stroke length for a given event seems to be highly individual 40. Finalists at the U.S.
5

Olympic Swimming Trials in 1984 achieved higher swimming velocities compared to nonfinalists due to increased distance per stroke in the majority of events 41. Similarly, Olympic
female swimmers typically display greater stroke lengths and higher stroke rates compared to
National level swimmers 42. However, stroke length decreases as fatigue develops, therefore
successful swimmers are either able to sustain stroke length or compensate for a loss of stroke
length by increasing stroke rate 40-42.

In swimming, the pacing profile adopted in a particular event is dependent on both race distance
and stroke. A wide range of pacing profiles have been observed in swimming competitions
including negative, all-out, positive, even, parabolic, and J-shaped pacing (as depicted in
Figure 1.2) 38,43-46. Across all events the rapid acceleration obtained from the dive start results
in a fast first lap relative to subsequent laps. A faster first lap occurs to a lesser extent in
backstroke as swimmers start in the water and therefore flight time is reduced compared with
a block start

45,47-49

. In freestyle and backstroke events, the split time for the first lap also

includes the time taken to complete a tumble turn, whereas in breaststroke and butterfly events
the time taken to complete the touch turn is included in the second lap split. This
methodological convention means that the drop off in time between the first and second laps
is typically 1-2 seconds longer in butterfly and breaststroke events 49. However, for the purpose
of this review, we evaluated the pacing profile characterisation research by event distance
rather than by stroke. Given the unique nature of the individual medley (IM) event which
comprises four different swimming strokes it will be considered separately.

6

Figure 1.2 Schematic diagram illustrating examples of various pacing profiles
commonly observed in swimming across the range of competitive events.

Sprint Events (50-100 m)
There are surprisingly few studies detailing the pacing strategies in sprint swimming, especially
in 50 m events. In short-duration sporting events lasting less than 30 seconds an all-out pacing
strategy is typically employed 19. Despite a lack of evidence, observations from competitions
indicate a rapid acceleration at the start as a result of the dive followed by a gradual decline in
swimming velocity throughout the race as fatigue develops, indicating an all-out or near allout pacing strategy in 50 m events resulting in a positive profile

37

. In such a short event

swimmers should perform with the optimal stroke rate and stroke length combination to
provide maximum velocity and then try to maintain this for the entire race distance 49.
7

The 100 m event is also classed as a sprint event and there is some evidence characterising
pacing profiles in these events, predominantly in freestyle swimming. Athletes competing in
the 100 m freestyle at the FINA World Masters Championships in 2014 typically adopted a
positive pacing strategy whereby the mean 50 m lap time increased by 12% from the first to
the second lap 46. All swimmers entered in this event across all age groups were included in
this analysis (690 females, 912 males). This positive pacing strategy was also employed by
sub-elite adolescent swimmers in the same event at an international schools swimming
competition in a short course pool 47. The same was also true for finalists and semi-finalists
competing at long course international competitions where a similar pattern of lap times was
evident irrespective of finish position or gender 45. These results suggest that pacing profile is
not affected by skill level, but rather by the event distance and stroke, and elite swimmers are
simply faster in each lap. A faster first lap underpinned by the dive start means that the second
lap is slower leading to a positive pacing profile. The increase in lap time from the first to the
second lap can be greater in females than in males 46. A positive pacing profile is also typically
displayed in 100 m backstroke, butterfly and breaststroke events with only small differences in
the magnitude of the drop off in velocity between the two laps 38,49.

The importance of remaining competitive early on in such a short race should not be
underestimated, implying that swimmers should get out relatively fast at the start and expect a
slight drop off in the second half of the race. Performance in the second lap of a 100 m race is
highly correlated (r=0.65-0.85) with final time across all strokes in elite male and female
swimmers 45. Analysis from nine international competitions, including Olympic Games, World
and European Championships and Commonwealth Games, shows that the most successful 100
m swimmers swam faster times in each lap as well as maintained their speed more efficiently
in the final lap leading to a smaller drop off 45. Winners of the 100 m freestyle event at major
international competitions swam a faster second lap in comparison to their competitors 45. It is
unknown whether these faster lap times produced by winners in the freestyle event are a result
of higher free-swimming velocity, a superior push off from the wall, faster finish times or a
combination of all these elements. On the other hand, the most successful 100 m breaststroke
swimmers typically achieve quicker free swimming velocities as well as faster times for all
skill components, although most of the variance in performance time in this event was
explained by mid-pool swimming velocity 38. The correlation between finish time (the final 5
8

m of the race) and overall performance time in the 100 m breaststroke was very large in males
and females (r=0.76-0.82), highlighting the importance of this skill in sprint events 38.

Middle-Distance Events (200-400 m)
Middle-distance events include 200 m and 400 m distances which take just under two minutes
and up to four and a half minutes to complete depending on stroke and gender. Similar to
sprinters, the most successful middle-distance swimmers swim at higher velocities in each lap
and maintain velocity throughout the race 37,45. Free swimming velocity typically decreases by
approximately 6-8% from the first to the last lap of 200 m events 37, although this reduction is
often greater in breaststroke events due to the importance of leg propulsion in this stroke

45

.

Mathematical modelling indicates that an almost even pace is optimal for 200 m swimming
performance across all strokes 50. Even pacing seems to be a sensible option given that water
resistance increases disproportionately with increases in swimming velocity thereby elevating
energy expenditure substantially

12

. This effect is a consequence of the cubic relationship

between force and velocity in water 51, in contrast to the linear relationship in cycling 52. Across
all 200 m events, the third lap displayed the strongest correlations to final time indicating the
importance of this lap on overall performance 45. The most commonly used pacing strategies
in middle-distance backstroke and freestyle swimming across a range of competitive levels are
parabolic; a fast start followed by an evenly paced mid-section and a fast end-spurt
fast-start even; a fast start followed by a relatively even pace

45,47,54

43,53

, or

. Conversely, positive

pacing is often observed in 200 m breaststroke and butterfly events likely due to greater
fluctuations in velocity during each stroke cycle as well as lower mechanical efficiency than
freestyle and backstroke

45,49

. In breaststroke, positive pacing leads to deterioration in

kinematic variables such as turn speed and stroke length as the race progresses

38,55

.

Conversely, a fast-start even pacing profile was observed across all 200 m events at the 2013
World Swimming Championships with overall lap velocity remaining relatively stable in the
final lap 37. This stability was achieved despite a decrease in free swimming velocity from the
first to the last lap as swimmers were able to maintain underwater velocity off the turns.
Therefore, although overall lap velocity remained even throughout the middle laps, the pacing
profile for the free swimming component was positive in nature

37

. Swimmers maintained

underwater distances in the backstroke and butterfly events given that underwater velocity in
these strokes is typically faster than free swimming velocity. However, given that FINA
regulations limit underwater kicks in breaststroke, and freestyle surface velocity is faster than
9

underwater velocity, underwater distances were decreased in these events in the last turn.
Despite this, reductions in turn velocity throughout 200 m breaststroke and butterfly events
have been reported 38,56, which is likely related to the decrease in free swimming velocity.

Similar to the 200 m freestyle, pacing profiles in the 400 m freestyle are typically either faststart even or parabolic in nature

43,57

. An example of when parabolic pacing has proved

successful in 400 m freestyle swimming was Mack Horton’s gold medal winning performance
at the 2016 Olympic Games where the 100 m split times were 54.06, 57.13, 56.82 and 53.54
seconds. Some swimmers in this event adopt alternative pacing strategies including positive,
negative, even and variable profiles, although these are much less common 43,44. It appears that
no single pacing strategy yielded a significant competitive advantage on 400 m freestyle
performance at major international competitions, although swimmers were on average 1.7
seconds faster with fast-start even and parabolic pacing compared to positive pacing

43

.

Differences of this magnitude have a practically meaningful impact on performance given the
small margins between winning and losing in swimming. However, these margins could be
affected by the fastest swimmers selecting these profiles or by seeking a tactical advantage in
a race.

In contrast, a substantial impact of pacing strategy selection on 400 m freestyle performance is
evident when comparing swimmers with minimal physical (S10 classification) or visual (S13
classification) impairment to able-bodied swimmers 44. Even and negative pacing profiles were
most commonly adopted across all swimmers and the fastest performance times were achieved
with a negative profile, except for S13 female swimmers who swam fastest with even pacing
44

. Other pacing profiles adopted included fast start by able-bodied swimmers only, parabolic

by able-bodied and female S10 swimmers and parabolic fast start by impaired swimmers only
44

. The latter two strategies produced the slowest performance times, although the reason for

this is unclear. The degree of impairment in these athletes was considered minimal and may
explain why most of these swimmers; able-bodied, physically or visually impaired, displayed
an even or negative pacing profile. Despite these similarities, impaired swimmers displayed
greater lap-to-lap variability and performance times inferior to their able-bodied counterparts
who subsequently maintained a more consistent pace, which would be advantageous in
minimising energy expenditure and drag. Therefore, it appears that successful pacing strategies
in one cohort may not necessarily be as effective in another with the possibility that an optimal
10

pacing strategy might vary between individuals. Coaches and sports science practitioners
should tailor and individualise pacing strategies by taking into account each swimmers’
physiological, biomechanical and psychological characteristics.

Given that the majority of 400 m freestyle swimmers adopt a similar pacing profile, it is
important to identify what factors differentiate medallists and non-medallists in this event. It
appears the most important factor is the ability to increase swimming velocity in the final 100
m lap to produce a substantial end spurt

53

. Medallists in the 400 m freestyle start more

conservatively, by swimming below their mean race velocity for the first half of the race,
compared with non-medallists who swam above their mean race velocity. These findings
support the work of both Taylor et al. (2016) and Mauger et al. (2012) who reported faster 400
m freestyle performances with a negative pacing profile. It would appear that faster swimmers
can adopt a relatively controlled start which permits them to conserve energy early in the race,
such that they can then increase their swimming velocity substantially in the final lap. In
contrast, the non-medallists expend too much energy early on and as a result are unable to
sustain this pace during the latter stages of the race. The middle two 100 m laps of a 400 m
freestyle race are most highly related to overall race performance 45. This relationship seems
logical given the impact that the pace in these middle laps will have on the ability to produce
an end spurt in the final lap.

Long-Distance Events (800 m or above)
Similar to middle-distance freestyle events, parabolic pacing is typically utilised in freestyle
events of 800 m or above whereby swimming velocity is greatest at the start and end of the
race 58-60. The most successful female 800 m freestyle swimmers at the 2008 Olympic Games
maintained swimming velocity at an even pace through the middle of the race and then
increased velocity substantially in the final 100 m

58

. These swimmers typically swam the

second half of the race either faster or at the same pace as the first half 58, and it appears that
faster 800 m swimmers increase stroke rate in the second half of the race

41

. Analysis of

international and national competitions between 2000-2014 indicated that a similar pacing
profile is utilised by elite male 1500 m freestyle swimmers where the first and last 100 m are
fastest with a gradual slowing of pace in the middle laps 60. Improvements in 1500 m freestyle
performance time are characterised by the first two laps being swum relatively slower while
the last two laps are swum relatively faster. The fastest swimmers also demonstrated reduced
11

lap-to-lap variability

60

and typically display longer stroke lengths 41. Other research in both

middle and long-distance events shows the need to conserve energy at the start, swim at a
consistent pace in the middle sections and then increase velocity in the latter stages 45,53,58. A
parabolic pacing profile has also been observed in a 25 km pool-based time trial where
participants started conservatively and then gradually decreased their velocity during the trial
until the last 500 m when they markedly increased their velocity 61.

Individual Medley (IM) Events (200 & 400 m)
The IM is unique as it incorporates all four strokes into one event typically with substantial
variation between swimmers given individual strengths and weaknesses across strokes.
Although two swimmers may produce similar performances times, their strategy to achieve
this time could be markedly different. A 12-year analysis of pacing strategies in the 200 m and
400 m IM at international competitions indicated that the butterfly leg was the fastest
irrespective of final placing or gender 62. This outcome is not surprising given the effect of the
dive start on the first leg of the IM. Males tend to adopt a positive pacing strategy in an IM,
swimming relatively faster in the first half of the race, whereas females start more
conservatively adopting a negative pacing strategy and swimming relatively slower in the first
half of the race. When comparing medallists to semi-finalists the most successful IM swimmers
spend a higher percentage of race time on the butterfly leg (400 m: +0.29% or 0.79 s; 200 m:
+0.23% or 0.30 s) and a lower percentage on the backstroke (400 m: -0.13% or 0.35 s; 200 m:
-0.20% or 0.26 s) and breaststroke legs (400 m: -0.15% or 0.41 s; 200 m: -0.16% or 0.21 s) 62.
A more conservative start may be beneficial to conserve energy for the two middle laps. In
support of this contention, the backstroke leg displayed the highest correlations with
performance time in male medallists in both the 200 m (r=0.82) and 400 m (r=0.81) IM events
62

. Similarly, in female medallists the backstroke leg displayed the highest correlation with

performance time in the 200 m IM (r=0.78), however in the 400 m IM the freestyle leg was
most highly correlated (r=0.78) with the backstroke leg following closely behind (r=0.76) 62.
Clearly individualisation of a swimmer’s pacing strategy is a priority and has practical
implications for coaches when programming training IM swimmers. For example, female 400
m IM swimmers may need to focus on having a strong freestyle leg, whereas 200 m specialists
might concentrate on the backstroke leg.

12

Summary
Pacing profiles in swimming vary by event distance as well as by stroke (as depicted in Figure
1.3). In both sprint and middle-distance events, the ability to maintain swimming velocity
throughout the race is a major factor determining a swimmer’s success irrespective of gender.
Typically, greater losses in velocity are evident in breaststroke and butterfly events given their
relative inefficiency and higher energetic cost. In 400 m, 800 m and 1500 m freestyle events
the ability to swim at an even pace in the mid-sections followed by an end spurt in the final
lap(s) is critical for a successful outcome. Although pacing in IM events is somewhat
dependent upon each swimmer’s strengths and weaknesses across the four strokes, it appears
that conserving energy during the butterfly leg is a prudent strategy to promote performance in
subsequent legs. The outcomes of studies characterising pacing profiles in swimming are
summarised in Table 1.1.

Figure 1.3 Pacing profiles across different swimming events (reproduced with
permission from Thompson, 2014)
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Table 1.1 Summary of pacing profile characterisation studies
Reference

Participants

Data Collection

Number Level

Type

Pacing Profile Results

Level

Date Range

Swims

No. of Pool

Event(s)

comps
De Koning et
al. (2011) [18]

n/a

n/a

Mathematical modelling

n/a

n/a

n/a

LC

200 m FS

Even profile optimal

Dormehl
&
Osborough
(2015) [15]
Invernizzi et al.
(2014) [29]

56 M, 56 F,
112 T

Sub-elite

C

n/a

?

1

SC

100 m FS
200 m FS

Positive
Fast-start even

8M

Competitive

TT

n/a

n/a

SC

25,000 m FS

Reverse J-shaped

Lipińska
(2009) [26]

8F

Elite

C

International

1

LC

800 m FS

J-shaped

Lipińska et al.
(2016) [27]

20 F

Elite

C

National
International

&

1998-2014

192 swims

50

LC

800 m FS

Parabolic

Lipińska et al.
(2016) [28]

24 M

Elite

C

National
International

&

2000-2014

330 swims

173

LC

1500 m FS

Parabolic

Mauger et al.
(2012) [11]

147 M, 117
F, 264 T

Elite

C

National
International

&

2003-2010

264 swims

?

400 m FS

Fast-start even & parabolic

Mytton et al.
(2015) [21]

?

Elite

C

International

2004-2012

48 swims

6

LC

400 m FS

Parabolic

Nikolaidis &
Knechtle
(2017) [14]

?

Masters

C

International

2014

4481 swims (2221
F, 2260 M)

1

LC

100 m FS
200,
400,
800 m FS

Positive
Parabolic

Robertson et
al. (2009) [13]

?

Elite

C

International

7 year period

3057 swims (1530
M, 1527 F)

9

LC

Positive
Fast-start even
Positive
Parabolic

Saavedra et al.
(2012) [30]

?

Elite

C

International

2000-2011

1643 swims

26

LC

100 m FS,
BK, BR, BF
200 m FS &
BK
200 m BR &
BF
400 m FS
200 m IM
400 m IM

International Schools

2008

Positive (M), Negative (F)
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Reference

Participants

Data Collection

Number Level

Type

Skorski et al.
(2013) [16]

9 M, 7 F, 16
T

Junior

Simulated Competition

Skorski et al.
(2014) [25]

158 M

Elite

C

National
International

Taylor et al.
(2016) [12]

?

Elite (AB &
PARA)

C

International

Thompson et
al. (2000) [7]

159 M, 158
F per event

National
Elite

C

National
International

Veiga & Roig
(2016) [6]

64 M, 64 F

Elite

C

International

to

Pacing Profile Results

Level

&

&

Date Range

Swims

No. of Pool
comps

Event(s)

n/a

6 swims

Test &
re-test

LC

200 m FS
400 m FS
800 m FS

Fast-start even
Parabolic
Parabolic

2010

362 swims

22

LC

200 m FS,
BK & BF
200 m BR
400 m FS

Fast-start even
Positive
Parabolic

2006-2012

1176 swims (801
AB, 375 PARA)

14

LC

400 m FS

Parabolic

1992-1997

634 swims

12

LC

100 m BR
200 m BR

Positive
Positive

2013

128 swims

1

LC

200 m FS
200 m BK
200 m BR
200 m BF

Fast-start even

AB able-bodied, BF butterfly, BK backstroke, BR breaststroke, C competition, F female, FR freestyle, IM individual medley, LC long course, M
male, PARA athletes with a disability, SC short course, T total, TT time trial
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Pacing Profile Reproducibility
As well as characterising pacing profiles in competition, researchers have examined the
reproducibility of these profiles between and within individuals and competitions. Unlike many
cycling or running events, swimmers’ race in their own lanes meaning they do not need to
compete for positions. Swimmers are somewhat isolated from their opponents and subject to
minimal interference from external factors. As a result, within-subject reliability is greater in
swimming than in track running when comparing events of similar durations 63 with a typical
race-to-race variability in performance of ~1%

11

. In theory this should allow swimmers to

implement a pre-determined race plan irrespective of opponents or competition, although some
may swim to gain a tactical advantage. For example, swimmers may attempt to upset the race
plan of their competitors by taking the race out faster or slower than expected, which can cause
a competitor to abandon their original or usual race strategy. Some swimmers may also position
themselves in such a way as to avoid swimming through turbulence created by their
competitors as this increase’s energy expenditure. However, variability in pacing is more likely
to originate from the swimmer themselves rather than from differences between competitors
57

. Highly experienced swimmers produce stable and consistent pacing profiles between and

within competitions, although the variability appears to be higher in junior swimmers 48,57. This
outcome is not unexpected given that athletes develop their individual performance template(s)
through repeated practice and competition experience over several years 35,64.

Another important factor is the variability of pacing between laps of a swimming event.
Competitive junior swimmers showed consistent pacing profiles during the first three quarters
of simulated 200 m, 400 m and 800 m freestyle races with a coefficient of variation (CV) <2%,
but the variability increased above 2% in the final quarter of each race distance 48. The pacing
variability of finalists at senior European and World Championships between 2007 and 2011
also increased slightly with each lap in 400 m freestyle event, although the CV remained under
2% at all time points

63

. Greater variability in pacing both in mid-pool swimming and non-

swimming components during the latter stages of a race in both senior and junior swimmers
could be attributed to accumulation of fatigue causing deterioration in mechanical efficiency
and increased drag 63. However, it is possible that swimmers of lower expertise may be more
easily influenced by the actions of their opponents leading to deviation from their planned
pacing strategy resulting in a greater variability in velocity. The stroke can also influence
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pacing, for example, there is increased variability during breaststroke swimming probably
related to the relatively higher intra-cycle velocity fluctuations and lower mechanical
efficiency that elevates energy expenditure

57,65

. There is also some evidence indicating that

higher-expertise swimmers are able to maintain a more consistent turn performance,
particularly in the latter stages of a race 56,66. However, the majority of elite swimmers tend to
adopt similar pacing profiles in any given event irrespective of gender or final placing

45,59

.

This is not surprising given that coaches and athletes often select a pacing strategy based on
observation of world class athletes in the same event 35. Although many of the most successful
distance freestylers utilise parabolic pacing, it is unknown whether this strategy is in fact
optimal for all swimmers. It is possible that this may be highly individual and dependent on a
variety of factors unique to each swimmer 44. However further research is needed to determine
the impact of alternative pacing strategies on swimming performance.

When examining reproducibility within the same competition, pacing patterns display low
variability from heats to finals in elite senior swimmers despite substantial differences in
overall performance times 57. Mean improvements in overall performance times from heats to
finals within the same competition range between 1.1-1.3%, whereas between competitions the
improvements range between 0.2-1.0%, relative to the number of weeks between the
competitions 11. Despite these variations in overall performance times, an individual’s pacing
pattern in a particular event remains relatively stable within the same competition as well as
between competitions 48,57. There are few differences in pacing profiles between simulated and
real competitions, although there is often a subtle rise in velocity in real competitions

48

.

Therefore, it appears swimmers select their pacing strategy based on prior experience
independent of competition or race type. Race simulations in training can provide a useful tool
to practice pacing strategies, providing more opportunities for younger inexperienced
swimmers to develop their performance template(s). However, simulations may not accurately
replicate the physiological and psychological demands of real competitions, such as the
presence of spectators and media coverage. To ensure swimmers can execute their pacing
strategy under potentially stressful competition conditions, they should be given sufficient
opportunities to practice pacing strategies in minor competitions before a major competition.

In summary, pacing profiles remain relatively stable irrespective of opponents, competition
stage or type, and performance time. Swimmers develop their pacing strategy over several
17

years and as a result pacing profiles of junior or inexperienced swimmers will likely be more
variable than their experienced, senior counterparts.

Pace Manipulation
The research surrounding the effects of different pacing strategies on physiological,
biomechanical and performance variables is sparse. To date there are only four studies
manipulating swimming pace and these are limited to breaststroke and freestyle swimming
only. Commonly used methods to manipulate pace in swimming include a small device
positioned just behind the swimmer’s ear emitting audible beeps at set intervals, and
underwater flashing light systems installed at the bottom of the pool.

A recent study manipulated pace during the first quarter of a simulated 400 m freestyle
competition using a flashing light system or by audible signals every 25 m. Swimming pace in
the first 100 m was set to either 3% faster or 3% slower than in a self-paced trial. Swimmers
were 0.6% faster in the self-paced trial, although from a total of fifteen swimmers, three of
them swam faster in the fast-start trial and four were faster in the slow-start trial 33. This pattern
indicates that some swimmers failed to select an optimal pacing strategy in the self-paced trial.
In cycling, a fast-start pacing strategy can accelerate V̇O2 kinetics which is associated with
improved high-intensity cycling performance

67

. Whether the same would be true for

swimming is unclear given differences between modes of exercise and laboratory and aquatic
environments. It is possible that a fast-start pacing strategy in swimming may increase energy
expenditure and fatigue which collectively is likely to have a negative impact on performance.
If this were the case greater metabolic disturbances might be expected with a fast-start but few
differences in metabolic variables including blood lactate concentration and heart rate were
evident between self-paced, fast-start or slow-start trials 33. This evidence may help explain the
lack of differences in the magnitude of the end spurt despite the expectation of a greater
increase in velocity in the slow-start trial due to conservation of energy resources early in the
trial. However, perhaps this effect was outweighed by the energetic cost associated with
increasing swimming velocity following a slower first quarter of the race. A major limitation
of this study was that in the self-paced condition swimmers raced against each other, whereas
in both manipulated conditions they swam alone. A competitive element in self-paced trials is
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likely to impact motivation, performance and pacing, therefore making comparisons with the
manipulated trials problematic.

Further pace manipulation research has been conducted in breaststroke swimming using an
AquapacerTM device to emit audible beeps. This device has been shown to be an accurate and
repeatable method to control pacing up to 98% of maximal 200 m breaststroke pace

68,69

.

However, in trials where participants were required to swim at maximal and supramaximal
speeds, the magnitude of pacing error rose substantially during the latter stages of the trial,
which is not surprising given the detrimental effects of fatigue on swimming technique and
efficiency. During a trial at 102% of maximal 200 m breaststroke pace, swimmers attempted
to maintain swimming velocity and compensate for a reduction in stroke length as fatigue
developed by increasing stroke rate and stroke count. Markedly higher blood lactate
concentrations were observed in the 102% trial (11.3 ± 1.2 mmol∙l-1 vs. 9.6 ± 1.8 mmol∙l-1 in
the 100% trial) indicating an increased anaerobic energy contribution, possibly due to an
elevated stroke rate and count which increased swimmers’ recruitment and/or activation of
fast glycolytic muscle fibres 69. Therefore, swimmers were able to pace accurately, during highspeed breaststroke swimming, using the AquapacerTM until fatigue became a limiting factor.
When comparing even, positive and negative pacing profiles in breaststroke swimming it
appears that changing pace during a race increases the likelihood of a pacing error occurring
68

. Compared to even pacing, positive pacing in breaststroke swimming increased peak blood

lactate concentration, rating of perceived exertion (RPE) and stroke rate

55,69

. Although turn

times were substantially faster with positive pacing compared with even and negative (by 0.4
s and 1.4 s respectively) pacing during the first half of the trial, these turn times deteriorated
by over 5% in the second half. Swimmers started each of these trials in the water and so the
influence of a dive start is not apparent. These results indicate that positive pacing was
perceived to be more physically strenuous and resulted in a higher anaerobic energy
contribution than even and negative pacing. In addition, larger reductions in stroke technique
and turning proficiency with positive pacing indicate that these factors may contribute to earlier
onset of fatigue.

It appears that the performance of junior 400 m freestyle swimmers may benefit from adopting
alternative pacing strategies, although the impact on kinematic variables remains unclear.
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Furthermore, even pacing in 200 m breaststroke swimming could be advantageous given the
reduced metabolic and kinematic disturbances associated with these strategies.

Methods of Pace Manipulation
The AquapacerTM has been used by many national team swimming coaches and offers a timing
resolution of 1/100th second as well as the ability to control stroke rate

70

. Although this

technology is no longer manufactured, a new device the Tempo Trainer ProTM, has the same
functionality. These types of audio devices are a useful tool for coaches to control and
manipulate pacing in training and are widely used within the high-performance swimming
community. The AquapacerTM is an accurate and reliable method to control swimming pace
and swimmers of varying performance levels are able to habituate rapidly to these devices
despite no prior experience 33,55,68,69.

An alternative method is an underwater lights system where instead of following audio signals,
swimmers follow pre-programmed visual signals displayed on the bottom of the pool. This
technology has been used in studies investigating the reliability of a pool-based testing protocol
whereby swimmers of varying experience levels were able to accurately and reliably follow
the light signals

71-73

. However, these light-based systems are not easily accessible to many

swimming clubs and require skilled personnel to set-up the system prior to a training session.

With both methods, swimmers can exhibit difficulties keeping in time with the signals when
pushing off at the start or when coming off the wall after a turn. For example, at the start of an
effort swimmers may glide underwater faster than the pace the lights are set to, requiring them
to then slow down appreciably for the lights to catch up before continuing. Swimmers may also
struggle to get back on pace with the lights following a turn which can impact the rest of the
effort. Therefore, the ability to program adjustments for push offs and turns would be useful to
ensure the swimmer can easily maintain pace with the lights. Additionally, during competition,
swimming velocity often changes within a lap 43, hence the capacity to set the pace of the lights
across smaller segments in each lap would be valuable. Clearly, swimmers should familiarise
themselves thoroughly with these methods before being able to use them effectively in training
and testing.
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Future Directions
Although pacing is clearly an important aspect of swimming, the research in this area is
relatively limited and several questions remain unanswered. Much of the literature to date has
used competition data to characterise pacing profiles and their reproducibility within and
between competitions. There is a need for future research in this area to gain high resolution
pacing data to allow for detailed analysis of velocity changes within laps as well as in free
swimming and non-swimming components. Only a handful of studies have manipulated pacing
in an experimental setting to examine the effects of different pacing strategies on physiological,
biomechanical and performance variables, which is currently limited to freestyle and
breaststroke swimming. Studies in which the efficacy of multiple pacing strategies are
examined across a range of race distances and strokes are needed to determine the optimal
pacing strategy in each event. It would also be interesting to determine whether this type of
approach aligns with the profiles currently adopted by elite swimmers in competition.
Furthermore, it is unclear whether these pacing profiles change when the event is swum as part
of a relay. The importance of tailoring pacing strategies to suit individual characteristics
requires further research. These studies should closely replicate competition conditions to
provide more practically meaningful information for coaches and sports science practitioners.
The AquapacerTM device and underwater lighting systems could be valuable tools to
manipulate pace in swimming. It is also pertinent to examine the effectiveness of these tools to
entrain pacing strategies, elicit changes in pacing behaviour, and translate improvements in
training into the competition environment.

Conclusions
Over the past decade researchers have characterised the pacing profiles of elite swimmers in
international competitions, with a large proportion of this analysis focusing on middle- and
long-distance freestyle swimming. In these events the most commonly observed pacing profiles
are fast-start even and parabolic, and the same is true in the 200 m backstroke event.
Conversely, in middle-distance butterfly and breaststroke events a positive pacing profile is
evident, likely due to their unique stroke characteristics. The key to success in 200 m events
irrespective of stroke seems to be the capacity to maintain swimming velocity throughout the
race, whereas in freestyle events 400 m and above the ability to conserve energy early on and
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produce a substantial end spurt in the final stages is vital. Although there is less evidence in
short distance events, the most successful sprinters across all strokes are better able to maintain
swimming velocity therefore minimising the drop off from the start to the end of the race. On
the other hand, the pacing requirements for IM events are unique and swimmers should start
conservatively to conserve energy for the backstroke and breaststroke legs. The 400 m IM was
the only event where a gender difference was evident whereby the strokes that most strongly
determined overall performance time were backstroke or breaststroke in males but freestyle in
females, which may be reflective of differing race tactics.

Pacing profiles are consistent and reproducible from heats to finals within the same competition
as well as from competition to competition. However, pacing variability can increase in the
latter stages of a race due to fatigue accumulation, and in junior swimmers given less
competitive experience. In general, swimmers tend to display the same pacing profile in any
given race irrespective of performance time, which suggests that the pacing profile per se is
not a performance defining factor. However, the velocity of a pacing profile can vary with
changes in fitness level or during a taper which leads to changes in overall performance. There
is evidence that some swimmers fail to select an optimal pacing strategy in self-paced trials, as
experimental trials show that they can improve performance times in trials where their pacing
profile was manipulated. Moreover, although positive pacing is most common in the 200 m
breaststroke event, this type of profile is associated with greater metabolic and kinematic
disturbances for the same performance times when compared to an even profile. Implementing
alternative pacing strategies may benefit performance in some swimmers and highlights the
need for greater individualisation when considering pacing strategy selection.
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Literature review update
This update includes a summary of pacing studies that were published after the cut-off date
(August 2017) for inclusion in the published systematic review, or did not meet the original
selection criteria but were subsequently deemed relevant for this thesis. For example, those
studies incorporating the use of various pacing aids in pool-based swimming protocols that
featured in Chapter 5.
A further literature search was conducted in January 2020 using the search terms ‘swimming’
and ‘pacing’. A total of 20 studies were returned for the period August 2017 to January
2020. Nine of these studies were related to pacing in triathlon, ironman or open water
swimming and three were unrelated to pacing or swimming. Two studies examined the use of
pacing aids and different feedback modalities in swimming, which will be discussed here. The
systematic review presented in this chapter was also included in this list as well as another
systematic review on pacing in swimming published in 2019. The remaining studies related to
a theoretical framework to explain end-spurt and U-shaped pacing profiles, anaerobic capacity
assessment in swimmers and modelling of stroke parameters. Although these studies are
somewhat related to pacing in swimming, following further inspection these were not included
in this thesis as they did not collect or report any pacing data in swimming.

Pacing aids
Given the constraints of the swimming pool environment, swimming technology is generally
behind the times relative to land-based sports. However, with recent advances in waterproof
technology, the number of commercially available swimming training tools and devices has
increased in the last decade. Pacing aids such as underwater pacing lights and wearable
metronomes have become increasingly popular among swimming coaches. Therefore, the
number of studies examining the effectiveness of these tools in swimming has also increased.
The ability to provide swimmers with near real-time feedback in the water is highly desirable
as the only feedback swimmers typically receive is verbal at the end of a repetition. Given that
a swimmer’s perception of pace is often inaccurate74, real-time visual or audio feedback could
help improve pacing accuracy.
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An underwater chronometer which displays the swimmer’s times on an underwater LED screen
placed on the bottom of the pool has been developed. In this study, the influence of feedback
type on the ability to swim accurately to target times during 200-m aerobic freestyle repetitions
was examined75. Receiving chronometer feedback improved pacing accuracy compared to
receiving no feedback in a group of amateur swimmers and triathletes, although differences
between target and actual times are not reported. There were no substantial differences in
accuracy between chronometer feedback and visual and audio feedback provided by the coach
standing on the side of the pool. It remains unclear whether these feedback methods would also
improve pacing accuracy during high-speed or race pace swimming and in other strokes.
Although this type of chronometer system may be beneficial for pacing accuracy, it is limited
by only providing feedback after a turn. Therefore, although pacing for total 200-m time as in
this study may be accurate, the pace within each lap may be highly variable as swimmers adjust
their pace based on the feedback received at each turn. Maintaining an even pace is not only
the most efficient in relation to energy expenditure, but also important during aerobic
swimming as changing pace during a repetition likely alters the intensity and the subsequent
physiological response and training adaptations76.

The effectiveness of pacing aids that provide real-time continuous feedback during swimming
such as underwater pacing lights have also been examined. While visual pacing lights have
been used widely to control swimming speed in a variety of studies using pool-based testing
protocols34,77, very few have investigated the ability of swimmers to conform to the prescribed
paces. Underwater pacing lights systems typically consist of a strip of either continuous LED
lights, or a series of LED lights at approximately 1-m intervals, placed on the bottom of the
pool. The LEDs light up along the strip at a pre-programmed speed where the swimmer is
instructed to keep their head in line with the lights as they illuminate. It is important to assess
the pacing accuracy of swimmers when using these underwater lights systems to assist both
coaches using these systems in training, and researchers employing them for testing purposes.
Pacing accuracy can be evaluated by calculating differences between target times and actual
times. Typically, swimmers are able to follow underwater pacing lights accurately at a variety
of swimming speeds during freestyle and backstroke swimming71,72,76. Differences of <0.02
m/s or <1.3% between target and actual velocity were reported during 50-m repetitions at 82,
88 and 93% of maximum speed76. However, difficulties following the lights during the start
and turns have been reported by swimmers due to the faster speeds experienced following a
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push off from the wall. As the majority of pacing lights systems are programmed to move at a
constant speed, swimmers often find themselves gliding underwater faster than the lights after
a turn, and then have to pause while the lights catch up before they continue swimming at the
target speed71,72. It is possible that the intra-cycle velocity fluctuations evident during
breaststroke and butterfly swimming may also impact the usefulness of underwater pacing
lights with these strokes65. However, this shortcoming may be overcome by using a pacing
light system with a continuous strip of LED lights, rather than systems with 1 or 2-m intervals
between lights which are more commonly used.

While visual pacing feedback can be effective, the potential benefits of real-time voice
feedback have also been investigated in swimming. This type of technology allows the coach
to communicate with the swimmer via a small microphone, and a waterproof receiver placed
underneath the swimming cap. The coach can transmit a voice message to the swimmer while
they are swimming. One study examined the effectiveness of this system compared to visual
feedback provided by the coach via hand signals and self-pacing74. Swimmers were unable to
accurately self-pace during these aerobic 400-m freestyle swims, where they typically swam
faster than the target time throughout the repetition74. Similar results were obtained with visual
feedback via coach hand signals where swimmers received information regarding the
difference between their pace and the intended pace every 100-m. Despite only receiving audio
messages from the coach every 100-m, pacing accuracy improved substantially in this
condition compared to self-pacing and visual feedback. However, even with the audio feedback
swimmers did not achieve the intended swimming pace until the 300-m mark and swam faster
than the target throughout the first 200-m. An audio feedback system has a wide range of
potential applications in swimming where coaches have the capacity to provide encouragement
and feedback on other areas such as technique and skill execution. Further research is required
to assess the efficacy of this technology with elite swimmers in other strokes and at faster
swimming speeds.

The accuracy of pacing is not only important in training and competition, but also during
specific testing sessions where precise pace regulation is required to execute the test
effectively. An example of this in swimming is the 5 or 7 x 200-m incremental step test which
is commonly used by coaches internationally78. This test allows the determination of lactate
threshold speeds which can be used to prescribe individualised training paces as well as assess
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progress and the effectiveness of a training block. Given the difficulties of controlling work
rate in swimming, this test typically relies on the ability of the swimmer to accurately selfpace. This test also requires a gradual increase in pace with each stage but also an even pace
within each 200-m repetition. Swimmers with limited or no experience with this type of
incremental step test typically swim too fast in the early stages and too slow in the later stages
relative to individualised target times79. Additionally, swimmers were unable to pace evenly in
each 100-m of the 200-m repetitions. It is likely that swimming too fast in the initial stages of
the test impacted the swimmer’s ability to achieve target times in the later stages, given
increased anaerobic metabolism and associated accumulation of fatigue-related metabolites79.
The inability to pace effectively in an incremental step test influences the accuracy and
reliability of identifying the blood lactate and speed relationship, reducing the value and utility
of the results. In one study, a wearable metronome was used to control swimming speed
throughout a 7 x 200-m step test in a group of national level swimmers80. While the aim of this
study was to evaluate the reliability and sensitivity to training of the step test, the reported
pacing accuracy of split times was within 1 second of the target time80. Unfortunately, detailed
results of actual split times compared to target split times throughout each stage were not
reported. It appears that pacing aids could be beneficial in regulating swimming speed in poolbased testing protocols which require precise pace regulation to yield accurate results.

Conclusion
In summary, pacing aids that provide real-time or near real-time feedback while swimming
such as underwater pacing lights, wearable metronomes, underwater chronometers and audio
communication devices could be useful to improve pacing accuracy during training and testing.
More detailed pacing accuracy data from studies utilising pacing aids to control swimming
speed in pool-based testing would be useful for swimmers, coaches, sports scientists and
researchers. Given the current lack of studies evaluating the effectiveness of these pacing aids
in swimming, further research is required to evaluate their utility across different strokes,
swimming speeds and performance levels. Furthermore, it would be pertinent to investigate
whether these pacing aids could be used to entrain and develop pacing skills and improve
pacing accuracy during self-paced swimming. This research would provide coaches with useful
information on the most effective pacing tools for swimmers and training methods to enhance
pacing skills.
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Chapter 2 - Pacing and performance in swimming: Differences between
individual and relay events
McGibbon, K.E., Shephard, M.E., Osborne, M.A., Thompson, K.G., & Pyne, D.B. (2019).
Pacing and performance in swimming: Differences between individual and relay events.
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Abstract
Purpose: Although pacing is considered crucial for success in individual swimming events,
there is a lack of research examining pacing in relays. We investigated the impact of start lap
and pacing strategy on swimming performance, and whether these strategies differ between
relays and the corresponding individual event. Methods: Race data for 716 4 x 200-m freestyle
relay finals from 14 international competitions between 2010-2018 were analysed
retrospectively. Each swimmers’ individual 200-m freestyle season’s best time for the same
year was used for comparison. Races were classified as a fast, average or slow start lap strategy
(lap one) and as an even, negative or positive pacing strategy (laps two to four), to give an
overall race strategy e.g. average start lap-even pacing. Results: A fast start lap strategy was
associated with slower 200-m times (range 0.5-0.9 s, p≤0.04) irrespective of gender, and
positive pacing led to slower 200-m (0.4-0.5 s, p≤0.03) times in females. A fast start lap
strategy led to positive pacing in 71% of swimmers. Half of the swimmers changed pacing
strategy with 13% and 7% more female and male swimmers respectively displaying positive
pacing in relays compared to individual events. In relays, a fast start lap and positive pacing
was utilized more frequently by swimmers positioned on second to fourth relay legs (+13%)
compared to lead-off leg swimmers (+3%). Conclusion: To maximize performance swimmers
should be more conservative in the first lap and avoid unnecessary alterations in race strategy
in relay events.

[Accepted author manuscript version reprinted, by permission, from:
McGibbon, K. E., Shephard, M. E., Osborne, M. A., Thompson, K. G., & Pyne, D. B. (2020). Pacing and
Performance in Swimming: Differences Between Individual and Relay Events, International Journal of Sports
Physiology and Performance, 15(8), 1059-1066. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1123/ijspp.2019-0381. ©2020 Human
Kinetics]
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Introduction
Pacing profiles have been well characterized in individual swimming events,81 however it
remains unclear whether swimmers adopt similar strategies in relay events. Pacing refers to the
distribution of energy expenditure throughout exercise and regulation of pace is strongly
influenced by the ability to resist fatigue.19 Given the highly resistive properties of water and
the low mechanical efficiency of swimming compared with land-based sports,12 pacing strategy
selection and execution is critical in swimming.

Differences in swimming performance between relay events and the corresponding individual
event within the same competition may be related to increased motivation to perform well for
the team.82In a study of 166 elite male swimmers in national and international competitions,
no substantial differences in performance time were evident between relay and individual
events for those swimming the first or lead-off relay leg.83 This outcome is unsurprising given
that the flat start technique for a lead-off swimmer is the same as an individual event. In
contrast, swimmers assigned second to fourth relay positions perform a flying start allowing
them to begin the starting motion before the incoming teammate touches the wall typically
resulting in a faster reaction time than a flat start.84 Improving exchange block times has a
meaningful impact on team performance and higher placing teams typically display shorter
exchange times.83,84 Depending on the technique used, a flying start may increase take-off
velocity compared to a flat start, although the impact on swimming velocity throughout the
first lap remains unclear. While some research indicates a trend for performance benefits with
a relay start85, another reports time to 10-m is unaffected.86Similarly, differences in 200-m
performance times between relays and individual events within the same competition were
largely accounted for by reduced exchange block times caused by the flying start, as opposed
to real changes in performance.83

Results from laboratory-based studies indicate that individuals exert less effort when part of a
group in a variety of sporting and non-sporting settings, a concept known as social loafing.87
When this concept was investigated with a university swim team in a simulated competition,
swimmers swam 0.7 s faster in a relay than an individual event when their individual lap times
were publicly displayed, but when their results were non-identifiable they swam 0.4 s slower
in relays.87 Participants were permitted to use a flying start in both the individual and relay
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swims. Higher levels of effort and more pressure to perform well were reported when
competing in a relay. Similarly, swimmers at major international competitions were faster in
relays than individual events, even after controlling for differences in reaction time.82 This
outcome was attributed to motivating group effects only when the team had a good chance of
winning a medal and when individual contributions were perceived as critical to the success of
the group.82 However, the pacing strategies utilized by swimmers in these studies were not
examined.

The added pressure and motivation to perform well in relays may impact pacing strategy
selection and execution. Pacing strategy may or may not be pre-planned and changes can occur
prior to the race or mid-race in response to the actions of opponents. Relay leg assignment may
also influence whether a swimmer alters their pacing strategy as those positioned on the second
to fourth relay legs can watch the race unfold before diving in. It is possible that adjustments
to a pre-planned pacing strategy occur in both individual and relay events dependent upon the
race situation. Current evidence indicates only trivial performance differences between
individual and relay events, although it remains unclear whether the start and pacing strategy
differ.

The aims of this investigation were to determine the effect of overall race strategy characterized
by start lap strategy and pacing strategy for laps two to four on swimming performance, and to
examine whether the strategies adopted by swimmers in relay events differ from the
corresponding individual event. These details would provide coaches with practical
information to assist the preparation of swimmers for individual and relay events.

Methods

Data collection
Relay race data including reaction times, 50-m splits and overall race times, from 14
international long course competitions including Commonwealth Games, Olympic Games, Pan
Pacific, European and World Championships between 2010-2018 were analysed
retrospectively. For each relay swimmer, the individual 200-m freestyle season’s best time for
the

same

year

was

located

using

FINA

world

rankings

(https://www.fina.org/content/swimming-world-ranking). A total of 832 4 x 200-m freestyle
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relay final swims were located, however 116 were deleted as the split times for the
corresponding individual swims could not be identified online. Therefore, a total of 716 relay
swims and the corresponding individual event were analysed. The sample included 346
different swimmers (174 males, 172 females) and for each swimmer at least two swims were
analysed: one relay swim and one individual swim. Some swimmers appeared more than once
as they competed in multiple relay finals within the same year and/or across different years (1
entry: 181 swimmers, 2 entries: 73, 3 entries: 37, 4 entries: 24, 5 entries: 13, 6 entries: 9, and
7 entries: 9).

Individual swims were performed within six months of the relay swim but not always in the
same competition given limitations on the number of swimmers permitted to enter an
individual event per country at an international competition. Where split times from the
season’s best performance could not be located, or the time given on FINA world rankings was
a split from a relay lead-off leg, results from other sanctioned local or national competitions in
the same year were searched to identify a time close to that of the season’s best time.
Consequently, some of the individual swims used were not strictly the season’s best time;
however, a swimmers’ pacing profile is highly reproducible within and between competitions
despite differences in time.57

In the cases where a reaction time was not provided, results from other comparable
competitions in the same year were checked to locate a reaction time for that swimmer. This
method was used for 23 swims. Alternatively, a default reaction time of 0.7 s was used for 148
swims where a reaction time could not be located.84 Exchange block times for relay swimmers
in the second to fourth positions were adjusted to equal the reaction time from the individual
event. This adjustment removes the effect of the flying start in relays and permits comparisons
between the two types of event. Results were obtained from internet sources and all data are
available in the public domain. Therefore, the University of Canberra Human Research Ethics
Committee declared this study exempt from review (Project Number: 17-271).

Data analysis
Overall race strategy was characterized by the start lap strategy (lap one) and by the pacing
strategy (laps two to four), e.g. average-even (average start lap and even pacing). These effects
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were analysed separately to allow detailed analysis of the first 50-m lap which includes a dive
start.

Start lap strategy was determined by calculating the mean and SD for the percentage of overall
race time spent on the first 50-m lap separately for males and females, and for individual events
and relays. A swim was classified as an average start if the lap one percentage was within 1
SD of the mean, a fast start if => 1 SD below the mean, and a slow start if => 1 SD above the
mean. Changes in start lap strategy from individual events to relays were grouped into six
categories (Table 2.1).

Table 2.1 Categories used to describe changes in start lap strategy and pacing strategy
Category

Description

Start Lap Strategy (Lap one)
No Change

No change between event types

Average to Fast

Average start in an individual event to a fast start in a relay

Average to Slow

Average start in an individual event to a slow start in a relay

Slow to Average

Slow start in an individual event to an average start in a relay

Slow to Fast

Slow start in an individual event to a fast start in a relay

Fast to Average

Fast start in an individual event to an average start in a relay

Pacing Strategy (Laps two to four)
No Change

No change between event types

Even - Neg

From even pacing to negative pacing, or vice versa

To Positive

Even or negative pacing in an individual event to positive pacing in a relay

From Positive

Positive pacing in an individual event to even or negative pacing in a relay
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Pacing strategy was determined by calculating the slope of the linear regression line through
the percentage of race time spent in laps two to four. For each swim, two slopes were
calculated, first the slope from laps two, three and four, then from only laps three and four.
This method was chosen as preliminary analysis using only one slope led to some
misclassification of pacing strategies, therefore it was deemed more accurate to combine the
two. Figure 2.1 outlines the criteria for determining the final pacing strategy using a
combination of the two different slope classifications. The SD for each of these slopes was
calculated separately for males and females, and for individual events and relays. For each
slope, pacing strategy was classified as positive if the slope was => 1 SD above zero indicating
a gradual decrease in speed; as negative if the slope was => 1 SD below zero indicating a
gradual increase in speed, and even if the slope was within 1 SD of zero indicating maintenance
of speed. Changes in pacing strategy from individual events to relays were grouped into four
categories (Table 2.1). Pacing variability was expressed as a coefficient of variation (CV) using
the percentage of overall race time spent in laps two, three and four.

Figure 2.1 Criteria for determining final pacing strategy in laps two to four using
classifications from slopes for laps 2-4 and 3-4.
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As an indicator of performance level, 200-m times were divided by the current 200-m freestyle
world record to calculate a world record ratio (WRR) expressed as a percentage.88 A paired
samples t-test, effect size statistic (ES) and 90% confidence interval (CI) were used to examine
differences in overall race time, and percentage of race time spent on each lap between
individual and relay events. An independent sample t-test was used to examine differences in
percentage of race time per lap between males and females. Relationships between swimming
performance, event type, start lap strategy, pacing strategy, pacing variability and overall race
strategy were analysed with a General Linear Mixed Model using the R package lme4.89,90 A
random intercept for Subjects, World Rank and Year were included to account for intraindividual dependencies and inter-individual heterogeneity. All models were estimated using
Restricted Maximum Likelihood. Visual inspection of residual plots did not reveal any obvious
deviations from homoscedasticity but showed indications of heavy tails against the normal
distribution, which was accommodated by obtaining bootstrapped confidence intervals.
Multiple comparisons of means were used to obtain P-values and Tukey contrasts were
implemented in the R package multcomp.91 Results are reported either as mean ± SD or mean
and 90% confidence interval (CI). The smallest worthwhile change (SWC) in swimming
performance at international competitions has been established as 0.4%,11 which equates to
approximately 0.4 s and 0.5 s in men’s and women’s 200-m freestyle events respectively. This
threshold was used to determine whether performance changes were practically meaningful in
elite swimming. All statistics were calculated using R software.90

Results

Start Lap Strategy (Lap one)
Start lap strategy substantially affected 200-m performance time in relays for males and
females (Table 2.2). A fast start lap strategy yielded slower 200-m times compared to an
average start (males 0.6 s, 0.2-0.9 s, p=0.02; females 0.7 s, 0.3-1.0 s, p=0.01; mean, 90% CI)
and a slow start lap strategy (males 0.7 s, 0.2-1.1, p=0.02; females 0.9 s, 0.4-1.3 s, p=0.01) in
relay events. In contrast, start lap strategy only influenced performance time in male individual
events, with a fast start resulting in a slower race time than a slow start lap strategy (0.5 s, 0.21.1 s, p=0.03). These magnitudes of differences equate to a 0.5-0.7% decrement in
performance. Start lap strategy substantially impacted pacing variability irrespective of gender
or event type. A fast start lap was associated with higher pacing variability than both an average
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(0.8%, 0.7-0.9%, p<0.001) and slow start lap (0.9%, 0.8-1.1%, p<0.001). An average start lap
also yielded greater variability in pacing compared to a slow start lap (0.2%, 0.1-0.3%, p=0.02).

Pacing Strategy (Laps two to four)
There was no significant effect of pacing strategy on 200-m performance time in individual or
relay events for males (p>0.80). However, in individual female events, positive pacing yielded
slower 200-m times than both even (0.5 s, 0.3-0.8 s, p<0.001) and negative (0.5 s, 0.3-0.8 s,
p=0.00) pacing, representing a performance decrement of ~0.5%. In female relay events,
positive pacing was associated with slower performance times compared to even pacing only
(0.4 s, 0.2-0.7 s, p=0.02), equating to a 0.35% performance decrement. Pacing strategy affected
pacing variability where positive pacing was associated with a greater pacing variability
compared to even (1.2%, 1.1-1.3%, p=0.00) and negative pacing (0.4%, 0.3-0.5%, p=0.00).
Negative pacing also yielded higher pacing variability than even pacing (0.8%, 0.7-0.9%,
p=0.00).

Overall Race Strategy (Start Lap Strategy & Pacing Strategy)
The most common race strategy was average-even (average start lap strategy-even pacing
strategy) irrespective of event type or gender, with 42% of swimmers adopting this strategy.
Positive pacing in laps two to four was most prevalent following a fast start lap strategy (Figure
2.2). A marked effect of overall race strategy on 200-m performance time was evident for
females only across both event types. In female individual events, an average-positive race
strategy yielded slower performance times compared to an average-even (0.7 s, 0.4-1.0 s,
p<0.001) or average-negative race strategy (0.6 s, 0.3-1.0 s p=0.03). A fast-positive race
strategy also yielded slower performance times than a fast-negative race strategy (1.5 s, 0.62.4 s, p=0.03). In female relay events, a fast start lap strategy combined with any pacing
strategy yielded slower performances than an average or slow start lap strategy combined with
any pacing strategy (0.8-3.1 s, 0.3-4.6 s, p≤ 0.04). These differences equate to performance
decrements in the range of 0.5-1.3% in individual events and 0.7-2.6% in relay events.
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Table 2.2 Differences in 200-m performance time (mean ± SD) and the percentage of swimmers displaying each start lap strategy, pacing strategy
and overall race strategy (start lap + pacing strategy) between individual and relay events.

Males

Females

Individual Events

Relay Events

I-R

Individual Events

Relay Events

I-R

%

%

%

%

%

%

Mean ± SD

Mean ± SD

Mean ± SD

Mean ± SD

Average
75.9
1:48.0 ± 1.7
73.4
1:47.7 ± 1.7
-2.5
71.5
1:58.5 ± 2.2
75.8
1:58.6 ± 2.0
4.4
Fast
12.3
1:48.7 ± 3.7
13.4
1:49.0 ± 3.7
1.1
15.1
1:59.7 ± 3.2
11.4
2:00.4 ± 3.1
-3.7
Slow
11.8
1:47.9 ± 1.9
13.2
1:47.6 ± 1.6
1.4
13.4
1:58.6 ± 2.0
12.8
1:58.5 ± 1.6
0.6
Even
52.6
1:47.8 ± 1.6
47.1
1:47.9 ± 2.2
-5.5
57.0
1:58.4 ± 2.2
50.4
1:58.4 ± 1.9
-6.6
Negative
18.4
1:48.2 ± 3.1
16.7
1:47.5 ± 1.8
-1.6
21.4
1:58.6 ± 1.9
14.5
1:58.7 ± 2.0
-6.8
Positive
29.0
1:48.4 ± 2.1
36.2
1:47.9 ± 2.1
7.1
21.7
1:59.4 ± 3.0
35.0
1:59.5 ± 2.5
13.4
Average-Even
43.0
1:47.9 ± 1.7
37.0
1:47.8 ± 1.5
-6.0
45.0
1:58.3 ± 2.2
41.3
1:58.2 ± 1.7
-3.7
Average-Negative
12.6
1:47.6 ± 1.7
11.5
1:47.5 ± 1.9
-1.1
13.7
1:58.8 ± 2.0
10.3
1:58.7 ± 2.0
-3.4
Average-Positive
20.3
1:48.2 ± 1.9
24.9
1:47.5 ± 1.8
4.6
12.8
1:58.9 ± 2.2
24.2
1:59.3 ± 2.1
11.4
Fast-Even
2.2
1:46.6 ± 1.3
2.5
1:50.1 ± 7.0
0.3
5.7
1:58.9 ± 2.3
1.1
2:01.7 ± 4.1
-4.6
Fast- Negative
1.4
1:51.6 ± 9.1
0.5
1:48.1 ± 3.2
-0.9
1.1
1:59.0 ± 2.2
0.6
2:00.9 ± 6.1
-0.5
Fast-Positive
8.8
1:48.7 ± 2.4
10.4
1:48.8 ± 2.5
1.6
8.3
2:00.5 ± 3.7
9.7
2:00.2 ± 2.9
1.4
Slow-Even
7.4
1:47.4 ± 1.4
7.7
1:47.6 ± 1.6
0.3
6.3
1:59.0 ± 1.7
8.0
1:58.8 ± 1.6
1.7
Slow- Negative
4.4
1:48.7 ± 2.4
4.7
1:47.5 ± 1.7
0.3
6.6
1:58.3 ± 2.0
1.9
1:58.5 ± 1.0
-2.9
Slow-Positive
0.0
0.8
1:47.9 ± 0.8
0.8
0.6
1:56.1 ± 2.0
3.5
1:57.0 ± 2.2
0.5
Abbreviations: I-R, difference between individual and relay events in the percentage of swimmers displaying a specific start lap, pacing and race strategy where
a positive value indicates a higher percentage in relays than the individual event.
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Figure 2.2 Percentage of swimmers displaying an even, negative and positive pacing
strategy with each start lap strategy.

Individual to Relay Event Differences
Performance Time
There was only a trivial difference in overall 200-m freestyle performance time between
individual and relay events for females; whereas males swam marginally faster in relays (Table
2.3).
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Table 2.3 Differences in WRR, rank and 200-m performance times between event types and
genders. Rank and times displayed as mean ± SD, mean difference (md) and ES displayed as
mean ± 90% CI.
N
Male
Female

WRR (%)

365 105.8
351 105.1

Rank

Individual

Relay

md (%)

ES

71 ± 102
68 ± 92

1:48.0 ± 2.1
1:58.7 ± 2.4

1:47.8 ± 2.1
1:58.8 ± 2.2

-0.2 ± 0.1 -0.17 ± 0.12
0.1 ± 0.1 0.07 ± 0.12

p
0.00
0.17

Abbreviations: WRR, world record ratio; md, mean difference; ES, effect size, CI, confidence intervals

Start Lap Strategy (Lap one)
Start lap strategy remained mostly unchanged between event types where 68% of swimmers
displayed the same strategy in both events (Figure 2.3). Changes in start lap strategy had little
effect on 200-m time in males (p=0.50), although faster times in relays were observed in
females with a fast to average change compared to an average to fast change (-1.1 s, -0.5 to 1.6 s, p=0.03). Maintaining the same start lap strategy yielded faster 200-m times than an
average to fast change (-0.9 s, -0.5 to -1.4 s, p=0.01) in females.
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Figure 2.3 Change in start lap strategy (A) and pacing strategy (B) from individual
events to relays.
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Pacing Strategy (Laps two to four)
Approximately 50% of swimmers changed pacing strategy between individual and relay events
where the most common change was to a positive strategy irrespective of gender (Figure 2.3).
These changes in pacing strategy had only a limited effect on 200-m performance time in
females (p=0.36). However, a change from positive was associated with faster relay times
compared to an even-negative change in males (-0.5 s, -0.2 to -0.8 s, p=0.04). Similarly, a
change from positive yielded faster relay times for males compared to a change to positive (0.4 s, -0.2 to -0.7 s, p=0.07).

The percentage of overall race time spent on each lap differed between individual and relay
events with relatively less time spent in the first 100-m and more time spent in the second 100m in relays (Figure 2.4). The effect sizes ranged from small to medium for females across laps
1 to 4 (-0.61, -0.26, 0.30, 0.47) and from trivial to medium for males (-0.56, -0.11, 0.42, 0.21).
There was a significant difference in the percentage of race time spent on each lap between
males and females for laps 3 and 4.

Figure 2.4 Difference in percentage of total race time spent in each 50-m lap from
individual to relay events. A negative value indicates a lower percentage of total race
time spent in a lap in relay events compared to individual. Bars show 90% confidence
intervals. Difference between males and females (*p=0.01, **p=0.005).
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Overall Race Strategy (Start Lap Strategy & Pacing Strategy)
Approximately 66% of swimmers changed overall race strategy from the individual event to
the relay. The most common change was from an average-even strategy in the individual event
to an average-positive strategy in relays.

Impact of Relay Leg Assignment
A higher percentage of swimmers assigned second to fourth relay legs displayed a fast start lap
strategy compared to lead-off leg swimmers (15% vs. 4%), however there were no differences
in pacing strategy. A fast-positive overall race strategy was more frequently used by second to
fourth relay leg swimmers compared to lead-off leg swimmers (Figure 2.5). Changes in start
lap strategy, pacing strategy and overall race strategy between individual events and relays
were similar across lead-off leg relay swimmers and swimmers assigned second to fourth relay
legs.

Figure 2.5 Differences in overall race strategy in relay events between lead-off leg
swimmers and second to fourth leg swimmers.
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Discussion
This research is the first to evaluate start lap strategy and pacing strategy in elite swimmers,
incorporating both individual and relay events. Across both event types, analysis of
international competitions showed that a fast start lap strategy resulted in slower performance
times for both males and females. A positive pacing strategy yielded slower performance times
for females only. A fast start lap strategy was associated with positive pacing in 71% of
swimmers, highlighting the impact of the first lap on subsequent pacing and performance.

To our knowledge the effect of start lap strategy has not been investigated systematically in
swimming. However, investigators have documented substantial improvements in cycling and
kayak performance during 2-3 min bouts following a fast start strategy related to faster VO2
kinetics.67,92 The low mechanical efficiency of swimming and the highly resistive properties of
water

12

may help explain discrepancies between our results and the cycling and kayaking

events of similar durations. In contrast, cycling studies involving longer exercise bouts of 6
min or more reported reductions in performance with a fast start strategy as a result of elevated
blood lactate concentration and anaerobic energy contribution.93,94 In on-water rowing a fast
start is tactically and psychologically advantageous as it puts the boat in a better position to
assess opponent positions and avoid the wake of other boats.95 However, rowing races begin
from a completely stationary start requiring very high power outputs to generate the initial
acceleration to get the boat moving.95 Nevertheless, a fast start may cause a high level of
metabolic acidosis which may impair muscular contraction, reduce power output and
swimming technique.95 A fast start lap strategy in 200-m freestyle swimming may increase
metabolic energy production and physiological disturbance at the start of the race possibly
leading to deterioration in swimming technique, and a gradual decline in velocity, although
these factors were not assessed directly in the present study.
Given the cubic relationship between force and velocity in the water,51 even pacing may be
optimal for 200-m swimming performance across all strokes,50 and is typically the most
commonly used strategy.81 Our results are in line with research in 400-m freestyle swimming
reporting faster performance times with even and parabolic pacing compared with positive
pacing.43 Studies examining 200-m breaststroke have reported reductions in stroke length and
turn speed with positive pacing.38,55 It is unclear whether this effect is also evident in freestyle
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swimming given the marked differences in stroke mechanics compared with breaststroke. Our
results showed a surprisingly large proportion of swimmers display positive pacing, which is
typically undesirable given this profile involves a gradual decline in velocity.19 It is unknown
whether this strategy was planned prior to the race or reflects poor execution of a swimmer’s
race strategy caused by a combination of internal and external factors. This outcome is likely
characterized by a decrease in free swimming velocity and/or increased time to complete nonswimming skills (dive, turns and finish) as the race progresses. The marked relationship
between a fast start lap strategy and positive pacing indicates that swimmers may benefit from
starting more conservatively in the first lap. Similarly, mountain biking athletes who employed
a fast start also displayed positive pacing during a simulated race,96 and lower ranked crosscountry skiers displayed a faster start velocity and a greater drop off than higher ranked
skiers.97,98

Most swimmers did not change their start lap strategy between individual and relay events,
although many changed pacing strategy in laps two to four. Given that swimming is typically
an individual sport, the demands of racing as part of a relay team are somewhat unique. To
date, research on relay swimming has focused mainly on start techniques and exchange block
times.86,99 Our data add further support to dispel the myth that relay swimming is faster than
individual swimming. The purported differences in overall time between individual and relay
events for males are likely a result of the large sample size leading to a type I error in making
the underlying inference. When we consider relay leg assignment with start lap strategy, second
to fourth leg swimmers were more likely to adopt a fast start lap strategy. The percentage of
race time spent on the first lap for swimmers on second to fourth relay legs was 0.24% faster
in relays, whereas for lead-off leg swimmers it was only 0.10% faster in relays. This difference
may relate to the flying start for swimmers on second to fourth relay legs. Further research is
required to determine whether swimmers gain an advantage in swimming velocity from the
flying start and how long any effect is maintained. The most common change in pacing strategy
in laps two to four was to positive pacing in relays which was unrelated to relay leg assignment.
It is possible that even small changes in the percentage of race time spent on the first lap in
relay events can elicit changes in pacing for some swimmers.

Pacing profiles in swimming are stable within the same competition, between different
competitions on average seven weeks apart and in real vs. simulated competitions, despite
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differences in time.48,57 Any variability in pacing was deemed a result of within-subject
variation rather than differences in competition stage or type. Stability in pacing is not
surprising given that swimmers race in their own lanes and do not compete with opponents for
positions. However, our results indicate that pacing patterns may be more variable between
individual events and relays, possibly related to the team aspect as well as relay leg assignment.
Arguably the lead-off relay leg is similar to an individual event where it is often difficult to see
swimmers in outside lanes, or in lanes on a swimmer’s non-breathing side. Whereas, swimmers
assigned second to fourth relay legs can assess the race situation from the blocks and may adopt
a different race strategy to improve the teams’ position in the race, which may be detrimental
to individual and team performance. Further research is required to determine the influence of
performance level, race context and relay leg assignment.

Practical Applications
Given the inherent relationship between start lap strategy and pacing strategy, it is important
to practice the overall race strategy several times during minor competitions and following a
taper period. The risk of starting too fast is elevated following a successful taper period as
athletes are highly motivated to swim fast and their perception of effort is reduced.100
Swimmers should be more conservative in the first lap to facilitate better maintenance of
swimming velocity and technique in the latter stages of a race. To maximize performance
swimmers are advised to utilise the same start lap strategy and pacing strategy in both
individual events and relays.

Conclusion
In conclusion, both start lap strategy and pacing strategy may impact 200-m freestyle
swimming performance. The start lap strategy is also likely to influence the subsequent pacing
strategy. Changing race strategy between individual and relay events may impair swimming
performance.
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Abstract

Interest in medal winning opportunities in swimming relays has grown with the addition of
mixed events at the FINA World Championships and the 2020 Olympics. Although pacing is
considered crucial for success in individual events, there is a lack of research examining pacing
in relays. Performance in relays may be affected by the order swimmers are placed within a
team. The purpose of this study was to compare pacing strategies in relay events with
corresponding individual events, and examine the relationship between team selections and
performance. Race data from FINA World Championships between 2011-2017 including 50m splits and overall race time were analysed retrospectively. A total of 256 (128 male, 128
female) 4 x-200-m freestyle relay final swims involving 192 swimmers were analysed.
Individual 200-m freestyle season’s best time for the same year was located using FINA world
rankings. There was no substantial impact of pacing strategy on 200-m freestyle performance,
except positive pacing led to slower times in individual events for females. Relay swimmers
are typically faster in the first half of their 200-m leg, but slower in the second half, when
compared with their individual events. Approximately half of the swimmers changed pacing
strategy when competing in relay events. The majority of relay teams placed their first or
second ranked swimmer on the lead-off leg, and their third or fourth ranked swimmer on the
third leg. Successful team strategies were different for males and females, although the quality
of the swimmers in a team also plays a role.

Key words: pacing, team order, relay, swimming performance
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Introduction

Although the volume of research in swimming has risen considerably over recent years, there
are still surprisingly few scientific studies investigating relay events. To date, this research has
focused mainly on the analysis of start techniques and exchange block times

84,86,99,101

. With

the addition of mixed relay events at World Championships and the next Olympic Games in
2020, the number of gold medals available in relay events has increased and as a result the
interest in relays is growing.

It is commonly believed that swimmers are able to swim faster in relay events compared with
the corresponding individual event, possibly related to increased motivation to perform well
for their team. However, no significant differences in performance times were found between
relay and individual events for those swimming the lead off leg of the relay

83

. This is not

surprising given that the start technique here is the same as in an individual event. However,
swimmers placed in the second to fourth relay positions perform a flying start which allows
outgoing swimmers to begin their starting motion before their incoming teammate touches the
wall 84. The perfect exchange would be where the toes of the outgoing swimmer leave the block
at the same time as the incoming swimmer touches the wall, resulting in an exchange block
time of zero. Although to allow for the pressure required to trigger the electronic timing system,
a tolerance of -0.03s is permitted 84. Improving exchange block times can have a meaningful
impact on overall team performance and higher placing teams typically display shorter
exchange times on average 83,84. However, when comparing performance times from relay and
individual events, it appears that exchange block times largely account for any differences 83.

Traditionally, swimmers spend only a limited amount of time training specifically for relay
events given the lack of certainty about which swimmers will be included in the relay teams
until close to the competition, and lack of time dedicated to practicing with teammates. When
teams come together on a preparation camp prior to major competition the focus is typically
on start and changeover technique. An area that has not yet been examined in relay events is
pacing strategy and whether elite swimmers display similar pacing profiles in relays as in their
corresponding individual event. Swimmers on the second to fourth legs can assess their teams’
position in the race at the start of their leg, and as a result some individuals may alter their
pacing strategy in an attempt to maintain or improve their teams’ placing. For example,
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anecdotal observations of international competitions indicate that some swimmers “over swim”
the first lap if they are chasing a medal position in an attempt to catch up with their opponents.
In this scenario, going out too fast may lead to earlier onset of fatigue and an inability to
maintain swimming velocity in the latter stages. It is unclear whether the pacing strategies
adopted by swimmers in relay events differ from the corresponding individual events and if
race context impacts pacing strategy selection and performance in relays. This type of
information would assist coaches when preparing swimmers for relay events and provide
guidance on optimal pacing strategies in given race situations.

Another key element of relay swimming is the team order, which refers to the order in which
swimmers are placed within a relay team, and over recent years this has been a somewhat
controversial topic. Traditionally, teams tend to place the fastest two swimmers on the first and
fourth relay legs with the slowest two swimmers on the second and third legs. This approach
is also often utilised in track running, although factors such as lane draw, ability to start and
run bends, and preferred hand for giving and receiving the baton makes selecting team order
in athletics arguably more complex than in swimming. However, mathematical modelling of
the men’s 4 x 100-m relay in track running indicates that the best overall times are achieved by
placing the fastest runner on the first leg and the slowest two runners on the final two legs 102.
Changes in team order in this event can affect total relay time by up to 0.06s or 0.15%

102

,

which is small but practically meaningful given this could be the difference between winning
and losing. To date there is a lack of similar research regarding the impact of team order on
relay performance in international swimming, which would provide coaches with practical
information when assigning swimmers.

The primary aim of this study is to compare the pacing strategies adopted by elite swimmers
in relay events and their corresponding individual events. A secondary aim is to examine the
relationship between team order and overall team performance in relay events.

Methods

Data collection
Race data, including reaction times, 50-m splits and overall race times, from men’s and
women’s 4 x 200-m freestyle relay finals in FINA World Championships between 2011-2017
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were analysed retrospectively. Results were obtained from internet sources and all data are
available in the public domain. A total of 256 (128 male, 128 female) 4 x-200-m freestyle relay
final swims involving 192 swimmers (95 males, 97 females) were analysed.

World ranking in the individual 200-m freestyle event for the corresponding year was located
using the FINA website for each relay swimmer. Individual season best times for the 200-m
freestyle in the corresponding year for each relay swimmer were located using FINA world
rankings. Individual swims for 20 of the relay swimmers could not be located, therefore a total
of 236 (118 male, 118 female) individual 200-m swims involving 180 swimmers (90 males, 90
females) were analysed. Where split times from the season’s best performance could not be
located or the time given on FINA World Rankings was a split from a relay lead off leg, results
from other sanctioned local or national competitions in the same year were searched to find a
time close to that of the season’s best from an individual event. In the cases where a reaction
time is not given in the results for a season’s best performance, results from other comparable
competitions in the same year were checked to locate a reaction time for that swimmer.
Alternatively, a standard reaction time of 0.7s was used given that block time for individual
events is typically 0.6-0.8s 84. Exchange block times for relay swimmers in the second to fourth
positions were adjusted to equal the reaction time from their individual event to allow for
comparisons between the two event types. The University of Canberra Human Research Ethics
Committee declared this study exempt from review (project number: 17-271).

Data analysis
Pacing strategy was determined by a k-means cluster analysis using the percentage difference
between 50-m split times for the third and fourth laps. In this analysis each swim is classified
into one of three groups: fast-start even (FS-even), the last two laps are paced evenly; parabolic,
the last lap is faster than the third lap; or positive, the last lap is slower than the third. Effect
size (ES) and 90% confidence limits (CL) were calculated and used to examine relationships
between event type, pacing strategy, team strategy and performance. All statistics were
calculated using the R statistical software package (R Core Group, 2013).
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Results

Performance time did not differ between individual and relay events for females (118.05 ±
1.72s vs 118.05 ± 1.48s respectively, p=0.96), however males were 0.26s faster in relay events,
although the effect size was trivial bordering on small (107.39 ± 1.48s vs 107.13 ± 1.25s
respectively, p=0.01, ES=0.19, 90% CI=-0.10 to -0.42s). The percentage of total race time
spent in each 50m lap varied between individual and relay events, with both males and females
spending less time on the first two laps and more time on the last two laps in the relay compared
to the individual event (Figure 2.6). The magnitude of these differences varied across the four
laps; with effect sizes ranging from trivial to medium (lap 1: 0.62 females, 0.61 males; lap 2:
0.27, 0.12; lap 3: 0.45, 0.60; lap 4: 0.49, 0.24).

Figure 2.6 Difference in percentage of total race time spent in each 50m lap from
individual to relay events. A negative value indicates a lower percentage of total race
time spent in a lap in relay events compared to individual, and bars show 90%
confidence intervals.
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A FS-even pacing strategy was most commonly used in individual and relay events (47%, 46%
respectively), followed closely by parabolic pacing (37%, 36% respectively) and positive
pacing was the least common (16%, 19% respectively). Pacing strategy did not impact males
200-m performance time in individual or relay events, whereas positive pacing yielded slower
200-m times for females in individual events only (FS-even: 117.87 ± 1.89s, Parabolic: 118.09
± 1.56s, Positive: 118.88 ± 1.08s; FS-even vs Positive: p=0.02, ES=0.56, 90% CI=0.33 to
1.68s, Parabolic vs Positive: p=0.06, ES=0.54, 90% CI=0.12 to 1.46s) (Figure 2.7 and 2.8).

Approximately half of the male and female swimmers did not change pacing strategy from the
individual to the relay event, whereas 20-30% changed from FS-even pacing in the individual
event to parabolic pacing in the relay event or vice versa. The remaining swimmers changed to
positive pacing in the relay from either FS-even or parabolic in the individual, or from positive
pacing in the individual to either FS-even or parabolic in the relay (Table 2.4).

Relay teams used a total of 16 different team orders, however only 10 of these orders were
employed by medallists; 7 by female teams and 8 by male teams. Across all teams it was most
common to place the first or second ranked swimmer on the lead off leg irrespective of gender
or finish position (Figure 2.9). Comparing medallists to non-medallists, the more successful
teams tended to save their first ranked (fastest) swimmer for the fourth relay leg.
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Figure 2.7 Boxplots showing differences in 200m time for males across three different
pacing strategies for individual and relay events.
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Figure 2.8 Boxplots showing differences in 200m time for and females across three
different pacing strategies for individual and relay events.
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Table 2.4 Distribution of the change in pacing profiles from individual to relay events.

Pacing Profile Change
Individual to Relay

Females

Males

No.

%

No.

%

No change

58

49%

57

48%

FS-Even → Parabolic

35

30%

24

20%

To Positive

16

14%

18

15%

From Positive

9

8%

19

16%

Total

118

118

Figure 2.9 Relay team order for non-medallists compared to medallists in relation to
individual swimmer ranking within each team for males (top) and females (bottom).
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Discussion

The primary aim of this study was to examine differences in pacing strategy between individual
and relay events in swimming and to the best of our knowledge this is the first study in this
area. While some studies provide insights into the pacing strategies adopted in competition
across individual events, it remains unclear whether swimmers display similar pacing profiles
in relay events. After accounting for the flying start in the relay, 200-m freestyle time did not
differ between the individual and relay event for females, which is in agreement with
previously reported data 83. In contrast, males were 0.26s quicker in relay events, which could
be related to the flying start or psychological factors associated with relay swimming, although
it is unclear why this would only be true for males. The percentage of total race time spent in
each 50-m lap varied somewhat between individual and relay events. Both males and females
spent a lower percentage of race time on the first two laps, and a higher percentage on the final
two laps in relays compared to individual events. This pattern was particularly evident on the
first lap which was approximately 20% quicker relative to total time in relays, indicating that
swimmers were able to utilize the extra momentum gained from the flying start in relays.
Unfortunately, we were unable to attain high resolution pacing data within each 50-m lap;
therefore, the magnitude of the impact of this flying start on swimming velocity throughout the
first lap is unclear. However, there may have been a subsequent impact on the second half of
the race which was 25% and 28% slower in relation to total race time for males and females
respectively. It is possible that the relatively faster first two laps in the relay event caused a
more rapid accumulation of fatigue, resulting in the slower final two laps.

The most commonly used pacing strategy was FS-even irrespective of event type or gender,
followed by parabolic and then positive pacing. These results are in line with previous research
examining pacing profiles in individual 200-m freestyle events
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. Pacing strategy had no

substantial impact on 200-m freestyle performance in males; however positive pacing led to
slower 200-m times for females in individual events only. Similarly, in the 400-m freestyle,
both FS-even and parabolic pacing can yield faster times compared with positive pacing
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.

Given the small number of athletes utilising positive pacing compared to FS-even and parabolic
pacing in the present study, the overall range of 200-m times was generally smaller for positive
pacing as displayed in Figure 2. In the individual event, only 10% of females utilised positive
pacing, therefore the results could be confounded by the fact that the 12 swimmers who paced
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positively may have been the slower female swimmers, whereas the faster swimmers may have
selected FS-even or parabolic pacing. Therefore, it is difficult to conclude with certainty that
positive pacing is detrimental to 200-m freestyle performance. Despite this, it seems logical
that a positive pacing strategy may be disadvantageous in freestyle swimming given this
indicates a gradual decrease in swimming speed throughout a race. Interestingly, 200-m
performance was not affected by pacing strategy in relays or in males, and larger sample sizes
across all pacing groups are required to address these questions.

Although it appears that pacing strategy may not be directly linked to 200-m freestyle
performance, approximately half of the swimmers altered their pacing strategy in the relay
compared to the individual event. Given the differences in race dynamics between swimming
an individual event and swimming in a team as part of a relay, this is not unexpected. Being
selected to swim in a relay team is an honour and there is added pressure of performing well
for the team. The most frequent change in pacing strategy between individual and relay events
was a change from FS-even pacing to parabolic pacing or vice versa. This may represent a
minor change in the percentage difference in time between the third and fourth laps. For
example, a FS-even profile may be characterised as a 0.4% decrease in time between the last
two laps, whereas in comparison a parabolic profile may be a 1.0% decrease. Additionally,
pacing profile characterisation research suggests that the two most common profiles in 200-m
freestyle events are FS-even and parabolic 81. Therefore, changes between these two profiles
can be considered marginal especially given the fact that no differences in performance times
were evident between these two strategies. On the other hand, approximately 15% of swimmers
altered their strategy from FS-even or parabolic pacing in the individual event to positive
pacing in the relay. This issue is particularly relevant given that previous research indicates a
potential negative impact of positive pacing on swimming performance 81. A positive pacing
strategy in 200-m freestyle swimming is generally considered to be undesirable, yet a small
number of elite swimmers still display these profiles in competition. In the context of relay
swimming, it is possible that an individual swimmers’ pacing strategy may be affected by
where their team is positioned in the race at the start of their leg. For example, a swimmer
standing on the blocks preparing to dive in for the final leg of the relay can see that their team
is currently in third position but within a couple of seconds of first place. In relation to pacing,
there are two options, one is to maintain their normal pacing strategy as they would in the
individual event, and the other is to adjust their strategy depending on the race situation. One
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possible explanation of the change to positive pacing in relays as seen in the current study may
be swimmers choosing to go out very fast in the first one to two laps of their 200-m relay leg
in an attempt to catch up with their opponents and improve their teams’ position in the race.
The performance outcome associated with this strategy will be dependent on the swimmers’
ability to minimise the drop off in swimming velocity throughout the race. This is often a highrisk strategy as many swimmers could experience an early onset of fatigue leading to a gradual
slowing of swimming velocity, and hence may explain some of these positive pacing profiles.

An unexpected observation was approximately 12% of swimmers changing from a positive
profile in the individual event to a FS-even or parabolic profile in the relay. This change was
much more prominent in males compared to females, which is likely due to a higher percentage
of males utilising a positive pacing profile in the individual event. It remains unclear why these
swimmers would alter their strategy in this way; however, it is possible that these swimmers
were advised by coaches to swim this way and start more conservatively than they normally
would to benefit the teams’ performance. Alternatively, they may have swum their fastest
individual time that year using a positive profile; however, this may not be the typical profile
they would normally use in this event. Each swimmer’s season’s best individual swim was
used to compare to their relay swim; therefore it is difficult to assess whether this single swim
was an accurate representation of their typical pacing strategy for the 200-m freestyle.

A secondary aim of this study was to examine the relationship between relay team order and
performance. As expected, the majority of teams placed their first or second ranked swimmer
on the lead off leg of the relay. However, approximately 16% of the medallist male teams
placed their third or fourth ranked swimmer on this opening leg. Given the importance of this
leg this strategy seems unusual, although it did not appear to negatively impact performance
for these teams. This approach could be a risky strategy for some teams depending on the
quality and depth of their team, as it may put them in a poor position early in the race,
subsequently increasing the pressure on the rest of the team. Swimmers of all rankings were
used in the second leg, with a fairly even split across the second, third and fourth ranked
swimmers, while the first ranked swimmer was used the least on this leg. However, 75% of
female medallists placed their third or fourth ranked swimmers on the second leg, compared to
only 50% in non-medallists. Additionally, approximately 33% of male medallists used their
second ranked swimmers on the second leg, whereas this was only 17% in female medallists.
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The third leg was swum exclusively by third or fourth ranked swimmers in female medallists,
while 20% of female non-medallists, 10% of male non-medallists and 25% of male medallists
used their first or second ranked swimmer on this leg. This data suggest that for female teams
it is important to use the two lower ranked swimmers on the second and third legs, although
the same does not appear to be true for males. On the final leg, 50% of all male teams used
their first or second ranked swimmer, although when comparing medallists to non-medallists
it appears that the more successful teams utilised their first or fourth ranked swimmer on this
leg. Remarkably, approximately 33% of male medallist teams put their fourth ranked swimmer
on this final leg. It is possible that these teams were able to build a large enough lead early in
the race which allowed the slowest swimmer in the team to maintain a medal position.
However, further analysis is required to determine whether the teams’ position in the race was
still compromised using this strategy, for example where a team was in first place but dropped
to third place, therefore receiving a bronze instead of a gold medal. In contrast, 75% of female
medallists placed their first or second ranked swimmer on the final leg compared to only 35%
in non-medallists. This difference suggests that for female teams it is important to save either
the fastest or second fastest swimmer on the team for this fourth leg.

An important consideration when examining team order is the performance level of each
swimmer as well as the range of performance levels across the four swimmers. For the purpose
of this study, the world ranking of each swimmer was used to rank the swimmers within each
team; however, this method does not consider the range. For example, at the 2017 FINA World
Championships, the United States women’s relay team who won gold had an average team
rank of 10 with a range of 1st to 17th, compared to the Hungarian team who finished sixth and
had an average rank of 43 with a range of 9th to 81st. Both of these teams used the same team
order, but the Americans had a clear advantage given the quality and depth of their relay team
compared to the Hungarians. Therefore, it is important to note that although team order is an
important aspect of relay swimming to consider, there are various other factors influencing
team performance.

One potential area for future research is further analysis of pacing profile changes from
individual to relay events in relation to the race context. This type of information would inform
coaches and sports science practitioners when preparing swimmers for relay events.
Additionally, it would be valuable to collect more data from other international competitions
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such as Olympic Games, Pan Pacific Championships and European Championships, to increase
the sample sizes both across the three pacing groups and for further team order analysis. In
relation to relays, it would be pertinent to examine the relationships between team world
ranking, team order and performance.

Conclusion

In conclusion, there are some differences in pacing strategy selection between individual and
relay events, however further research is required to determine why these differences occur
and how they impact swimming performance. Different relay team order of swimmers by
ranking are successful for male teams compared to female teams. The quality and depth of the
swimmers within a team are likely to play a role in determining the most successful strategies.
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Chapter 3 – Pacing in swimming: current knowledge, attitudes &
beliefs of elite coaches, athletes and support staff
McGibbon, K.E., Pyne, D.B., Shephard, M.E., Osborne, M.A., & Thompson, K.G. (2019).
Pacing in swimming: current knowledge, attitudes and beliefs of elite coaches, athletes and
support staff.

Abstract
Gaining insights into the beliefs of the high-performance swimming community regarding
pacing is crucial to identify areas for improvement. The aim of this study was to examine the
knowledge and perceptions of coaches, athletes and staff on pacing, as well as determine links
between self-regulation and swimmer characteristics. A total of 182 participants (coaches
n=23, athletes n=131, and support staff n=28) completed an online questionnaire. Fisher’s tests
and linear models were used to examine relationships and differences between groups. Pacing
profiles selected as most successful for 50-m events, the 100-m freestyle and 200-m
backstroke, butterfly and breaststroke differed significantly between groups. Athlete responses
for the 50-m freestyle, 100-m butterfly and 400-m freestyle were dependent on age and/or
experience. Perceptions on topics relating to importance of pacing, race performance and race
exposure varied widely between groups. Females displayed higher effort scores than males (3.5
± 0.4 vs. 3.3 ± 0.6, Likert scale 1-5 units, p=0.03), and international age level swimmers scored
higher on reflection than state level swimmers (4.6 ± 0.5 vs. 4.0 ± 0.9 respectively, p=0.02).
Although pacing was considered important, discrepancies in the knowledge and perceptions of
coaches, athletes and staff indicate that further education on pacing is required.

Key words: pacing, swimming, self-regulation
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Introduction
The importance of pacing in maximising athletic performance across a wide range of sports is
well documented19. Pacing can be defined as the distribution of energy expenditure during
exercise19 and research interest in pacing in swimming has increased markedly over recent
years. The majority of this research has characterised pacing profiles in competition and
examined pacing reproducibility81. The ability to maintain swimming velocity is critical in
short and middle-distance events, whereas a low lap-to-lap variability and a fast finish are key
in longer events81. Given the nature of pool-based competitions where the influence of external
factors is limited, pacing profiles remain relatively stable within and between competitions81.
While this is useful information for coaches and practitioners alike, it is unknown whether the
profiles typically adopted by elite swimmers are optimal, or whether performance could be
enhanced by adopting alternative strategies. Pacing strategy selection is likely influenced by
an individual’s characteristics, and therefore should be tailored to suit each swimmer.

The ability to pace effectively during exercise appears to be regulated by complex integration
of physiological, psychological and environmental factors28. Although several theories and
models have been proposed to explain the regulation of pace, the exact mechanisms remain
unclear. It appears that a combination of sensory feedback, anticipation, knowledge of the end
point, and prior experience of the exercise task help regulate pacing during exercise28. Given
the importance of pacing in swimming and its potential impact on performance, it is vital that
coaches are provided with appropriate education in this area. However, current coach education
programs provide limited practical information on how to select and coach effective pacing
strategies in swimmers, and account for individual differences such as maturation, gender and
physical characteristics. To improve pacing ability and swimming performance, it is important
to understand the principles and practices of the coaches, athletes and support staff to identify
possible areas of improvement. This process may help provide direction for future applied
research in the area of pacing in swimming.
The process of learning to pace and developing one’s performance template typically involves
repetitive and extensive practice and competition over several years64. Previous experience is
a key factor contributing to the development of pacing behaviour, which also links to
psychological characteristics including self-regulation10. Self-regulation is the extent to which
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learners exert control over their own learning and training in order to master and excel at a
task32. Athletes who are highly self-regulated plan their performance in advance, monitor
continuously whether they are on track during the performance, evaluate their performance
afterwards, and reflect upon their strengths and weaknesses32,103. As a result, these athletes are
able to learn from previous experiences which may aid the development of pacing skills
alongside a variety of other skills32. Studies in youth soccer and basketball athletes show
individuals who displayed superior self-regulatory skills were more likely to perform at a
higher level103-105; however, this relationship has not been examined in swimming.

The aim of the study was to investigate the knowledge, attitudes and practices of a
representative group of high-level swimming coaches, athletes and support staff on pacing both
in training and competition. A secondary aim was to determine levels of self-regulation among
swimmers and examine relationships with pacing knowledge and swimmer characteristics.

Methods

Participants
A total of 23 swimming coaches, 131 athletes and 28 support staff ranging from state to
international level volunteered to participate in this study. All coaches were previously
swimmers and 20 were currently coaching and 3 were working in coach development roles.
All athletes were currently swimming, based in Australia and at least 12 years of age. Support
staff were employed by state sports institutes or national sports organisations and based in
Australia (n=20), New Zealand (n=1), Canada (n=2) and the United Kingdom (n=5). The
University of Canberra Human Research Ethics Committee approved this study (Project
number: 17-142).

Research Design
A cross-sectional evaluation of three participant groups; coaches, athletes and support staff,
was completed using a self-administered online questionnaire comprising multiple choice,
Likert scale and open-ended questions.
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Questionnaire Development & Design
Three versions of the questionnaire were designed specifically for each participant group. The
questionnaire was developed by the research team comprising sport scientists and university
professors with extensive swimming-specific knowledge. Pilot testing was completed with
former coaches (n=3) and swimmers (n=3) (state and national level) to provide face and content
validity, and ensure the language was appropriate for these cohorts. The feedback received
from this pilot testing was used to refine the wording of the questions to improve clarity and
better reflect swimming terminology. No pilot study data were used as part of the main
investigation.

The aim was to determine the level of knowledge, attitudes and perceptions of coaches, athletes
and support staff on pacing in training and competition. The athlete questionnaire was also
designed to evaluate levels of self-regulation using components of the Self-Regulation of
Learning Self-Report Scale (SRL-SRS) which is a reliable and valid assessment tool.106 This
scale assesses a total of six components of self-regulation, however only reflection and effort
have been related to performance level.104 To minimise the time required to complete the
questionnaire, only these two components were included in the current study.

The initial section of the questionnaire involved questions regarding the participants’
experience including numbers of years competing, coaching or working in swimming, highest
competitive level achieved or worked with, coaching qualification (coaches), main events
(athletes) and role (support staff). In the next section, all participants were asked to complete a
drag and drop task selecting which pacing profile they believed would be most successful for
each event (not including individual medley events) in terms of swimming speed. There were
six pacing profile options including all-out, even, negative, parabolic, positive and variable,
and definitions of each were provided81. Swimmers were then asked which pacing profile they
used for each of their main three events and whether this was pre-planned.

The next section comprised a series of statements where participants were asked to select how
much they agreed or disagreed with the statement on a 1 to 7 Likert scale, where 1= completely
agree, 2= mostly agree, 3= somewhat agree, 4= neutral, 5= somewhat disagree, 6= mostly
disagree and 7= completely disagree. The statements related to six areas: importance of pacing,
nationality of swimmers and pacing, race preparation, race performance, race exposure and
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pacing improvement. Ten statements were the same across coaches, athletes and support staff;
five were the same across coaches and support staff, and one was the same across coaches and
athletes. The wording of these crossover questions was altered slightly to suit the group.
Following this there were questions on the use of pacing aids and an option for participants to
enter any further comments. The athlete questionnaire had a final section for self-regulation
assessment consisting of 15 items. Athletes were asked to respond using a Likert scale to reflect
how often the statements were true for them (1 almost never to 4 almost always), or how much
they agreed or disagreed with the statement (1 strongly agree to 5 strongly disagree).

Procedures
The questionnaire was administered through Qualtrics, an online survey platform, and took
coaches and athletes ~20 min to complete and support staff ~25 min. Coaches were contacted
via an introductory email describing the study and asking whether they would be willing for
their athletes and themselves to participate. A researcher then attended a mutually convenient
training session to administer the questionnaire to the coach, and any swimmers who agreed to
participate. A tablet computer was used by the participant before or after a training session in
the presence of the lead researcher. Support staff received an email outlining the study with a
link to complete the questionnaire. These questionnaires were not administered face-to-face
given the locations of staff were widely dispersed. At the start of the online questionnaire,
participants were given information describing the study and its purpose, and then provided
their written informed consent. Athletes aged under 18 years were required to obtain parent or
guardian consent.

Data Analysis
All fixed response question data were analysed using frequencies to determine the percentage
response from the cohort of coaches, swimmers and support staff. Fisher’s exact test of
independence was used to examine the association between participant group, age, experience
and performance level on responses to the question of which pacing profile was believed to be
most successful for each event. These variables were categorical and sample size was small
leading to some cell sizes of less than five respondents. Linear models were used to assess the
impact on participant group on Likert scale responses to the crossover statements. Athlete
responses to the effort (range 1-4) and reflection (range 1-5) components of self-regulation
were averaged. The responses for the reflection component were reversed so that higher scores
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relate to high levels of self-regulation103. For example, where the response ‘Strongly Agree’
relates to a score of 1, this was reversed to equal a score of 5. Linear models were also used to
assess the impact of athlete characteristics on self-regulation, as well as the relationship
between self-regulation and responses on which pacing profiles would be most successful for
each event. Visual inspection of residual plots did not reveal any obvious deviations from
homoscedasticity.

Results
Descriptive characteristics of the coaches, athletes and support staff who participated in this
study are provided in Table 3.1.

Differences in pacing profiles
Responses to the question of which pacing profile participants believed would be most
successful for each event are outlined in Table 3.2 and 3.3. The most popular pacing profile
selected for 50-m events was all-out, for 100-m events positive and even, for 200-m events
even and negative, and for 400-m events and above even, negative and parabolic. There were
significant differences between coaches, swimmers and support staff on the pacing profiles
chosen for all 50-m events (p≤0.01), the 100-m freestyle (p=0.02) and the 200-m backstroke,
butterfly and breaststroke (p≤0.01). Nearly all athletes selected an all-out profile for 50-m
events, while some coaches and staff also selected a positive or even profile. For the 100-m
freestyle, coaches predominantly selected even pacing while athletes and staff chose positive
pacing. For 200-m events, most coaches and staff selected even pacing whereas athletes
selected negative pacing.
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Table 3.1 Descriptive characteristics of the gender, experience, qualification and highest
performance level coached, achieved or worked with in the surveyed coaches, athletes and
support staff respectively (n = number of respondents).
Gender

Experience

Coaching qualification

Highest performance
level
Male (20)
<15 yrs (8)
Platinum (6)
International Open (16)
Coaches
Female (3)
15-25 yrs (8)
Gold (5)
International Age (4)
>25 yrs (7)
Silver (9)
National Open (2)
Bronze (3)
National Age (1)
Gender
Experience
Age
Highest performance
level
Male (66)
<5 yrs (20)
12-14 yrs (13)
International Open (43)
Athletes
Female (65) 5-9 yrs (43)
15-17 yrs (40)
International Age (18)
10-14 yrs (50)
18-21 yrs (47)
National Open (27)
≥15 yrs (18)
22 yrs + (31)
National Age (31)
State (12)
Gender
Experience
Role
Highest performance
level
Support
Male (15)
<5 yrs (8)
Biomechanist (13)
International Open (25)
Staff
Female (13) 5-9 yrs (10)
Physiologist (13)
International Age (1)
10-14 yrs (4)
Performance Analyst (1)
National Open (1)
≥15 yrs (6)
Physiotherapist (1)
National Age (1)
Note: Coaching qualification levels: Bronze = development/state level, Silver = advanced/national,
Gold = performance/national, Platinum = performance/international.
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Table 3.2 Percentage of coaches, athletes and staff selecting the pacing profile believed to be
most successful for 50-m and 100-m events. FS=freestyle, BK=backstroke, BF=butterfly,
BR=breaststroke, * denotes significant dependence of results on participant group (p≤0.02),
bold indicates the highest percentage in each group
Event
50FS*

50BK*

50BF*

50BR*

100FS*

100BK

100BF

100BR

Group

All-Out

Even

Negative

Parabolic

Positive

Variable

Coach
Athlete
Staff
Coach
Athlete
Staff
Coach
Athlete
Staff
Coach
Athlete
Staff

78
95
89
78
95
86
74
96
89
74
96
89

13
2
0
13
1
0
17
2
0
17
1
0

0
0
0
0
1
3
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

9
2
11
9
2
11
9
2
11
9
2
11

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Coach
Athlete
Staff
Coach
Athlete
Staff
Coach
Athlete
Staff
Coach
Athlete
Staff

13
24
3
13
17
0
4
16
0
9
14
0

44
16
11
44
24
14
39
18
14
39
20
18

13
16
29
13
16
25
18
20
25
13
20
29

4
7
7
4
7
7
9
7
7
4
7
3

26
37
50
26
35
54
30
39
54
35
37
50

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
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Table 3.3 Percentage of coaches, athletes and staff selecting the pacing profile they believed to
be most successful for 200-m events and 400-m, 800-m and 1500-m freestyle events.
FS=freestyle, BK=backstroke, BF=butterfly, BR=breaststroke, * denotes significant
dependence of results on participant group (p≤0.01), bold indicates the highest percentage in
each group
Event
200FS

200BK*

200BF*

200BR*

400FS

800FS

1500FS

Group

All-Out

Even

Negative

Parabolic

Positive

Variable

Coach
Athlete
Staff
Coach
Athlete
Staff
Coach
Athlete
Staff
Coach
Athlete
Staff

0
2
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
1
0

48
28
50
48
27
53
48
20
57
48
22
57

17
28
11
13
35
7
13
34
11
13
33
14

31
22
21
35
20
29
30
15
14
26
20
18

4
18
18
4
11
11
9
20
18
13
16
11

0
2
0
0
5
0
0
9
0
0
8
0

Coach
Athlete
Staff
Coach
Athlete
Staff
Coach
Athlete
Staff

0
1
0
0
1
0
0
2
0

44
37
50
35
28
39
35
32
36

30
24
14
39
29
11
35
22
7

26
31
32
22
24
39
17
23
46

0
3
0
0
2
0
0
1
0

0
4
4
4
16
11
13
20
11
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Effect of athlete characteristics
There was no impact of participant characteristics on the pacing profiles chosen for each event
in coaches or support staff. However, there was a marked effect of experience on athlete
responses for the 50-m (p=0.03) and 400-m freestyle (p=0.03). For the 50-m freestyle, a lower
percentage of athletes with 15 years or more experience selected an all-out pacing profile (83%
vs. 97% of athletes with less than 15 years’ experience), and a higher percentage nominated an
even or positive pacing profile (6% and 11% respectively vs. 0.7% of athletes with less than
15 years’ experience). For the 400-m freestyle, as experience level increased a lower
percentage of athletes selected a negative or parabolic pacing profile (11% of athletes with 15
years or more experience vs. 35-40% with less than 5 years’ experience), and a higher
percentage of athletes nominated an even pacing profile (20%, 35%, 40% and 50% with each
increasing experience category).

There was also a substantial impact of age on athlete responses for the 100-m butterfly (p=0.04)
and 400-m freestyle (p=0.01) events. For the 100-m butterfly, the most popular pacing profile
selected by athletes aged 12-14 years was all-out, even and negative (23% each) and for athletes
aged 15-17 years it was even (30%). In contrast, 53% of athletes aged 18-21 years and 42% of
athletes aged 22 years or older selected a positive pacing profile. For the 400-m freestyle, the
most popular pacing strategy selected by athletes aged 12-14, 18-21 and 22 years or more was
even pacing (43%), whereas 53% of athletes aged 15-17 years selected a parabolic pacing
profile.

Use of pacing aids
A majority of coaches (78%) had utilised pacing aids but only 44% were doing so currently.
Only 43% of swimmers indicated use of pacing aids and only 29% at the time of the study.
When athletes were asked if their pacing strategy for their two main events was pre-planned,
80% responded yes, 8% responded no and the remaining 12% didn’t respond. A majority (61%)
of support staff reported coaches they currently worked with were using pacing aids. The most
popular aid used was a metronome or a Tempo Trainer™, followed by pacing lights, a
stopwatch or clock for split times and SR, TritonWear™, heart rate monitors, AutoCoach™
and music.
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Perceptions of pacing
A list of the statements each group were asked to respond to using a Likert scale of 1 to 7 and
mean responses are shown in Table 3.4. There were marked differences in the pattern of
responses between coaches, athletes and staff for eight questions.
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Table 3.4 List of statements and mean responses on a 1-7 Likert scale by group (average ± SD). *denotes significant difference between that group
and the other two groups (p≤0.01), ** denotes significant difference between all three groups (p=0.00)
No. Statement

Coaches

Athletes

Staff

1

Pacing is extremely important in swimming

1.0 ± 0.2*

1.7 ± 0.9

1.7 ± 1.0

2

Pacing has a significant impact on swimming performance

1.2 ± 0.4

1.5 ± 0.8

1.6 ± 0.8

3

The performance of Australian swimmers is often negatively affected by poor pacing

3.4 ± 1.5

3.1 ± 1.3

3.5 ± 1.0

4

Swimmers from other nations are better at pacing under pressure than Australian swimmers

3.2 ± 1.2

3.6 ± 1.4

3.8 ± 0.8

5

The pacing strategies of Australian swimmers is an area that needs to be improved

2.9 ± 1.4

3.5 ± 1.1*

2.9 ± 1.0

6

The swimmers within my squad/I work stick to their race plan/I always stick to my race plan no matter what

3.2 ± 1.1

3.0 ± 1.4

4.5 ± 0.9*

7

The swimmers within my squad/I work with are easily influenced by what others are doing during a
race/During a race I often change my race plan because of what others are doing

4.0 ± 1.5

4.7 ± 1.8**

3.5 ± 1.0

8

The swimmers within my squad/I work with/I get enough opportunities to practice their pacing strategy in
training and minor competitions prior to a major competition

1.6 ± 0.8

1.7 ± 1.1

2.8 ± 1.5*

9

I would be/I think the coaches I work with would be willing to try new things in order to improve pacing

2.0 ± 1.5

1.6 ± 0.7**

2.6 ± 1.1

10

Pacing aids such as a tempo trainer or pacing lights would be a useful training tool to help improve pacing
strategies within my squad/of the swimmers I work with

3.0 ± 1.6

2.3 ± 1.4

2.4 ± 0.8

11

Australian swimmers are just as good at pacing as swimmers from other countries

2.8 ± 1.1

12

The coaches I work with understand the importance of pacing

13

I always communicate individual race plans in terms of pacing strategy to my swimmers/ My coach always
makes it clear what my race plan is in terms of how to pace for my main event(s)

1.3 ± 0.6

14

I feel confident that the swimmers within my squad/that I work with know what their pacing strategy is

1.8 ± 0.7

15

During race pace sets in training I am fully aware of what pace I am aiming for before the set starts

3.8 ± 0.9*
2.0 ± 0.9
1.6 ± 1.0
3.0 ± 1.2*
1.7 ± 1.1
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No. Statement

Coaches

Athletes

Staff

16

My coach gives me plenty of individual feedback during race pace sets

2.1 ± 1.3

17

I feel confident before a race that I can successfully execute the pacing strategy in my main event(s) at major
competitions

2.2 ± 1.0

18

Poor pacing has negatively affected my swimming performance at a major competition in the past

2.9 ± 1.5

19

The performance of the swimmers within my squad/I work with is often negatively affected by poor pacing

4.0 ± 1.6

3.5 ± 1.2

20

The pacing strategies of the swimmers within my squad/I work with needs to be improved

3.1 ± 1.4

2.9 ± 0.9

21

Pacing is an area of my swimming that needs improving

3.0 ± 1.6

22

I am always able to successfully execute my pacing strategy in my main event(s) at major competitions

3.0 ± 1.4

23

I think the pacing strategies of the swimmers I work with would be improved with more exposure to racing

2.4 ± 1.3

3.0 ± 1.1

Likert scale: 1= completely agree, 2= mostly agree, 3= somewhat agree, 4= neutral, 5= somewhat disagree, 6= mostly disagree and 7= completely disagree
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Self-regulation and pacing
Mean scores for the effort component of self-regulation (range 1-4) were higher in females (3.5
± 0.45 than males (3.3 ± 0.6, p=0.03, effect size (ES) =0.39), however there were no differences
in reflection (females 4.5 ± 0.5; males 4.4 ± 0.6, p=0.95). International age-level swimmers
scored higher on reflection (range 1-5) than state-level swimmers (4.6 ± 0.5 vs. 4.0 ± 0.9
respectively, p=0.02, ES=0.81), however there were no differences in effort. In response to the
question of which pacing profile they believed would be most successful for each event,
swimmers who selected an all-out pacing profile for the 100-m freestyle scored lower on
reflection than those who selected a negative or positive profile (4.2 ± 0.7 vs. 4.6 ± 0.4, p=0.04,
ES=-0.70). Similarly, swimmers who selected an all-out pacing profile for the 200-m
backstroke scored lower on reflection than all other athletes (3.1 ± 1.3 vs. 4.5 ± 0.5, p=0.00,
ES=-2.68). There were no substantial differences in effort scores.

Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the knowledge and perceptions of the highperformance swimming community on pacing. There were some differences in responses
between groups, and some athlete responses differed depending on age or experience level.
Coach and staff responses were independent of participant characteristics. These results
highlight variations in the knowledge and perceptions of coaches, athletes and staff on pacing
in swimming.

The pacing profiles deemed to be most successful in each event by coaches, athletes and staff
mostly aligned with the current literature. An all-out pacing profile was most frequently
selected by all groups for 50-m events irrespective of stroke, which is typical in events lasting
less than 30 seconds across a variety of sports19. While an all-out pacing strategy implies
exertion of maximum effort throughout an event, in swimming this inevitably results in a
positive pacing profile in terms of velocity given the rapid acceleration gained from the dive
start81. Although this question clearly stated, “think of this in terms of swimming speed”, it
appears that some participants may have selected pacing profiles based on effort. In the extra
comments section of the questionnaire, one athlete and three support staff highlighted the
difference between swimming speed and effort. This apparent misconception may explain why
most athletes selected an all-out pacing profile rather than positive, as the definition itself is
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based on effort rather than velocity, although the two are likely highly correlated. Some
coaches selected an even pacing profile, which may be related to a maintenance of effort and/or
velocity. However, a constant velocity in 50-m events would only be possible if the influence
of the dive start was eliminated and free-swimming velocity from 15-m onwards was examined
in isolation.

In 100-m events an even or positive profile was the most popular pacing strategy selection. A
marked difference between athlete, coaching and support staff groups was evident for the 100m freestyle, most likely representing differences in understanding and knowledge or the ability
to differentiate between velocity and effort. A positive profile is evident in 100-m events given
the dive start where the second lap is always slower than the first, although the magnitude of
the drop off varies between strokes81. Successful 100-m swimmers can maintain swimming
velocity more efficiently in the second lap leading to a smaller drop off45. A high proportion
of coaches selected even pacing which may relate to this maintenance of velocity after the dive
start as it’s likely that an increase in effort is required to achieve this. The proportion of athletes
selecting an all-out profile is concerning as it is unlikely that exerting maximum effort from
the outset in an event lasting ~47-53 seconds is an efficient strategy for many swimmers. The
selection of negative pacing by some staff appears to be related to effort rather than swimming
velocity, which in 100-m events likely results in an overall positive profile or possibly even if
the first 15-m is not considered.

A large proportion of coaches and staff selected even or parabolic pacing as most successful in
200-m events, which are the most commonly displayed profiles in 200-m freestyle and
backstroke events37,45,47,54. Positive pacing is characteristic of 200-m breaststroke and butterfly
events given the intra-cycle velocity fluctuations and low mechanical efficiency49. However,
participants did not adjust selections between strokes, which could relate to the inability to
distinguish between speed and effort, or a lack of knowledge on stroke differences. This
outcome is most surprising in coaches who are required to obtain coaching qualifications and
work with athletes across a variety of strokes. There was a marked difference between groups
for the 200-m backstroke, butterfly and breaststroke events where athletes favoured a negative
profile in contrast to coaches and staff who mostly selected even pacing. A negative pacing
profile has been displayed in the 200-m freestyle when laps two to four are analysed separately
to the start lap (lap one)107, although this type of analysis has not been conducted in the
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equivalent backstroke, butterfly and breaststroke events. It remains unclear whether athletes
were referring to effort when selecting a negative profile for 200-m events.

An even or parabolic pacing profile were the most popular choices for the 400-m freestyle,
which is in accordance with current literature43,57. Although negative pacing is less commonly
used, 30% of coaches selected this as being the most successful. Medallists in this event
typically start more conservatively, swim below their mean race velocity for the first half of
the race and can substantially increase velocity in the final 100-m53. This approach likely
conserves energy early in the race allowing for an effective end-spurt in the final lap. At the
2019 FINA Swimming World Championships, the top four finishers in the Men’s 400-m
freestyle final swam slightly faster in the final 200-m than the first 200-m. In contrast, in the
Women’s event the most successful swimmers were able to maintain a relatively constant
velocity after the initial 100-m. As the race distance increases above 400-m it seems that a
parabolic pacing profile is typically observed where swimming velocity is at its highest at the
start and end of the race58-60. In the 800-m freestyle the most successful females maintained an
even pace through the middle of the race followed by an end-spurt in the final 100-m58.
However, coaches and athletes in the present study considered a negative or even pacing profile
to be most successful, whereas most staff selected an even or parabolic profile. A negative
profile may be observed if the first 100-m is excluded from analysis as female swimmers often
increase velocity in the second half of the race58. While even pacing through the middle of the
race is desirable, the ability to produce an end-spurt may be key for success. A similar pattern
is observed in the 1500-m freestyle where participants selected even, parabolic or negative as
most successful. The ability to minimise lap-to-lap variability is important60, which is likely a
result of the cubic relationship between force and velocity in water51.

Athlete responses to some events appeared to be dependent on experience level and age. Less
experienced or younger athletes did not necessarily choose incorrectly, and more experienced
older athletes did not necessarily choose correctly. This assertion is based on the data showing
for many events there is no single strategy that yields a substantial performance advantage over
another43. It’s possible that the more experienced and older athletes were better at
differentiating between speed and effort when selecting pacing profiles. For example, the
selection of an even or negative pacing profile for the 100-m butterfly by younger athletes
suggests reference to effort not speed. Differences in responses could also be related to the
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swimmers’ event speciality and the opinions and philosophies of their coaches. While pacing
aids such as metronomes are currently used by coaches, cost and athlete comfort were identified
as barriers to their use. Most athletes pre-planned their pacing strategy but some saw the need
to put themselves in a good position in the race rather than to strictly follow their race plan.
Adjustment to the race plan mid-race in response to the actions of opponents may have a
detrimental effect on performance. A small proportion of athletes did not pre-plan their pacing
strategy which is concerning and suggests that further coach and athlete education is required.

The importance of pacing and its impact on swimming performance was acknowledged by
coaches, athletes and staff in this study. However, participants only somewhat agreed that
previous performances have been negatively affected by poor pacing and that pacing needs to
be improved, indicating that it may not be perceived as an area of high importance. Support
staff seemed less confident than coaches that the swimmers they work with are familiar with
their individual race plans and stick to their plan. This uncertainty may reflect the challenges
of support staff working with multiple squads or sports, and therefore are not fully embedded
on a full-time basis with the swimmers and coaches. Swimmers reported feeling confident in
executing their race plan as well as receiving enough individual feedback and knowing the
paces expected of them in training. It appears that most of the time swimmers adhere to their
pre-determined race plan, although occasionally the plan may be modified to gain an advantage
over competitors. This mid-race adjustment likely relates to the race context, and experience
and confidence of the athlete. Coaches and staff believed that more exposure to racing could
be beneficial, possibly to serve as opportunities to practice the pacing strategy prior to the main
competition of the season. Participants agreed that pacing aids could be useful training tools
and that they would be willing to try new things. Open mindedness of coaches, athletes and
staff in relation to methods to train pacing, and perhaps a greater emphasis should be placed on
pacing at an earlier age in swimmers.

The development of pacing behaviour has been linked to self-regulation, where higher effort
and reflection scores were associated with a higher performance level in youth soccer
players103,104. Although the standardised difference between genders was small, our results
show females scored higher for effort than males. It appears that females are more willing and
motivated to invest effort into achieving their goals. Previous research focuses on male
athletes103,104, while only one study reported no gender effect in youth athletes108. Our results
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support previous research where higher reflection scores were associated with higher
performance levels, although no marked differences in effort were evident. This imprecision
may relate to a smaller sample size than previous studies in this area as well as unequal groups,
although there was a tendency for effort scores to be higher in international age-level athletes.
Interestingly, athletes who chose an all-out pacing profile as most successful for the 100-m
freestyle and 200-m backstroke scored lower on reflection. It appears that these athletes are
less able to learn from previous experiences to improve subsequent performance32,103, which
may explain their choice of an all-out profile which is not often executed or recommended in
these events. Although further research is required, these outcomes provide some rationale for
the proposition that performance level and pacing knowledge could be linked to self-regulation
in swimmers32,109.

While this study provides novel insights into the high-performance swimming community, this
cohort largely comprised Australian coaches and swimmers, with only some support staff
residing outside of Australia. Therefore, cultural differences may limit the application of these
results in other countries. Additionally, the representation of females and the range of
experience and performance levels among coaches was limited. The issue surrounding the
differentiation between speed and effort in selecting the most successful pacing profile for each
event may have caused confusion and influenced results.

Conclusion
We identified marked differences in the knowledge, beliefs and perceptions between highperformance swimming coaches, athlete and support staff on pacing. While the importance of
pacing in swimming was acknowledged, there appeared to be a lack of understanding in
relation to the most successful pacing profiles for each event. This shortcoming was in part
related to age and experience level in athletes. The ability to distinguish between swimming
speed and effort when examining pacing profiles was highlighted as a potential confounding
factor. Furthermore, the development of self-regulatory skills may be important for swimmers,
particularly in learning pacing skills. Coaches, athletes and support staff should benefit from
educational workshops or evidence-based guidelines on strategies to enhance pacing and
swimming performance.
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Chapter 4 - Contemporary practices of high-performance swimming
coaches on pacing skill development and competition preparation
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Contemporary practices of high-performance swimming coaches on pacing skill development
and competition preparation. International Journal of Sports Science & Coaching, 1-11.
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Abstract
Effective pacing is arguably more crucial for optimal performance in swimming than in landbased sports, however little is known about the process of developing pacing skills in
swimmers. The aim of this study was to examine the current practices of high-performance
swimming coaches in relation to pacing entrainment and preparation for competition. Twentyone swimming coaches who were currently coaching or had coached swimmers at national
open, international age or international open level, participated in a semi-structured interview.
Interview transcripts were examined using hierarchical content (qualitative) analysis to identify
general dimensions, higher-order themes and sub-themes. Data were categorised into two main
areas: training and competition. The general dimensions of monitoring, pacing aids,
periodisation and training for multiple events emerged within training; whereas optimal
strategy, racing, warm up swims and multiple main events emerged within competition.
Coaches identified the importance of a highly individualised approach based on swimmer
needs and characteristics. However, the difficulty in achieving this goal when working with
large groups of swimmers was a challenge for many coaches. Although swimming is a timebased sport, efficient technique and pacing were considered vital to success. Despite this, it
appears that key variables including stroke rate (SR), stroke count (SC), split times and rating
of perceived exertion (RPE) are neglected by many coaches. These parameters are likely
important tools to maximise pacing skill development, especially in young swimmers.
However, given the current lack of information on how athletes learn and develop pacing skills,
coaches would benefit from evidence-based guidelines in this area.

Key words: pacing, swimming performance, training, periodisation
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Introduction
Pacing is defined as the distribution of energy expenditure throughout an exercise task19 and
poor pacing can negatively impact performance in many sports. Given the highly resistive
properties of water and the low mechanical efficiency of swimming12,81, pacing is arguably
more important in swimming than in land-based sports. Pacing profiles adopted by elite
swimmers in competition have been well characterised81, and these profiles are typically highly
reproducible within and between competitions48,57. Despite these descriptive analyses of pacing
profiles in swimming, it is unclear whether the profiles displayed are optimal for performance.
While many coaches and swimmers train to execute a specific strategy in relation to pacing for
a given event, the observed pacing profiles may not always be reflective of successful execution
of a pre-planned pacing strategy. Given the role of continuous decision making in pace
regulation, it is possible that swimmers may alter their strategy during a race in response to the
actions of opponents or perceived effort26. These aspects highlight both the deliberate and
intuitive nature of pacing in the context of swimming25.

The mechanisms of pace regulation are complex, however a combination of sensory feedback,
anticipation, knowledge of the end point, and prior experience are likely important28.
Therefore, repetitive practice over several years is usually required to perfect an individual
swimmer’s pacing strategy and overall performance template64. While youth athletes possess
a level of pacing ability from a young age, it appears that self-regulation and cognitive and
intellectual development influence pacing skills which continue to develop through
adolescence10,31,32. Coaches play a pivotal role in the development of their athletes, and it is
important they have the appropriate knowledge, attributes and skills to coach athletes
effectively. Coaches typically learn from a variety of sources including formal coaching
certificates and education, although the time invested in these programs is often small110.
Current coach education programs in swimming provide limited information on the
development of pacing behaviour. Other forms of learning such as nonformal coaching
conferences and workshops, and informal peer-to-peer interactions with other coaches or selfdirected learning, may be more beneficial to coach development in this area.

To improve pacing skills in swimming and identify possible areas for coach and swimmer
development, first it is important to understand the current practices and philosophies of high78

performance swimming coaches. These coaches have developed highly specialised knowledge
gained from several years of experience111. Exploring these sources of knowledge provide the
opportunity to improve our understanding of the process of training pacing skills in swimmers.
Lower level coaches would likely benefit from this sharing of coaching knowledge and allow
them to learn more about the training methods utilised by elite coaches, which may then
positively impact their own coaching practices in the future. These insights would also help
sport science practitioners in the provision of evidence-based, practical recommendations on
specific strategies to develop pacing skills in swimmers.

The aim of this study was to examine the current practices and philosophies of highperformance swimming coaches on the programming and periodisation of training to teach and
develop pacing skills, as well as competition preparation and practice.

Methods

Participants
Twenty-one swimming coaches volunteered to participate in this study (18 males, 3 females).
All coaches were previously swimmers themselves and were currently coaching or had coached
swimmers at national open, international age or international open level. Thirteen of these
coaches have coached an Olympic or World Championship medallist. All held bronze, silver,
gold or platinum Swimming Australia coach accreditation and had 21 ± 11 years’ experience.
Signed informed consent was obtained prior to commencing interviews and the study was
approved by the University of Canberra Human Research Ethics Committee (project number:
17-142).

Research Design
A semi-structured one-on-one interview was conducted with each coach using thirteen openended questions as a guide (Table 4.1). The guide was developed by the research team, which
was comprised of sport scientists and university researchers with extensive swimming-specific
knowledge. The semi-structured nature of the interviews allowed detailed responses and
provided the lead researcher with the opportunity to ask additional follow-up questions when
required. The questions were piloted with a former high-performance coach of an Olympic
Medallist and their feedback was used to evaluate and improve the clarity of the questions. The
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aim of these interviews was to gain insight into the design, programming and monitoring of
race pace training, the tools and approaches used to select and entrain pacing strategies, and
competition preparation and management. All interviews were conducted by the lead
researcher who has several years’ experience as a sport scientist in swimming. Interviews lasted
between 5 and 50 min (mean 20 min) where one interview was conducted via the telephone
and the rest were face-to-face, typically taking place at the swimming pool where the coach
worked. Interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim by the lead researcher. An
identifying code was assigned to each coach and data were labelled accordingly.

Table 4.1 List of interview questions on coaching practices
1

How many race pace sessions do you program into a typical training week? Does this
change throughout the season?

2

How do these sets progress throughout the season leading up to the major competition?

3

What do you monitor during these sessions?

4

When do you start to bring in broken swims, time trials and race simulations?

5

How do you determine each swimmers’ optimal pacing strategy for their main event(s)?

6

Do you currently use any pacing aids in training?
If yes, please specify.

7

How many preparatory competitions & how often do your swimmers race in their main
event(s) prior to the major competition of the season?

8

How many events will they typically swim at these preparatory competitions?

9

At the major competition, do your swimmers race any warmup events prior to their first
main event to get into race mode or to practice pacing?
If yes, do you think this helps maximise performance in their main event(s)?

10

What do you recommend to your swimmers at international meets such as World
Championships where it is not possible to enter more events?

11

How do you plan and program race pace work in training for a swimmer who has more
than one main event with distinct pacing strategies?

12

If a swimmer has one of their main events on the first day of competition, and the other
on the last day, how do you alter the planning of the taper and how would you plan the
days in between the two races?

13

Do you have any further comments regarding pacing or competition preparation?
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Data Analysis
Hierarchical content analysis was used to establish general dimensions, higher-order themes
and sub-themes.112 The lead researcher became familiar with the data by listening to and
reading each transcript at least twice. Segments of relevant and meaningful data were identified
and clustered into themes using NVivo™ 12 software. Data was thoroughly cross-checked to
ensure all relevant information was identified. The interpretations of the lead researcher were
discussed with two independent professionals with swimming-specific experience and
knowledge. The different perspectives and critical feedback provided in this ‘critical friends’
process were used to enhance rigour of the analysis.113 This type of analysis was selected as
member checking and inter-rater reliability assessments are ineffective methods to develop
rigour in qualitative research113. Qualitative research can positively impact sports performance
by bridging the gap between research and practice114, and similar methods have recently been
utilised in the area of mental fatigue115.

Results
Following analysis of the interview transcripts, data were categorised into two areas: training
and competition, where four general dimensions emerged in each area. For training the
dimensions were: (a) monitoring, (b) pacing aids, (c) periodisation and (d) training for multiple
events. For competition the dimensions were: (a) optimal strategy, (b) racing, (c) warm up
swims and (d) multiple main events. Within each dimension at least two higher order themes
emerged, of which some also contained multiple sub-themes. To provide context to the theme
development, coach quotations associated with each sub-theme, higher order theme and
general dimension are provided in Table 4.2 (training) and Table 4.3 (competition). Data
saturation was assumed as multiple participants were asked the same questions and no new
themes or coding emerged.116
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Table 4.2 Themes and quotations from coach interviews relating to the training process
General
Dimension
Monitoring

Higher
Order Theme
Variables

Sub-Theme

Challenges
Pacing Aids

Aids used
Usefulness

General

Session type
Stroke
specificity
Event
specificity
Alternative
methods
Periodisation

Race pace
sessions

Frequency
Coach
philosophy

Progression

Broken swims
Time trials

Training for
Multiple
Events

Combined
sessions
Separate
sessions
Periodisation

Quotation
“kick count, stroke count, stroke rate, heart rate and
time”
“stroke rate is one of the things I kind of think when
you’ve got 30 swimmers, I do what I can”
“tempo trainers and pacing lights for turns, but we
haven’t used them in 6 months”
“I think they’ve got to be autonomous and selfregulatory so sometimes not relying on them is a good
thing”
“normally race specific sessions and I wouldn’t try it
with all of them, just a few of them”
“I don’t think it works for all strokes though, I think
it’s really hard for fly, it’s great for backstroke, really
good, backstroke and breaststroke”
“More with a distance athlete on the tempo trainer,
because they’re more a tempo kind of thing”
“We go what rate was that and they go 52, no it was
actually 48. I find that more effective than a tempo
trainer, so they have to take ownership of their rate”
“specific race pace would be two sessions per week”
“I talk about rates and counts and then time will take
care of itself as the season goes through. So obviously
at the end of the season you need to be hitting the time,
but I think it’s irrelevant if you’re over-rating or overcounting for that time”
“what I’d like to see is the progression where they can
first get to the time and then reduce the interval and
maintain the time. So, you are trying to combine the
right stroke length, stroke rate to get velocity, reduce
the rest”
“broken swims come in four weeks out”
“Generally, out from a meet we’ll do a time trial 21
days, 14 days and 7 days out. I might do time trials 4
weeks in a row or I might do a heat, semi and final
swim, full race scenario”
“It’s generally always combined, a lot of it will be
descending down”
“Focus on them at different times of the week.
Normally I would go maybe 200, 400, 800, 1500 so
longer distances throughout the week”
“early season separate it more, more blocked so the
learning is blocked. Late season vary it up a bit and put
both in the same session.”
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Table 4.3 Themes and quotations from coach interviews relating to the competition
environment
General
Dimension
Optimal
Strategy

Higher Order
Theme
General
philosophy

Sub-Theme

Information
used

Racing

Frequency
Purpose
Event selection

Periodisation

Stroke

Number of
swims
Warm Up
Swims

Rationale

Environmental
Psychological

Utilisation
Alternatives

Options

Timeline

Multiple
Main Events

Taper

Competition
Management

Quotation
“my basic thing for the race execution I talk about
that relaxed speed through the front part,
consolidate and keeping pressure on the middle
and coming home strong in that last 50, it’s how
we swim”
“look at what their best time is, and the way they
swam it, because that’s relevant to them, splits and
rates, counts if they’ve got them. And then I want
them to look at what the best in the world are
doing”.
“usually I’d like to race once every 3-4 weeks”
“there’s always a reason for racing, it’s not just
turning up and having a swim. It’s all based around
what you want to do at the major meet”
“early season they will generally swim some other
ones as well, some fun events, late season
generally just swim them in their specific events”
“if it was a backstroker that I had then they are
normally pretty good at freestyle, so we’d swim
backstroke and freestyle”
“if it’s one day they might do 3 events, if it’s two
days they do 4 events. We don’t over swim them
but like them racing a few times”
“know what the environment is, and they know
what to expect”
“gets them in the zone, gets them in the right frame
of mind”
“I like to, this year I’m not because the program is
so short, but I like them to have a hit out”
“get them to do say a broken, possibly even like a
heat and semi-finals or a heat and final, so they’ve
got time to recover”
“probably do a hit out 2 days out, so some kind of
part of their race where I’d be looking for some
splitting strategy”
“taper towards the first main event and then just
hold them through the rest of the meet until their
next main event”
“I’d still do aerobic work, I’d still do speed work,
I’d still do race pace work, but the amounts that
you would actually do would vary depending on
the individual”
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Training: Monitoring
In the monitoring dimension, the higher order themes of variables and challenges were
identified. Coaches listed the variables they typically monitor during race pace training
sessions - the most common responses were times, split times, stroke rate (SR) and stroke count
(SC). Two of the coaches did not report monitoring SR and eight didn’t report monitoring SC.
While all coaches spoke about monitoring times and/or swimming speed, only six reported
taking split times. Other less common variables mentioned include heart rate, blood lactate
concentration, rating of perceived exertion (RPE), recovery speed, turn times, kick count and
balance, breathing patterns and body position. Five coaches spoke about the challenges of
monitoring SR and/or SC with a large group of swimmers:

No stroke rates or counts, too many kids. Sometimes we ask them to count
their strokes. (C12)

Training: Pacing Aids
Pacing aids used include pacing lights, a series of underwater lights placed on the bottom of
the pool; Tempo Trainer™, a metronome placed under the cap; TritonWear™, a wearable
tracking device that sits under the cap; and AutoCoach™, a stopwatch and speaker system
providing real-time feedback to swimmers. Only two coaches were currently using one of these
aids. The importance of not becoming reliant on pacing aids and keeping things simple was
highlighted:

Try to keep it as simple as possible without too many tools because I think
the more tools you incorporate the more complicated it can get, the more
time it takes to fiddle around and get things adjusted and I don’t want to
waste time. (C2)
I don’t like relying on them all the time because you know it’s more a case of
using it to set the rhythm and then leaving it, we don’t tend to use them
extensively. (C5)

Several coaches mentioned they would only use pacing aids in specific sessions and for some
strokes and events. Coaches believe that a metronome is most useful for backstroke and
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breaststroke, as well as distance freestylers. In relation to the AutoCoach™ system one coach
said:

It is very effective when they swim particularly 200-400m repetitions, you
can give them feedback for the first 50 or 100m and they start pacing much
better. (C21)

Three coaches spoke about alternative methods they use to train pacing such as turning the
pace clocks off and asking swimmers to guess their times and/or SR’s with the aim of making
them “a smarter swimmer” (C16). There was uncertainty around the duration of pacing
entrainment, “how long does it take someone to learn to pace” (C15). The need to develop
pacing ability from a younger age was identified as important:

I think maybe we should be doing that more with younger swimmers, thinking
about it now, play games, turn the clocks off to see what time they think that
is. Surely if we start doing stuff at a younger age they are going to be better
at it at an older age. Don’t wait until we get to 14 or 15 when they are at a
national level to start learning to pace. (C15)
It’s a great laugh, we play the game what time did you do, I do that regularly,
what time and I’ll tell you what I think, what rating and I’ll tell you what I
think and we see who is closer. (C16)

Training: Periodisation
The frequency of race pace sessions was typically 2-3 per week, with some coaches reporting
as little as 1 and as many as 6. Five coaches keep the number of specific race pace sessions
consistent throughout the season, whereas the others alter the number of sessions depending
on the training phase:
We’ll do two major race pace sessions and then when we’re closer to
competition I’ll add in a third. (C9)
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Number of sessions doesn’t really change throughout the season but
probably the content is something that’s different. (C14)

In terms of coaching philosophy, the need to develop stroke efficiency early in the season with
little focus on times until closer to competition was identified by most coaches. One coach
spoke specifically about their general approach for 200-m race pace work:
When you’re doing your pace work it’s got to be a 7.5 out of 10 for 200 pace
and always emphasising relaxed speed front end, keeping pressure on the
middle and monster back 50. Using those little cues or key words with the
kids when we’re doing the broken stuff as well. (C13)

Common progressions of race pace sets include gradually increasing the volume and intensity
of the sets, reducing the amount of rest between repetitions and the number of repetitions to
more closely replicate the race, adding constraints such as pre-fatigue and increasing the
specificity in relation to the event demands:
What I’d like to see is the progression where they can first get the time and
then reduce the interval and maintain the speed/time. So, you are trying to
combine the right stroke length, stroke rate to get velocity, and reduce the
rest. At one point increase the total volume of that component of race pace
work and then reduce it going into the event. At which point, very close to
the event, you might go that same set in a swimsuit but much shorter rest,
trying to get everything ready. (C4)
Once they are in a fit enough state obviously to execute race pace, I’ll ask
for various paces and then either create a lactate loading or an aerobic/heart
rate loading before asking for the paces so trying to create as many different
types of stressors and still expect the paces. (C19)

Some coaches incorporate broken swims throughout the season as an extension of race pace
work, while others introduce them 4-8 weeks prior to competition. Typically, a broken swim
is where a race is broken down into smaller segments with short rest intervals e.g. a 200-m race
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is broken down into 4 x 50-m repeats with 10-20 sec rest. One coach spoke about using broken
swims as a way of learning how to swim an event:

Broken 800m and they are learning how to pace so 4x200 or 2x400 and they
are learning how to swim it. (C21)

Similarly, some coaches use time trials throughout and others bring them in 2-8 weeks prior to
competition. Generally, coaches prefer to use competitions rather than time trials in training,
however if suitable competitions aren’t available a time trial would be used as an alternative.
Simulation of morning heats and evening finals within the same day using time trials in training
was common practice.

Training: Training for Multiple Events
When swimmers are training for multiple events most coaches prefer to keep the sessions
separate, for example a 200-m, 400-m and 1500-m race pace session on different days
throughout the week. The main reason for preferring this approach was differences in SR, SC
and ‘feel-for-the-water’ between events. Six coaches spoke about putting the faster paced
sessions earlier in the week, when the swimmers are potentially less fatigued after a recovery
day which typically occurs on a Sunday. Other coaches combine race pace work for different
events into the same session, for example starting with 400-m race pace then building into
faster 200-m race pace efforts. Alternatively, one coach uses separate sessions early in the
season and shifts to combined sessions later in the season. The focus can change throughout
the season, where earlier in the season emphasis is on the longer distance events - closer to
competition the emphasis shifts to shorter distance events:

I have blocks of preparation, more focusing on pacing for the 400m during
the general and specific endurance phase and then they start focusing more
on 200m pacing closer to competition. (C21)

Starting with the longer distance races at the start of the block and then
coming down decreasing the pacing into faster, shorter distances as we get
closer to racing. (C10)
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Competition: Optimal Strategy
Many coaches have a general philosophy on how certain events should be swum, however they
also highlighted the need for the race strategy to be tailored to each individual swimmer.
Information used to develop individual pacing strategies include race data from previous
swims, race data for the top ranked swimmers in the world and close competitors, strengths
and weaknesses both physiologically and biomechanically, results from test sets and responses
to training and racing:
We do efficiency tests and that’s how we make up the basis of our pacing. Or
you look at a broader scale what generally everyone is doing in the world
and you can come up with kind of a model or system, but it must be specific
to your athlete. If you’ve got a kid who isn’t anaerobic, there’s no point trying
to get them to swim with a 50 SR in the first 50m of a 200m, it must be specific
to them. (C6)

Competition: Racing
Generally, coaches want their swimmers to race every 3-6 weeks, however some only have 23 competitions prior to the major competition of the season, while others might prescribe an
intense race block where they race weekly before starting a taper period. Racing frequency is
also dependent on the swimmer and one coach said, “he often prefers to have good solid
training blocks without interruptions of races” (C5). Two coaches mentioned they would prefer
more opportunities to race:

I would say if they are probably getting 3 or 4 good competitions in a season
that’s pretty decent, but I’d like it to be more. I would love it if it was about
one a month, and then maybe 2 months out there might be 2-3 in that month
maybe, then not heaps in the actual month of. (C17)

Planning to execute a specific part of the race, a form of conditioning, focusing on the process
such as hitting the desired SR and SC and practising race day protocols were listed as reasons
for racing. Event selection at competitions varies depending on the time in the season, the main
stroke of the swimmer and the competition duration and schedule:
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We usually pick one event every preparation where they swim a lot of events,
so they become race resilient, but the other ones more specific. (C18)
Main events probably plus one that’s a little less important to them but it
depends on the athlete as well. I probably don’t like any more than 4 swims
a day so if it’s heats and finals, 2 in the morning and 2 at night. (C3)

Competition: Warm Up Swims
Rationale for the use of warm up swims include becoming familiar with the competition
environment, the need to settle into the meet and to “blow the cobwebs out” (C20). Some but
not all coaches like using warm up swims for these reasons, however it is dependent on the
needs of the individual athlete and the competition schedule:
On a 7 day meet you’d try and get them racing on the majority of the days,
given when their main events were. Whereas with the 4-day trials format no
because it’s too short, it’s so compact and most of them have two events on
a day. So, you are trying to look for freshness rather than holding them
through. (C12)

When a warm up swim is not a feasible option, for example at the Olympic Games where a
swimmer has only qualified for one or two events, some coaches use broken swims, time trials
or test sets, often in race suits, to replicate a heats and finals swim in the training environment.
This work can take place anywhere between 2-10 days prior to their first race of the
competition, allowing enough time to recover:
We’ll do a rehearsal about 6 days before the meet, probably not the day
before, where they’ve got to do a morning broken swim and an afternoon
effort so it’s a rehearsal of heat and final, whatever you want to call it. (C6)
Normally do a heat and a final, we put the suit on and hit it up and I change
it, sometimes I go a 200 and a 200, sometimes 150 and 150, so they’re not
measuring themselves all the time. (C13)
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We do that back-end speed test which is highly specific in staging, we’ve
always done it in staging 3-5 days out of main event. (C7)

Competition: Multiple Main Events
Most coaches plan the taper so the swimmer is ready for their first event of a competition even
if it is not considered their priority event. Five coaches mentioned adjusting the timing of the
taper to focus on the priority event irrespective of whether it falls on day 2 or day 7 of a
competition:

It depends which event is the main event, but you rest up to do the event, say
for example the best event is second I would focus on the second event. (C2)

A swimmer may have a 5-6-day gap between events and during this time most coaches include
some recovery after the first race followed by reduced volume training incorporating race pace
work, possibly a time trial or broken swim, to prepare for the next event:
If we race day 1 and we’re not racing till day 5 or 6, day 3 I’ll do a broken
swim in the morning and a broken swim in the night to see if they can beat it.
(C11)
I’ll do a couple of little pace checks through the week. You develop a few
little sets that you want them to do and I think just try to keep relaxed, it’s
nearly more of a mental thing you know. (C16)

Discussion
This study examined the current practices and philosophies of high-performance swimming
coaches on methods of pacing entrainment and competition preparation. The use of interviews
to gain insights from coaches is a novel and valuable approach that is often under-utilised in
sports science. In this study, coaches emphasised the importance of tailoring all elements of
training and competition periodisation to suit the individual needs of each swimmer. There is
no one-size-fits-all approach, therefore coaches are constantly challenged to individualise their
programs to get the most out of each swimmer within their squad. In terms of pacing skill
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development, it appears some coaches are not monitoring some of the key variables which may
be important in the process of establishing the ability to pace effectively.

The most common variables monitored during race pace sessions include times, split times, SR
and SC. The prevalence of SC monitoring may vary across strokes and one coach said, “if they
are a breaststroker then they always count their strokes.” This requirement may be related to
the low mechanical efficiency of breaststroke and the high intra-cycle velocity fluctuations
within each stroke, which is also observed in butterfly swimming39,51. Given that swimming
velocity is a product of SR and stroke length39 and the importance of efficient technique
through the water, it is surprising that some coaches are not regularly monitoring SR and SC
in race pace training sessions. While it can be challenging to monitor these variables in large
groups, perhaps a greater emphasis should be placed on tracking SR and SC. The need to
establish stroke efficiency early in the season was highlighted by many coaches as important,
“early season I’m all about rates and counts, so the efficiency.” Therefore, focusing less on
times is likely beneficial at the beginning of the season. Having said that, given the importance
of pacing in swimming81, it is imperative that split times are monitored and fed back to
swimmers during race pace sessions. Without feedback on splits, SR and SC, it is likely
difficult for swimmers to develop pacing skills. Split time feedback may also be useful in
aerobic sessions where swimmers are afforded the opportunity to hone their pacing skills
during lower intensity swimming. Relatively few coaches reported monitoring split times,
which may be related to the squad size and a lack of staff to assist. Although RPE was less
commonly monitored, the use of this scale provides a simple and accessible tool for coaches to
monitor perceived effort for a given pace. This tool could be beneficial in the development of
pacing skills as the perception of effort likely plays a role in pace regulation28. Similarly,
monitoring variables such as split times, heart rate and rating of perceived exertion in both
training and competition, are important to track pacing behaviour development over time in
youth athletes117.

The prevalence of pacing aid use was relatively low, and while most coaches had previously
used pacing aids, many were not using them at the time of the study. Pacing aids were perceived
to be useful for specific strokes, events and types of sessions including race pace work, distance
freestyle, backstroke and breaststroke swimmers. Some coaches would only use a metronome
with swimmers who typically over or under rate to develop the ability to swim at a more
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efficient SR. While the potential benefits of other pacing aids were acknowledged, many
coaches favoured using a stopwatch, which can be a simple and effective tool. Coaches prefer
their swimmers to be self-sufficient and are often discouraged from purchasing or using
technology if it is expensive, requires time to set up and is unreliable, even if they think it may
be helpful to their athletes. Although the market for swimming-based technology has increased
markedly over recent years, it is only within the last ~5 years that reliable, swimming-specific
products have been commercially available. As a result, coaches have created other ways to
develop pacing skills in the pool, for example using games to improve a swimmer’s ability to
feel and judge differences in pace and SR. This method likely engages swimmers by creating
a fun learning environment where they are challenged by the coach and creates an element of
competitiveness among team-mates. Exploring the effectiveness of this approach and the time
required to improve pacing ability would provide useful and practically applicable information
for coaches. As highlighted by one coach, it is likely that pacing skill development needs to
start from an early age, although little is currently known about this process in developing
youth athletes117.

The frequency and content of race pace sessions within a training week appear to vary
throughout the season. For example, session frequency and training volume at race pace may
increase as the season progresses, which is attributed to a shift in focus to more race specific
preparation. This periodisation of training load throughout a season is common across all sports
and designed to facilitate physiological adaptations while also minimising injury and
preventing overtraining118. Given most swimmer’s compete across multiple events of varying
distances and sometimes strokes, it can be challenging to balance the training program to
ensure the needs of each swimmer are met. While many coaches allocate specific sessions to
focus on one event at a time, others include elements of multiple events within the same
session. The latter approach may be beneficial in increasing the regularity of practice in each
event and developing the ability to switch paces. However, this method may hinder the learning
process for swimmers who have not yet acquired the necessary pacing skills. Closer to
competition, these race pace sessions become highly specific to more accurately reflect the
demands of the race itself. For example, executing the race-specific pacing strategy in terms of
split times, SR and SC and reducing the rest between repeat efforts. Broken swims and time
trials can be useful to help achieve this race specificity in the lead up to a competition. Coaches
should provide individual feedback to swimmers on split times, SR and SC during these
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sessions. Adding constraints such as pre-fatigue was also utilised by some coaches with the
aim of creating a stressor where swimmers are required to execute their race-specific strategy
under fatigue. For this strategy to be effective, swimmers would need to be sufficiently
conditioned to first achieve race pace without prior fatigue.

While the pacing profiles of elite swimmers in competition have been well characterised, there
is a need for greater individualisation when determining a swimmers’ optimal pacing
strategy81. Coaches acknowledged the need for race strategies to be tailored to suit the
individual strengths and weaknesses of each swimmer. They use a wide range of information
to help determine the most effective pacing strategy for each swimmer, although only two
coaches mentioned involving the swimmers themselves in this decision-making process. This
level of engagement likely increases athlete buy-in to the training process and provides a good
learning opportunity especially for younger athletes. The individual needs and characteristics
of the swimmer are also considered when determining racing frequency. The opportunity to
race may be limited due to location and accessibility of competitions, especially for Australian
swimmers where international competitions require extensive travel. Generally, coaches
believe it is important for swimmers to get frequent race exposure, however, there must always
be a clear purpose for racing. In season, this is typically process driven, for example executing
the desired SR, SC or pacing on a segment of the race. This approach reduces the emphasis on
achieving a certain time, which may be impractical when a swimmer is not tapered and in the
middle of a heavy training block. Swimmers may race alternate events early in the season to
get race practice, then closer to the major competition, event selection becomes more specific
to the swimmers’ priority events. This sequence follows the same pattern as the evolution of
the training prescription throughout the season where the specificity gradually increases.

The final challenge after the months of training and preparation are completed, is successfully
executing the race plan at the main competition of the season. This can be one hurdle too many
for some swimmers, where they are unable to implement the skills they have developed
throughout the season under pressure. Warm up swims are sometimes used to manage nerves
or increase familiarity with the environment when a swimmer’s main event is not scheduled
until later in the competition. As with all other aspects of training prescription and competition
preparation, the use of warm up swims should be tailored to the needs of each individual and
this strategy may have a positive or negative impact on subsequent performance. This could be
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related to self-regulation skills, where athletes who are highly motivated and able to learn from
previous experiences may benefit more from warm up swims32. However, more commonly
coaches use race simulations in training via broken swims and time trials. For example,
rehearsal of a morning heat and evening final is a popular method to build the ability to race
multiple times in one day with limited recovery time. Limitations of this method include the
difficulty in replicating the competition environment in training, and the reliance on having
swimmers of similar ability levels swimming the same events to create an element of racing
and competitiveness. When a coach is planning these final preparations leading into
competition, it is important that the taper is also individualised. The aim of a taper, which is a
short-term reduction in training load prior to a competition, is to maximise performance119. The
optimal duration of a taper is highly individual and can range from 4-28 days119. Coaches align
the timing of the taper with each swimmers’ competition schedule to ensure they are race ready
for their first main event. Most swimmers typically race in two to three main events, although
there may be one event that takes priority if, for example, they have a better chance of achieving
the selection criteria or winning a medal in that event. In this case, some coaches might adjust
the timing of the taper to centre around being prepared for this priority event. There is a need
to maintain fitness and race readiness on recovery days between races during a week-long
competition, and coaches recognised the importance of considering both physiological and
psychological factors in this process. While the main purpose of a taper is to improve
performance by maintaining or enhancing physiological adaptations, a taper period could also
reduce the impact of psychological stressors associated with daily training119,120. This is
difficult to quantify and coaches are often required to call upon past experiences and their
extensive knowledge of each individual swimmer to determine the appropriate taper
prescription.

Conclusion
This study provides novel insights into the contemporary practices of high-performance
swimming coaches. While coaches are required to undertake professional development
activities such as educational workshops, it appears that coach beliefs and practices are heavily
influenced by previous experiences and the experiences of other coaches121. This is not
surprising given the lack of scientific evidence currently available on pacing skill development.
It is important to note that this cohort comprised Australian coaches who have likely undergone
similar coach education processes and shared experiential knowledge, therefore cultural
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differences may limit the application of these results in other countries. It appears that some
coaches place too much emphasis on overall time as opposed to the process of achieving that
time in terms of efficiency and race specificity. A perceived inability to monitor key pacing
variables such as split times, SR and SC with large groups may inhibit pacing skill
development, especially with young and inexperienced swimmers. While it can be difficult to
individualise training prescription in large squads, it is vital that the individual needs of each
swimmer are considered. As technology advances, pacing aids could assist coaches in the
process of pacing entrainment and monitoring. The knowledge gained from this study can help
inform the direction and design of future research in this area and promote development of
evidence-based guidelines on effective pacing entrainment methods in swimming.
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Chapter 5 – Reliability and accuracy of pacing aids during submaximal and high-speed swimming
McGibbon, K.E., Shephard, M.E., Osborne, M.A., Thompson, K.G., & Pyne, D.B. (2019).
Reliability and accuracy of pacing aids during sub-maximal and high-speed swimming.

Abstract
Purpose: Various pacing aids are frequently promoted to swimming coaches, but their
reliability and accuracy is often unclear. We evaluated the reliability and accuracy of pacing
during sub-maximal and high-speed swimming with two pacing aids compared to self-paced
swimming. Methods: Highly-trained swimmers (n=20; 8 males, 12 females aged 15-18 y)
participated in this study. Pacing targets using even paced swimming were based on times
relative to personal best (PB) time and on stroke rate (SR). Swimmers completed two sessions:
sub-maximal (200-m freestyle repetitions at PB+30 s and PB+20 s) and high-speed (100-m
repetitions) with three conditions: underwater lights, metronome and self-pacing. Results:
Reliability was high across all conditions and sessions with intraclass correlation (ICC) ≥0.84,
coefficient of variation (CV) ≤3.9% and typical error (TE) ≤2.2 s, ≤1.1 strokes/min, and ≤0.9
strokes/lap. Swimmers were faster in self-pacing than underwater lights and metronome at
PB+30 s (-1.9% vs. -0.1% & 0.0% respectively, p=0.00), slower with metronome than
underwater lights at PB+20 s (1.0% vs. 0.4%, p=0.02) and slower with metronome than
underwater lights and self-pacing at high-speed (0.8% vs. 0.2%, p=0.03). In both sessions,
pacing was closest to even with underwater lights. Mean SR was higher in self-pacing than
metronome at PB+30 s (4.7% vs. 2.1%, p=0.00), although there were no differences at PB+20
s and high-speed. Conclusion: The underwater lights and metronome are reliable pacing aids.
Time-based pacing accuracy was highest with underwater lights, and SR pacing accuracy with
the metronome. Continuous feedback provided by both devices aided even pacing.

Key words: underwater lights, metronome, self-pacing, pacing skills
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Introduction
Given the highly resistive properties of water and low mechanical efficiency of swimming
compared to land-based sports, the ability to pace effectively is crucial to success in
swimming12,81. Pacing is defined as the distribution of energy expenditure throughout an
exercise task19, and pacing profiles in competition have been well characterised in swimming
across a range of events. However, it remains unclear whether the performance of some
swimmers might be improved by implementing more effective pacing strategies. It is likely
that the physiological, biomechanical and psychological characteristics of the swimmer
influence pacing strategy selection and execution under pressure.

There is ongoing debate on the mechanisms of pace regulation, although it seems that sensory
feedback, knowledge of the end point, and prior experience are key factors28. Evidence
indicates that pacing behaviour develops during childhood and adolescence10,31, which is likely
related to intellectual and cognitive development31. Although a swimmer’s pacing profile
remains relatively stable48,57, it is not surprising that junior swimmers tend to be more variable
in their pacing57. Pacing is not only a key factor in competition, but also in training as coaches
frequently prescribe training sets based around swimming specific times. This process is often
related to individual training zones or speeds, with the goal of stimulating certain physiological
and technical adaptations. Therefore, it is important that swimmers possess the necessary
pacing skills to execute the session correctly and achieve the intended outcomes set by the
coach. Swimming too fast or too slow in any given training set can have a detrimental effect
on subsequent sessions and overall performance progression. Interviewing coaches about the
methods and tools they utilise to develop pacing skills in swimming has recently developed
knowledge in this area.

With recent advancements in technology, there is a wide range of new training tools and
devices available to swimming coaches, including various pacing aids. For example,
underwater pacing lights systems have attracted a lot of attention among the swimming
community given the ability to pre-program training sets and individual target paces for large
groups of swimmers. Another device which has been available for several years is the wearable
metronome, which is placed underneath the swimming cap and transmits audible beeps at set
intervals. There are also devices providing real-time voice feedback via a receiver worn under
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the swimming cap74. While technology such as pacing aids are often perceived as desirable and
useful by coaches and swimmers, cost is often a barrier to their use. It also remains unclear
whether swimmers can reliably and accurately use these pacing aids to control swimming speed
and/or SR.

The primary aim of this study was to evaluate the reliability and accuracy of pacing during submaximal and high-speed swimming with two pacing aids: a wearable metronome and
underwater lights, compared to self-paced swimming. These devices were examined for both
time and SR-based pacing.

Methods

Participants
A total of 20 highly trained swimmers (8 males, 12 females) volunteered to participate in both
parts of this study. Sixteen swimmers (7 males, 9 females) participated in part one (time-based
pacing) and six of these swimmers also participated in part two (SR-based pacing), as well as
four additional swimmers (5 males, 5 females). Participants characteristics are listed in Table
5.1. This study was approved by the University of Canberra Human Research Ethics
Committee.

Table 5.1 Participant characteristics (mean ± SD) in part one and part two

Males
(n=7)
Part
1

Part
2

Age
(yrs)

Performance
Level

Experience Height
(yrs)
(cm)

Weight
(kg)

19 ± 3

National Age (3)
National Open (4)

8±3

182.9 ± 3.4

74.7 ± 5.6

8±2

170.4 ± 6.0

67.1 ± 8.2

8±3

181.4 ± 1.5

73.1 ± 3.8

5±2

168.1 ± 5.4

59.9 ± 5.8

Females
(n=9)

17 ± 2

Males
(n=5)

19 ± 3

Females
(n=5)

16 ± 2

National Age (6)
National Open (3)
International Age
(1)
National Age (3)
National Open (2)
National Age (4)
National Open (1)

Main Stroke
Backstroke (2)
Butterfly (1)
Freestyle (4)
Breaststroke (3)
Butterfly (2)
Freestyle (4)
Backstroke (1)
Freestyle (4)
Backstroke (1)
Butterfly (2)
Freestyle (2)
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Experimental procedures
In part one and two, swimmers attended two 2 hr swimming testing sessions in a 50-m indoor
swimming pool separated by 24-48 hr. Pacing targets in part one were based on times relative
to personal best (PB) time and on stroke rate (SR) in part two (Table 5.2). Prior to each testing
session swimmers completed a standardised warm up including a familiarisation with each of
the three experimental conditions: underwater lights, metronome and self-pacing. All testing
sessions were filmed and videos were analysed to obtain times, stroke count (SC) and SR per
50-m lap. A questionnaire was completed at the conclusion of each session seeking feedback
on the three experimental conditions.

Session 1 – Sub-maximal
In the first session of part one (time-based) swimmers completed 18 x 200-m freestyle efforts
from a push start on a 4-minute time cycle at two sub-maximal paces relative to each
swimmers’ 200-m freestyle PB time (males: 2:00 ± 0:06 s; females: 2:11 ± 0:05 s; min:ss). The
two paces were 20 s (PB+20 s) and 30 s (PB+30 s) slower than the swimmers’ PB time. All
swimmers were familiar with this terminology and completed this session in freestyle as this
stroke is predominantly used for aerobic training.

In part two, the protocol was the same as in part one, however due to technical difficulties with
the waterproofing of the underwater lights, only two experimental conditions were examined:
metronome and self-pacing. Therefore, swimmers completed 12 repetitions where the SR
targets were derived from part one results and comparable to PB+30 s (SR1) and PB+20 s
(SR2) pace. The four swimmers who did not participate in part one completed one repetition
at PB+30 s and one at PB+20 s prior to testing. SR was measured every 25-m using a stopwatch
and target SR for part two were based on those results.

The 200-m repetitions were completed in blocks of two, where one repetition was performed
at PB+30 s or SR1 and the other at PB+20 s or SR2, both in the same experimental condition.
The order of these paces within each block as well as the order of experimental conditions was
randomised. Swimmers completed six repetitions in each experimental condition: three at
PB+30 s/SR1 and three at PB+20 s/SR2. After every six repetitions, swimmers were asked to
give a rating of perceived exertion (RPE) using the Borg 1-10 scale, and a rating of their
perceived pacing accuracy (PPA) on a Likert scale of 1-5 (1=excellent, 2=good, 3=average,
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4=poor, 5=very poor). After the final repetition, 0.3 µl of capillary blood was sampled from an
earlobe and blood lactate concentration measured using a Lactate Pro II analyser (Arkray,
Tokyo) to provide a physiological marker of exercise intensity.

Session 2 – High-speed
In session two of part one, swimmers completed 6 x 100-m efforts from a push start at 3 s
slower than 200-m PB pace (200P+3 s) in their main stroke on a 12-minute time-cycle. Target
time for each swimmer was calculated using the 200-m PB time in their main stroke, dividing
it by two to give a 100-m time and adding 3 s. In part two, swimmers completed the same
protocol where target SR was derived from part one and comparable to 200P+3 s pace. Prior
to testing, the four swimmers who did not participate in part one completed a repetition at
200P+3 s and SR was measured using a stopwatch. Given the inability to see the underwater
lights, swimmers whose main stroke was backstroke completed session two freestyle.
Swimmers completed 300 m of easy swimming followed by passive rest prior to commencing
the next repetition. This pace and time-cycle was selected to allow adequate recovery time and
ensure fatigue was not a limiting factor.

The order of conditions was randomised, and swimmers completed two repetitions in each
experimental condition in part one, and three per condition in part two (metronome and selfpacing only). Immediately after each repetition, swimmers gave an RPE and PPA score. Blood
lactate concentration was measured one minute before and after every repetition to provide a
physiological marker of exercise intensity and recovery between repetitions.

In part two, 7 swimmers completed session one (4 males, 3 females), and 9 swimmers
completed session two (5 males, 4 females). One swimmer completed session one but was
unable to attend session two due to illness, and three swimmers were only able to attend session
two.
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Table 5.2 Summary of experimental procedures and conditions for part one and part two
Part One

Part Two

Session One

Session Two

Session One

Session Two

Session

Sub-maximal

High-speed

Sub-maximal

High-speed

Protocol

18 x 200m on 4 min 6 x 100m on 12 min 12 x 200m on 4 min

6 x 100m on 12 min

Conditions

Underwater lights

Underwater lights

Metronome

Metronome

Metronome

Metronome

Self-pacing

Self-pacing

Self-pacing

Self-pacing

Pacing

Time

Time

Stroke rate

Stroke rate

Intensity

PB+30 s, PB+20 s

200P+3 s

SR1, SR2

200P+3 s

Targets

200-m FS PB time

200-m PB time in

Stroke rate at PB+30 s

Stroke rate at

main stroke

& PB+20 s in part one

200P+3 s in part one

based on

Experimental conditions
The LumaLanes™ swim training system was used for the underwater lights condition. This
system comprised ten 5-m segments of waterproof LED lights. The lights were placed along
the bottom of the pool in the middle of the lane and held down by small weights placed every
~2-3-m. For all testing sessions the lights were pre-programmed for even 50-m split times.
Swimmers were spaced 10 s apart and were instructed to keep their head in line with the lights
as they illuminated. The FINIS Tempo Trainer Pro™ was used for the metronome condition.
This is a small waterproof device placed under the swim cap that transmits audible beeps at set
intervals. In part one, swimmer target times were divided into 10-m interval times based on
even split times and the metronome was programmed to beep at these 10-m intervals. Weights
were placed on the bottom of the pool to clearly indicate 10-m segments. In part two, the
metronome was programmed to beep at a constant SR. Swimmers were instructed to keep in
time with the metronome throughout each repetition. In the self-pacing condition, swimmers
paced themselves without any assistance and were instructed to swim as close as possible to
the overall target time and with even 50-m splits in part one, and with a constant SR throughout
the entire repetition in part two. Across all conditions in part two, the only instructions given
were to swim as close to the target SR as possible.

Statistical analysis
To assess reliability, typical error (TE) and coefficient of variation (CV) were calculated
according to previously outlined methodology122. Intraclass correlations (ICC) were also
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calculated. Linear models were used to assess relationships between physiological and
subjective measures, and experimental condition and repetition number. Percentage differences
between target and actual times and SR were calculated. General Linear Mixed Models using
the R package lme489,90 were employed to analyse differences in pacing accuracy between
experimental conditions. Gender, randomisation group and repetition number were included as
fixed effects if they had a significant effect on the model or if the Akaike information criterion
(AIC) was lower. A random intercept for Subjects was included to account for intra-individual
dependencies and inter-individual heterogeneity. All models were estimated using Restricted
Maximum Likelihood. Visual inspection of residual plots did not reveal any obvious deviations
from homoscedasticity but showed indications of heavy tails against the normal distribution,
which was accommodated by obtaining bootstrapped confidence intervals. Multiple
comparisons of means were used to obtain P-values and Tukey contrasts were implemented in
the R package multcomp91. Results are reported either as mean ± SD or mean and 90%
confidence interval (CI). All statistics were calculated using R software90 and statistical
significance was set at p<0.05.

Results
Session 1 – Sub-maximal
Reliability
For time-based pacing (part one), reliability was high in both sub-maximal paces for
underwater lights, metronome and self-pacing (ICC ≥0.84, CV ≤2.7%, TE ≤2.2 s) (Table 5.3).
In general, ICCs were higher with underwater lights and metronome (range 0.90-0.99) and
lower with self-pacing (0.84-0.95). Similarly, for SR-based pacing (part two), reliability was
high in both sub-maximal paces for metronome and self-pacing (ICC ≥0.90, CV ≤2.7%, TE
≤0.4 strokes/min) (Table 5.4).
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Table 5.3 Reliability of variables during sub-maximal 200-m efforts in each condition and pace
(part 1)
Condition

Pace

Variable

Typical
Coefficient of
error
variation (%)
200-m time
0.9
0.5
50-m lap time 0.4
1.2
PB + 20 s
SR avg
0.4
1.3
SC avg
0.7
2.0
Underwater
Lights
200-m time
1.2
0.7
50-m lap time 0.5
1.2
PB + 30 s
SR avg
0.5
1.6
SC avg
0.7
2.0
200-m time
1.9
1.3
50-m lap time 0.7
1.8
PB + 20 s
SR avg
0.7
2.1
SC avg
0.8
2.2
Metronome
200-m time
0.8
0.6
50-m lap time 0.5
1.3
PB + 30 s
SR avg
0.5
1.6
SC avg
0.7
2.0
200-m time
1.8
1.3
50-m lap time 0.6
1.8
PB + 20 s
SR avg
0.9
2.5
SC avg
0.9
2.3
Self-Paced
200-m time
2.2
1.5
50-m lap time 0.7
1.9
PB + 30 s
SR avg
0.8
2.4
SC avg
0.7
1.9
Note: Typical error units, time = s, SR = strokes/min, SC = strokes/lap

Intraclass
correlation
0.99
0.96
0.97
0.94
0.98
0.95
0.96
0.95
0.95
0.90
0.93
0.92
0.99
0.94
0.96
0.94
0.94
0.90
0.88
0.88
0.89
0.84
0.90
0.95
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Table 5.4 Reliability of variables during sub-maximal 200-m efforts and high-speed 100-m
efforts (part 2)
Condition

Pace

Variable

Typical
Coefficient of
error
variation (%)
200-m SR
0.2
1.3
50-m lap SR
0.2
1.6
PB + 20 s
200-m time
0.1
0.8
SC avg
0.3
2.2
Metronome
200-m SR
0.2
1.4
50-m lap SR
0.2
2.1
PB + 30 s
200-m time
0.1
0.6
SC avg
0.2
1.3
100-m SR
0.1
0.6
50-m lap SR
0.2
1.4
High-speed
100-m time
0.2
1.2
SC avg
0.1
1.2
200-m SR
0.2
2.3
50-m lap SR
0.3
2.5
PB + 20 s
200-m time
0.2
1.4
SC avg
0.3
2.3
200-m SR
0.4
2.3
50-m lap SR
0.4
2.7
Self-Paced
PB + 30 s
200-m time
0.2
1.3
SC avg
0.3
1.6
100-m SR
0.3
2.0
50-m lap SR
0.3
2.2
High-speed
100-m time
0.2
0.9
SC avg
0.1
1.6
Note: Typical error units, time = s, SR = strokes/min, SC = strokes/lap

Intraclass
correlation
0.99
0.98
1.00
0.93
0.98
0.96
1.00
0.98
0.99
0.97
0.98
0.99
0.97
0.96
0.98
0.93
0.92
0.90
0.98
0.96
0.95
0.95
0.99
0.99
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Pacing Accuracy
For time-based pacing (part one), the difference between target and actual 200-m time in
PB+30 s trials was greatest with self-pacing, which was ~2% faster than both underwater lights
and metronome (-1.2 to -2.5%; 90% CI, p=0.00) (Figure 5.1). There was some evidence of
inter-individual variability in pacing responses between swimmers (Figure 5.2). Compared to
underwater lights, lap one times were faster with self-pacing (-4.3%, -3.4 to -5.2%, p=0.00)
and metronome (-1.8%, -1.0 to -2.7%, p=0.00), and self-pacing was faster than metronome (2.6%, -1.6 to -3.5%, p=0.00) (Figure 5.3). Lap two times were slower with the metronome than
underwater lights (0.9%, 0.3 to 1.5%, p=0.02), and underwater lights were slower than selfpacing (1.7%, 1.0 to 2.4%, p=0.00). Lap three times were ~1.4% slower with the metronome
compared to underwater lights and self-pacing (0.6 to 2.1%, p=0.00). Lap four times were
faster in self-pacing than metronome (-1.1%, -0.2 to -1.9%, p=0.01).
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Figure 5.1 Percentage difference between target and actual for both sub-maximal paces (PB+30 s, PB+20 s) and high-speed trials across
conditions for time-based (part one) and SR-based part (two) pacing. Negative values indicate actual time or SR was lower than the target,
and positive values indicate actual time or SR was higher than the target. Values presented as mean ± SD. For time-based pacing (part
one), * denotes significance between self-pacing and both underwater lights and metronome (p=0.00), ** significance between metronome
and underwater lights (p=0.02) and Ω significance between metronome and both underwater lights and self-pacing (p=0.03). For SRbased pacing (part two), ¥ significance between metronome and self-pacing (p=0.00).
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Figure 5.2 Percentage difference between target and actual 200-m times for individuals in session one (sub-maximal) for time-based pacing
(part one). Negative values indicate actual time was quicker than target time, and positive values indicate actual time was slower than
target time.
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Figure 5.3 Percentage difference between target and actual across conditions in each
50-m lap for session one (sub-maximal) for both time-based (part one) and SR-based
(part two) pacing. * denotes significance between that condition and the remaining
condition(s) (p≤0.02), ** significance between all conditions (p≤0.03), ₼ significance
between self-pacing and metronome (p=0.01), Ω significance between underwater
lights and self-pacing (p=0.01).
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In the PB+20 s trials in part one, the difference between target and actual 200-m time was
greatest with the metronome, which was ~0.7% slower than both underwater lights and selfpacing (0.1 to 1.2%, p≤0.05). Compared to underwater lights, lap one times were ~1-4% faster
with self-pacing (-3.5%, -2.5 to -4.5%, p=0.00) and metronome (-1.1%, -0.2 to -2.0%, p=0.03),
and self-pacing was faster than metronome (-2.4%, -1.6 to -3.3%, p=0.00). Lap two times were
~1.5% slower with metronome than underwater lights and self-pacing (0.6 to 2.3%, p=0.00).
Lap three times were ~2% slower with self-pacing and metronome than underwater lights (1.5
to 2.9%, p=0.00). Lap four times were faster with underwater lights than self-pacing (-1.2%, 0.3 to -2.0%, p=0.01).

For SR-based pacing (part two), SR was ~2.6% higher with self-pacing than the metronome
for SR1 trials (1.0 to 4.3%, p=0.00). Across all four laps SR was higher than the target for both
self-pacing and the metronome, although in laps one, two and four SR was ~3% higher with
self-pacing than the metronome (lap 1: 1.5 to 5.4%; lap 2: 0.9 to 4.3%; lap 4: 1.3 to 4.7; p≤0.01).
In SR2 trials, SR was higher with self-pacing than the metronome (1.5%, 0.1 to 2.8%, p=0.09).
In lap one, SR was higher with self-pacing than the metronome (2.8%, 0.9 to 4.7%, p=0.02).
In laps two, three and four, there were no substantial differences (p=0.13-0.68).

Session 2 – High-speed
Reliability
For time-based pacing (part one), reliability during high-speed swimming was high for
underwater lights, metronome and self-pacing (ICC ≥0.99, CV ≤1.6%, TE ≤0.8 s) (Table 5.4).
For SR-based pacing (part two), reliability was high with both self-pacing and metronome (ICC
≥0.95, CV ≤2.2%, TE ≤0.3 strokes/min).
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Table 5.5 Reliability of variables during high-speed 100-m efforts in each condition (part 1)
Condition

Variable

Typical error

Coefficient of
variation (%)
100-m time
0.2
0.3
50-m lap time
0.2
0.7
Underwater Lights
SR avg
0.6
1.5
SC avg
0.7
2.1
100-m time
0.8
0.9
50-m lap time
0.6
1.6
Metronome
SR avg
1.1
3.9
SC avg
0.8
3.4
100-m time
0.6
0.9
50-m lap time
0.4
1.3
Self-Paced
SR avg
0.9
2.8
SC avg
0.7
2.3
Note: Typical error units, time = s, SR = strokes/min, SC = strokes/lap

Intraclass
correlation
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.97
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.98
1.00

Pacing Accuracy
For time-based pacing (part one), the difference between actual and target 100-m time was
greatest with the metronome, which was ~0.5% slower than underwater lights and self-pacing
(0.1 to 1.0%, p=0.03). Lap one times were ~1.5% faster with self-pacing compared to the
underwater lights and metronome (-0.5 to -2.6%, p=0.00) (Figure 5.4). Compared to the
underwater lights, lap two times were ~1.7% slower with the metronome and self-pacing (0.9
to 2.4%, p=0.00).
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Figure 5.4 Percentage difference between target and actual across conditions in each
50-m lap for session two (high-speed) for both time-based (part one) and SR-based
(part two) pacing. * denotes significance between that condition and the remaining
condition(s) (p=0.00).

For SR-based pacing (part two), there were no substantial differences in SR between selfpacing and the metronome (p=0.66). In lap one, SR was higher with self-pacing than with the
metronome (1.7%, 0.7 to 2.9%, p=0.00), and there were no substantial differences between
conditions in lap two (p=0.13). Repetition number did not impact pacing accuracy in part one
or two (p=0.11-0.93).

Physiological & Subjective Measures
For both time-based and SR-based pacing, in session one (sub-maximal) the RPE was 4.4 ±
1.7 (Borg scale 1-10, mean ± SD), PPA 2.2 ± 0.7 (Likert scale 1-5) and blood lactate
concentration after the final repetition 2.7 ± 1.7 mmol l-1. In session two (high-speed), the RPE
was 5.1 ± 1.5 and PPA 2.1 ± 0.8. For SR-based pacing (part two), PPA was substantially better
with the metronome than self-pacing (-0.5, -0.2 to -0.9, p=0.02; Likert scale 1-5, 1=excellent,
5=very poor). Blood lactate concentration pre-repetition was 2.6 ± 1.1 mmol l-1, which
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increased by ~0.1 mmol l-1 with each repetition (0.0 to 0.3 mmol l-1, p=0.00-0.04). Postrepetition blood lactate concentration was 4.3 ± 1.3 mmol l-1 and blood lactate production 1.7
± 1.1 mmol l-1, which decreased by 0.3 mmol l-1 with each repetition (-0.1 to -0.4 mmol l-1,
p=0.00).

Discussion
This study explored pacing reliability and accuracy using two commercially available pacing
aids compared to self-paced swimming. Reliability was high across all conditions and despite
some individual variation, pacing accuracy was highest with underwater lights for time and the
metronome for SR. Accuracy with self-pacing was relatively poorer and swimmers had
difficulty pacing evenly without the assistance of a pacing aid. The inability to pace effectively
in training has likely negative implications on training quality. Our findings suggest that pacing
aids may be valuable tools to improve pacing ability and the effectiveness of training.

Given the environmental constraints of a swimming pool, swimmers typically receive verbal
feedback on their times from the coach at the end of each repetition. A swimmer’s perception
of pace is often inaccurate and unreliable74,123, hence training aids that provide real-time pacing
feedback such as underwater lights and metronomes, could be beneficial. While several studies
have utilised these pacing aids to control swimming velocity or SR in pool-based testing
protocols33,34,68,71,73,77,124, very few provide results relating to their reliability and accuracy.
However, pacing aids in swimming could provide methods to externally fix exercise intensity,
which is a major challenge when conducting pool-based training, testing and research. Pacing
accuracy is generally improved with pacing aids compared to self-pacing even in experienced
swimmers68, a finding that is also supported by our results. Therefore, swimmers might benefit
from using pacing aids in some training sets and tests, especially those requiring precise pace
regulation.

The reliability of pacing was high which supports earlier research showing that swimmers can
pace reliably using underwater lights and a metronome during sub-maximal swimming68,7173,125

. For time-based pacing, overall pacing accuracy was greater with the underwater lights

with a pacing error of less than 0.5% or 0.8 s across 200-m. Swimmers also preferred using the
underwater lights and believed their pacing was most accurate with the lights. Time-based
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pacing using a metronome was more accurate than self-pacing during sub-maximal freestyle
and breaststroke swimming68,125. Our results support this with a high level of accuracy for the
metronome at the slower of the two sub-maximal paces. However, the error was slightly higher
at the faster pace, which may be related to the intermittent feedback making it difficult to adjust
pace at higher speeds. When used for SR, the relative pacing errors were higher especially at
the slower pace, which could relate to a lack of technical efficiency at slower speeds. However,
accuracy was higher with the metronome compared to self-pacing, and swimmers believed
their pacing was more accurate with the metronome. Given the relatively low SR targets for
the sub-maximal repetitions, a 2% difference between target and actual SR equates to a
difference of ~0.6 strokes/min, which is likely not practically meaningful at these paces. Pacing
errors were highest with self-pacing for both time and SR at the slower sub-maximal speed
(~2-5%). Similarly, during the initial stages of a self-paced incremental step test a pacing error
of ~1-5% or ~2-8 s was reported79, and during self-paced breaststroke swimming the error was
~1.5% or ~2.5 s68. While it is difficult to compare SR pacing errors from our study with
previous literature as these are not explicitly reported34,124, our results add further support for
using pacing aids to improve pacing accuracy during sub-maximal swimming.

The ability to swim at a constant pace is important in some training sessions to provide a
specific physiological stimulus. The continuous visual feedback provided by the underwater
lights appeared to facilitate even time-based pacing in the present study. Whereas, swimmers
were unable to pace evenly for time or SR across each lap with the metronome or self-pacing.
The largest pacing errors tended to occur in the first lap and at the slower of the two submaximal paces, where swimmers swam considerably faster or at a higher SR than the target
(~2-6%, ~3-8 s, 0.6-1.9 strokes/min). Similarly, during the first 100-m of a self-paced 400-m
freestyle aerobic swim, times were up to ~5 s faster than the target74. Swimmers were also
unable to achieve even splits and tended to swim faster in the first half of each repetition during
a self-paced incremental step test, especially in the slower stages79. It remains unclear whether
similar trends would be evident in higher level swimmers given the likely impact of previous
experience on pace regulation79,126. In contrast, 100-m split times during 200-m sub-maximal
breaststroke efforts were reported to be accurate with a metronome68. It is possible that pacing
errors still occurred within each 100-m but remained undetected, especially given the large
pacing errors evident in the first 50-m lap in the present study.
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It is important that pacing is also accurate during high-speed swimming that more closely
relates to race-specific swimming speeds. Swimmers were able to pace accurately with a
metronome during near maximal breaststroke swimming until fatigue became a limited
factor68. However, pacing was less accurate during the latter stages of maximal and supramaximal efforts, likely due to the onset of fatigue and deterioration in technique rather than a
pacing error69. Swimmers were also able to accurately change pace at the mid-point of a time
trial with a metronome55,68. Our results show an average pacing error of less than ~1% for time
and SR at 200P+3, although pacing for time was slightly less accurate with the metronome.
This variation between studies may relate to differences in stroke, repetition distance and
swimming speed. In our study, freestyle was predominantly used and although target times and
SR were relative to each swimmer’s race pace, 200P+3 for 100-m repetitions were selected to
ensure pacing was minimally influenced by fatigue. The high variability of SR pacing accuracy
with self-pacing suggests that the metronome could help maintain SR during high-speed
swimming. However, swimmers were unable to pace evenly for time or SR with the metronome
or self-pacing, although the error was lower with the metronome. It is unlikely that fatigue was
the underlying cause of uneven pacing in this study, therefore these results support the use of
underwater lights.

Practical Applications
Pacing aids such as underwater lights and metronomes could be useful tools to limit pacing
errors in training, help develop pacing skills in young swimmers and entrain race-specific
strategies. However, further development is required to provide coaches with training tools that
are easily accessible and practical for a variety of situations, including backstroke swimming.

Conclusion
Although pacing reliability was high across all conditions, pacing accuracy was typically
improved with pacing aids compared to self-pacing. The continuous feedback provided by the
underwater lights for time and metronome for SR aided even pacing.
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Conference Abstract - Pacing reliability and accuracy using pacing aids compared to
self-paced swimming
Presented at the 24th Annual Congress of the European College of Sport Science held in Prague,
Czech Republic on 3rd-6th July 2019.

McGibbon, K.E., Pyne, D.B., Shephard, M.E., Osborne, M.A., & Thompson, K.G.
Abstract

Introduction: Pacing is considered crucial to success in swimming; however, little is known
about the methods and tools utilised by coaches to entrain pacing strategies. With recent
technology advancements in swimming there are a wide a range of new training tools and
devices available to coaches, including various pacing aids. The primary aim of this study was
to evaluate the reliability and accuracy of pacing with two pacing aids: Tempo Trainer ProTM,
a device placed underneath a swimming cap which transmits audible beeps, and LumaLanesTM
LED swim training system, a strip of underwater lights on the bottom of the pool, compared to
self-paced swimming.

Methods: Highly trained national level swimmers (n=16, 7 males, 9 females, 17 ± 3 y)
completed two swimming testing sessions separated by 24-48 h. In the first session, swimmers
completed 18 x 200-m freestyle efforts alternating randomly between two sub-maximal paces
relative to each swimmers’ 200-m freestyle personal best (PB) time (PB+20 s, PB+30 s). The
second session included 6 x 100-m efforts at 200-m race pace plus 3 s in each swimmer’s main
stroke. To assess reliability swimmers completed two (race pace) or three (sub-maximal) trials
in each experimental condition: underwater lights (UL), tempo trainer (TT) and self-paced
(SP). Swimmers were instructed to evenly pace each effort and both pacing aids were
programmed for even 50-m splits.

Results: Reliability was high across all conditions and sub-maximal paces for 50-m splits and
overall 200-m times (intraclass correlation (ICC) >0.8, coefficient of variation (CV) ≤2.2%,
typical error (TE) ≤2.2 s). ICC’s were highest with UL (range 0.91-0.99) and TT at PB+30 s
(0.92-0.99), and lowest with SP at PB+30 s (0.81-0.89). In race pace trials reliability was high
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across all conditions (ICC ≥0.99, CV ≤1.4%, TE ≤0.6 s). Participants swam faster than target
200-m time in SP trials at PB+30 s (-2.9 s, -2.1 to -3.7 s; mean, 90% confidence interval,
p=0.00), and too slow in TT trials at PB+20 s (1.0 s, 0.3 to 1.5 s, p=0.01). In race pace trials
participants swam slower than 100-m target time in TT trials (0.4 s, 0.1 to 0.7 s p=0.02). Across
all trials pacing was closest to even with UL, however with TT and SP swimmers typically
swam too fast in the first lap and too slow in the second and third laps.
Conclusion: The LumaLanesTM swim training system and Tempo Trainer ProTM are reliable
pacing aids. During slower sub-maximal swimming these pacing aids may be more reliable
than self-paced swimming, however the Tempo Trainer has limitations at higher speeds.
Although pacing accuracy relative to overall target times was high in some Tempo Trainer and
self-paced trials, each lap was not evenly paced. The continuous visual feedback provided by
underwater lights aided even pacing. Pacing aids need to be reliable, robust and easy to use,
for routine use in swimming programs.
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Chapter 6 - Effects of a short-term entrainment intervention on pacing
accuracy in highly trained swimmers
McGibbon, K.E., Thompson, K.G., Shephard, M.E., Osborne, M.A., & Pyne, D.B. (2020).
Effects of a short-term entrainment intervention on pacing accuracy in highly trained
swimmers.

Abstract
Purpose: Effective pacing is crucial to success in swimming and the pacing behaviour of
athletes typically develops with age. However, little is known about the process of entraining
pacing skills. The aim of this study was to examine the effectiveness of a short-term pacing
entrainment intervention on pacing accuracy in highly trained swimmers. Methods: A group
of 14 senior swimmers (9 males, 5 females) divided into two event-specific groups completed
one pacing session per week for five consecutive weeks. This session comprised six repetitions
of: i) 600-m at 87% ± 1% of 400-m freestyle personal best (PB) pace for the endurance group,
and ii) 200-m repetitions at 81% ± 4% of 200-m freestyle PB pace for the sprint group. Three
different pacing strategies were used to achieve the same target total time: even, positive and
negative pacing, where swimmers received detailed feedback on total times and split times
after the session. Results: There were no improvements across the 5-weeks, however a high
degree of pacing accuracy for total time was evident from week 1 (percentage difference
between target and actual time of ≤0.5%). Pacing accuracy was highly variable from week-toweek with greater pacing error evident for negative pacing. Negative pacing was also
associated with a higher blood lactate concentration (0.3 mmol l-1, 0.1 to 0.5 mmol l-1, mean,
90% CI, p=0.00) and RPE (0.6, 0.1 to 1.0, p≤0.03). Conclusion: Highly trained senior
swimmers require a more targeted pacing entrainment intervention to yield meaningful changes
in pacing ability.

Key words: pacing behaviour, pacing skills, self-regulation, feedback
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Introduction
To enhance swimming performance, the effective distribution of energy expenditure to
minimise depletion of available resources while preventing premature fatigue is imperative18,19.
This process, known as pacing, is particularly important in swimming given the resistive
properties of water and its low mechanical efficiency12. In pool-based events, swimmers’ race
in their own lanes and as a result the influence of external factors is limited compared to
traditional head-to-head sports81. Therefore, pacing profiles in swimming are somewhat similar
to those displayed in time-trial sports where there is no need to compete for positions to gain a
tactical or physiological advantage127. In swimming, pacing profiles are typically characterised
by plotting split times, velocity or the percentage of race time in each lap, which are all largely
influenced by the event distance and stroke81. Commonly observed profiles in competition
include even, negative, positive and parabolic pacing, and swimmers must be able to not only
execute a pre-determined race plan, but also change pace and respond to the actions of
opponents when required81.

Although the regulation of pace is a complex process, prior experience is a key factor in the
development of pacing skills126,128. Pacing behaviour develops with age throughout childhood
and adolescence as youth athletes gather experience through repetitive training and
competition64. It appears that the acquisition of pacing skills is also related to intellectual and
cognitive development during these formative years32. For example, older children who are
more cognitively advanced can better anticipate the demands of an exercise task than younger
less advanced children31. Self-regulatory skills may also be a key factor in the development of
pacing behaviour32. Self-regulation is the extent to which learners exert control over their own
learning to excel at a task32. Highly self-regulated athletes continuously monitor, evaluate and
reflect on their performances, and are able to learn from previous experiences which may aid
pacing skill development32,103. Another important factor in the skill acquisition process is the
feedback provided to the learner in relation to the method, frequency and timing129. It is
possible that more complex tasks require more frequent and detailed feedback than simple
tasks129.
While pacing profiles in competition have been well characterised in the literature81, little is
currently known about the process of pacing skill development and entrainment in swimmers.
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This shortcoming is surprising given that swimming is a sport based on the ability to complete
a race in the fastest possible time. Training prescription is also often centred around time,
relating to swimming for a certain amount of time or a given distance at a specific speed to
achieve desired physiological and biomechanical adaptations. Given that ~65-75% of
swimming training is completed at an aerobic intensity irrespective of event specialisation130,
it is important that swimmers are able to pace effectively during aerobic swimming. However,
expert pacing is not an easy skill to develop with even some experienced swimmers having
difficulty pacing accurately at a variety of speeds79. Therefore, the effectiveness of the training
process may be impaired if a swimmer has not developed the required pacing skills in their
youth. Coaches often use methods such as manual timing, intermittent feedback, and/or asking
swimmers to guess their times or wearable pacing aids as tools to increase pacing awareness
and ability. However, it is unclear how accurately swimmers can pace to a target time, whether
pacing skills can be improved in highly experienced senior athletes, which methods are most
effective and how long is required to observe a meaningful change.

The primary aim of this study was to determine the effectiveness of a 5-week pacing
entrainment intervention on the pacing accuracy and perception of pacing in highly trained
swimmers. A secondary aim was to assess the relationship between self-regulation and pacing
ability and improvement. This information would provide coaches with practical guidelines on
how to develop pacing skills in swimmers, and consequently improve training efficiency and
overall swimming performance.

Methods

Participants
A total of 14 highly-trained swimmers (9 males, 5 females, 20 ± 3 yrs; mean ± SD) volunteered
to participate in this study. Swimmer characteristics are listed in Table 6.1. Swimmers were
divided into two groups based on their main competitive event: an endurance group for 400-m
and above swimmers, and a sprint group for 100-200-m swimmers. The purpose was to ensure
the pacing sessions were event-specific and reflected the type of training these swimmers
typically undertake daily. In the endurance group, five swimmers completed all 5 weeks of the
intervention while one swimmer only completed week 1 due to injury. In the sprint group, four
swimmers completed all 5 weeks, while one swimmer completed 4 weeks and three swimmers
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completed 3 weeks as a result of injury or illness. This study was approved by the University
of Canberra Human Research Ethics Committee.

Table 6.1 Characteristics of swimmers in the endurance and sprint group (mean ± SD)
Group

Gender

Age

Height

Mass

Experience

(y)

(cm)

(kg)

(y)

Males (2)

19 ± 1

175.2 ± 6.2

74.1 ± 5.0

7±1

Females (4)

20 ± 2

172.1 ± 3.9

63.4 ± 4.6

9±2

Males (7)

21 ± 4

181.2 ± 3.0

75.5 ± 3.9

11 ± 2

National Open (5)
International Age (1)
International Open (1)

Females (1)

18

183.6

73.7

10

National Open

Distance

Speed

Performance Level

National Open (1)
International Open (1)
National Open (1)
International Age (1)
International Open (2)

Experimental Design
A parallel groups 5-week training intervention was conducted where a distance and a speed
group completed one aerobic freestyle pacing training session once a week for five consecutive
weeks. The pacing session involved a novel approach of self-pacing, no coach timing,
automated smart sensor (individual swimmer device) monitoring, and individualised online
feedback comprising comprehensive details of the target and actual interval times provided 2
h post-session. The self-pacing session was completed as part of the normal weekly training
program, 1 of 10 sessions for the endurance group and 1 of 8 sessions for the sprint group.
Swimmers were all part of the same swimming club with the same coach - therefore within in
each group swimmers followed the same training plan. The weekly training volumes for each
group were consistent across the 5-weeks (endurance group: 65 ± 6 km; sprint group: 42 ± 8
km).

Experimental Procedures
Swimmers completed the pacing session at the same time of day and on the same day of the
week. Swimmers in each group completed a standardised warm up followed by a set of 6 x
600-m freestyle repetitions for the endurance group, and 6 x 200-m freestyle repetitions for the
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sprint group. The protocol differed to meet the specific training requirements of the two groups.
The rest period after each repetition was ~45-60 s, as typically used in this type of training.
The total target time was the same for each repetition and prescribed by the coach in line with
individual aerobic capacity training paces130. This estimation equated to ~87% of 400-m
freestyle personal best (PB) average pace for the endurance group and ~81% of 200-m freestyle
PB average pace for the sprint group. These swimmers regularly performed repetitions at this
pace in training.

The pacing strategy used to achieve the total times differed across repetitions. The three
different pacing strategies were even, negative and positive, and swimmers completed two
repetitions per strategy, however each repetition was completed in a randomised order which
changed every week. Swimmers were given target total times and target half-way split times
for each repetition, where split 1= 0-300-m or 0-100-m and split 2= 300-600-m or 100-200-m,
for the endurance and sprint groups, respectively. For even pacing, target split times were the
same e.g. if target total 600-m time was 7:24 (m:ss), then the target 300-m split times were
3:42. For negative pacing, the target split time for the first half was slower followed by a faster
second half. For the endurance group, compared to even split targets the target split time for
the first half was 8 seconds slower and for the second half was 8 seconds faster e.g. 7:24 swum
as 3:50 (1:17/100-m) and 3:34 (1:11/100-m) 300-m splits. Similarly, for the sprint group target
split times were 3 seconds slower and faster than even split targets. For positive pacing these
target split times were reversed where the first half was faster followed by a slower second half
e.g. 7:24 swum as 3:34 and 3:50 for the 300-m splits. Compared to even pacing, this instruction
equates to a ~3 s/100-m difference or a change in pace from split 1 to split 2 of ~6 s/100-m for
negative and positive pacing, which was considered achievable at this aerobic speed.
Swimmers were instructed to swim each split at a constant pace to achieve each target split
time. Percentage difference between target and actual for total times and split times were
calculated for each pacing strategy each week. After each repetition, swimmers were also asked
to estimate their split and total times and these were compared to actual times.

Data Collection
After each repetition, swimmers estimated their total and split times and were asked to provide
a rating of perceived exertion (RPE) using the Borg 1-10 scale, and a rating of their perceived
pacing accuracy (PPA) on a Likert scale of 1-5 (1=excellent, 2=good, 3=average, 4=poor,
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5=very poor). Additionally, 0.3 µl of capillary blood was sampled from an earlobe and blood
lactate concentration measured using a Lactate Pro II analyser (Arkray, Tokyo) to provide a
physiological marker of exercise intensity.

Split times, stroke rate (SR) and stroke count (SC) were measured using a TritonWear®
(Mississauga, Ontario) waterproof device which sits underneath the swimming cap. These
devices automatically detect and measure these variables throughout the session and have been
shown to be valid131. Swimmers were instructed not to look at the pace clock and they did not
receive any coaching feedback on their times until after the session. Within ~2 hours of the
session finishing, swimmers received an email outlining their target, actual and estimated total
times and split times with each pacing strategy. The individualised feedback included a
comprehensive table and two graphs displaying actual and estimated total times compared to
the target, and differences between target and actual split times with each pacing strategy.

A questionnaire was completed at the conclusion of the 5-weeks seeking feedback on the
intervention. The questionnaire also included an assessment of self-regulation to examine if
this was related to pacing ability. This utilised components of the Self-Regulation of Learning
Self-Report Scale (SRL-SRS) which is a reliable and valid assessment tool.106 This scale
assesses a total of six components of self-regulation, however only reflection and effort have
been related to performance level.104 To minimise the time required to complete the
questionnaire, only these two components were included. Athletes were asked to respond to 15
items using a Likert scale to reflect how often the statements were true for them (1 almost never
to 4 almost always), or how much they agreed or disagreed with the statement (1 strongly agree
to 5 strongly disagree).

Statistical Analysis
General Linear Mixed Models using the R package lme489,90 were employed to assess
relationships between pacing strategy, blood lactate concentration, RPE and PPA, and also
changes in target vs. actual times and actual vs. estimated times across the five weeks and three
pacing strategies in both groups separately. Gender, week number, pacing strategy and
repetition number were included as fixed effects. A random intercept for swimmer was
included to account for intra-individual dependencies and inter-individual heterogeneity. All
models were estimated using Restricted Maximum Likelihood. Visual inspection of residual
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plots did not reveal any obvious deviations from homoscedasticity but showed indications of
heavy tails against the normal distribution, which was accommodated by obtaining
bootstrapped confidence intervals. Multiple comparisons of means were used to obtain Pvalues and Tukey contrasts were implemented in the R package multcomp91. Athlete responses
to the effort (range 1-4) and reflection (range 1-5) components of self-regulation were
averaged. The responses for the reflection component were reversed so that higher scores relate
to high levels of self-regulation103. For example, where the response ‘Strongly Agree’ relates
to a score of 1, this was reversed to equal a score of 5. Linear models were used to assess the
relationship between self-regulation and pacing accuracy, perception of pacing and changes
across the 5-weeks. Results are reported either as mean ± SD or mean and 90% confidence
interval (CI). All statistics were calculated using R software90 and statistical significance was
set at p<0.05.

Results

Effect of Week
For both groups there were no substantial improvements in pacing accuracy or the ability to
estimate total time throughout the intervention. The percentage difference between actual and
estimated total swimming times for the endurance group and sprint group were ≤0.5% or 2.2 s
and ≤1.8% or 2.7 s respectively. The mean pacing error in relation to total target time was
<1.5% across all 5-weeks but this varied week-to-week in both groups (Figure 6.1). In the
endurance group, the percentage difference between target and actual time ranged from 0.1%
or ~0.4 s to 1.3% or ~6 s slower than the target with an overall CV in actual total time of 2.9%
across the intervention. In the sprint group, this difference ranged from 1.4% or ~2.1 s faster
than the target to 0.5% or ~0.3 s slower than the target with an overall CV in actual total time
of 3.7%. There was evidence of inter-individual variability in pacing responses where some
swimmers swam up to ~5% faster and others ~4% slower than the target total time (Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.1 Percentage difference between target and actual (A) and actual and
estimated (B) total times for both the endurance and sprint groups across the 5-week
intervention (mean ± SD). Both graphs display a greater variability week-to-week in
the sprint group than the endurance group. Positive values indicate actual times were
slower than target times (A) and estimated times were slower than actual times (B).
Negative values indicate actual times were faster than target times (A) and estimated
times were faster than actual times (B). In panel A, * denotes different from weeks 1, 2
and 5, ** different from weeks 1 and 3 (p=0.00). In panel B, * different from weeks 1,
3, 4 and 5 (p=0.00), ** different from week 4 (p=0.03).
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Figure 6.2 Individual values for percentage difference between target and actual total
times for the endurance (open circles) and sprint (closed circles) groups across the 5week intervention.
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In the endurance group, the percentage difference between target and actual total time was
~1.1% or 5 s greater in week 3 than weeks 1, 2 and 5 (0.5 to 1.7%; 90% CI, p=0.00). The
difference for split 1 was ~1.5% greater in week 3 than weeks 2 and 5 (0.7 to 2.3%, p=0.00)
where swimmers swam 1.3% slower than the target in week 3. For split 2, the difference was
~1.1% greater in weeks 3 and 4 than in week 1 (0.3 to 1.8%, p≤0.03) where swimmers swam
~1.4% slower than the target. In the sprint group, the difference between target and actual total
time was ~1.6% or 2.4 s greater in weeks 2 and 4 than weeks 1 and 3 (0.3 to 2.8%, p≤0.04).
The difference for split 1 was 2.3% greater in week 2 than weeks 1 and 3 (1.0 to 3.5%, p=0.00)
where swimmers swam 3.1% faster than the target in week 2. There were no marked differences
for split 2.
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The difference between actual and estimated total time in the sprint group was ~2.4% or ~3.6
s greater in week 2 than weeks 1, 3, 4 and 5 (0.8 to 3.9%, p=0.00) where swimmers estimated
they swam slower than actual times in week 2. The difference was also 1.4% or ~2 s greater in
week 1 than week 4 (0.4 to 2.4%, p=0.03) where swimmers estimated they swam faster than
actual times in week 1. The difference for split 1 was ~2.5% greater in week 2 than weeks 1,
3, 4 and 5 (0.7 to 4.3%, p≤0.01) where swimmers estimated they swam 3.0% slower than the
actual time in week 2. For split 2, the difference was ~2.2% greater in week 2 than weeks 1, 3
and 5 (0.9 to 3.2%, p=0.00) where estimated times were faster than actual times. There were
no differences for the endurance group.

Effect of Pacing Strategy
The mean pacing error for both split times across the 5-weeks was <1.0% for even and positive
pacing, whereas for negative pacing it was 2.0%. Pacing accuracy within each pacing strategy
showed substantial variability from week-to-week and between groups (Figure 6.3). During
negatively paced trials, swimmers swam faster than the target for split 1 and slower than the
target for split 2, with a mean pacing error for splits times of 1.3% and 2.6% for the endurance
and sprint groups respectively (Table 6.2). Blood lactate concentration and RPE were higher
following negative pacing in the endurance group (0.1 to 0.5 mmol l-1, 0.2 to 1.0, p≤0.02)
(Table 6.3). In the sprint group, RPE was lower following even pacing (-0.1 to -0.9, p=0.03).
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Figure 6.3 Percentage difference between target and actual split times for both groups
across the 5-weeks for even, negative and positive pacing (mean ± SD). B: * denotes
different to weeks 1 and 3 for split 1 (p≤0.04), ** different to week 4 for split 2 (p=0.04).
D: * different to weeks 1, 3 and 5 for split 1 (p≤0.03). E: * different to weeks 1, 2 and
5 for split 1 (p≤0.03), ** different to week 1 for split 1 (p=0.03). F: * different to weeks
3 and 5 for split 2 (p≤0.02).
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Table 6.2 Target, actual and estimated total and split times, and percentage differences for
target vs. actual (T – A) and actual vs. estimated (A – E) for even, negative and positive pacing
(mean ± SD)
Group

Variable
Total Time

% Diff

Endurance

Split 1

% Diff

Split 2

% Diff

Total Time

% Diff

Sprint

Split 1

% Diff

Split 2

% Diff

Even

Negative

Positive

Target (T)
Actual (A)
Estimated (E)
T–A
A–E

7:22.6 ± 10.9
7:25.9 ± 13.3
7:24.9 ± 11.3
0.7 ± 1.5
-0.2 ± 1.0

7:22.6 ± 10.9
7:25.6 ± 13.0
7:23.6 ± 12.1
0.7 ± 1.2
-0.4 ± 1.1

7:22.6 ± 10.9
7:23.6 ± 13.1
7:23.0 ± 11.0
0.2 ± 1.4*
-0.1 ± 1.4

Target
Actual
Estimated
T–A
A–E

3:41.3 ± 5.5
3:42.4 ± 7.2
3:41.7 ± 5.3
0.5 ± 1.7
-0.3 ± 1.6

3:49.3 ± 5.5
3:48.1 ± 7.4
3:47.4 ± 6.8
-0.6 ± 1.9*
-0.3 ± 1.9

3:33.3 ± 5.5
3:35.6 ± 7.8
3:34.1 ± 6.7
1.0 ± 1.8
-0.7 ± 1.8

Target
Actual
Estimated
T–A
A–E

3:41.3 ± 5.5
3:43.5 ± 6.4
3:42.6 ± 5.5
1.0 ± 1.6**
-0.4 ± 1.3

3:33.3 ± 5.5
3:37.5 ± 6.7
3:36.1 ± 6.1
2.0 ± 1.6**
-0.7 ± 1.8

3:49.3 ± 5.5
3:48.0 ± 5.8
3:48.7 ± 5.9
-0.6 ± 1.7**
0.3 ± 2.2*

Target
Actual
Estimated
T–A
A–E

2:31.9 ± 4.3
2:32.8 ± 5.3
2:31.8 ± 5.0
0.6 ± 2.8*
-0.7 ± 2.8

2:31.9 ± 4.3
2:31.0 ± 4.6
2:31.0 ± 5.2
-0.6 ± 2.6
0.0 ± 2.7

2:31.9 ± 4.3
2:31.0 ± 5.0
2:31.2 ± 5.1
-0.6 ± 2.6
0.2 ± 2.4***

Target
Actual
Estimated
T–A
A–E

1:16.0 ± 2.2
1:15.6 ± 2.8
1:15.5 ± 2.7
-0.5 ± 3.2
-0.1 ± 3.5

1:19.3 ± 2.1
1:16.9 ± 2.6
1:17.8 ± 2.8
-3.2 ± 3.6*
1.1 ± 3.4***

1:12.6 ± 2.3
1:12.0 ± 2.9
1:12.7 ± 3.3
-0.9 ± 2.9
1.0 ± 2.9

Target
Actual
Estimated
T–A
A–E

1:16.0 ± 2.2
1:17.2 ± 3.0
1:16.3 ± 2.5
1.6 ± 3.1
-1.2 ± 2.9

1:12.6 ± 2.3
1:14.1 ± 3.2
1:13.5 ± 3.3
2.0 ± 3.5
-0.8 ± 2.4

1:19.3 ± 2.1
1:19.0 ± 2.9
1:18.5 ± 2.3
-0.4 ± 3.6*
-0.6 ± 3.0

Note: * different to both other pacing strategies (p≤0.04), ** difference between all three pacing strategies
(p=0.00), *** different to even pacing (p≤0.04).
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Table 6.3 Physiological and subjective measures for both groups across the three pacing
strategies (units: blood lactate concentration, mmol l-1; RPE, scale 1-10; PPA, scale 1-5) (mean
± SD)
Group

Variable
Even
Negative
Positive
Blood lactate
1.2 ± 0.3
1.5 ± 0.5*
1.3 ± 0.3
Endurance
RPE
5.4 ± 1.6
6.1 ± 1.6*
5.7 ± 1.5
PPA
3.0 ± 0.8
3.1 ± 0.8
3.0 ± 0.9
Blood lactate
2.5 ± 1.6
2.8 ± 1.8
2.9 ± 1.9
Sprint
RPE
5.8 ± 1.5**
6.3 ± 1.5
6.3 ± 1.5
PPA
2.9 ± 0.6
2.9 ± 0.8
2.9 ± 0.7
Note: * different to even and positive pacing (p≤0.02), ** different to negative pacing (p=0.03).

Post-intervention Questionnaire
Swimmers believed their pacing accuracy improved across the intervention (Table 6.4). Mean
scores for the effort and reflection components of self-regulation (effort, range 1-4, 3.4 ± 0.4;
reflection, range 1-5, 4.3 ± 0.4) were not related to gender, group, pacing accuracy or changes
across the 5-weeks.
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Table 6.4 Post-intervention questionnaire and athlete responses on a Likert scale of 1-5: 1=
Strongly agree, 2= Agree, 3= Neither agree nor disagree, 4= Disagree, 5= Strongly disagree
No.

Question

Mean ± SD

1

My pacing accuracy has improved throughout this intervention

2.2 ± 0.4

2

I found it difficult not to look at the pace clock during the set

3.0 ± 1.4

3

The overall target time set for me was comfortably achievable (A2 pace)

2.1 ± 0.6

4

I often struggle to concentrate during training

3.7 ± 1.1

5

The feedback I received comparing my target, actual and estimated times
helped me improve the next week

1.9 ± 0.5

6

I often struggle to pace accurately in aerobic training sets

3.1 ± 0.9

7

I found it difficult to guess my times during the session

2.6 ± 0.7

8

I have enjoyed the pacing sessions each week

2.1 ± 0.9

9

I found the pacing sessions challenging

2.7 ± 0.6

10

I have learnt how to pace better as a result of this intervention

2.0 ± 0.4

11

I have a clear race plan for my main events in terms of my pacing

1.8 ± 0.6

12

I am good at executing my race plan effectively in a competition

2.1 ± 0.6

Discussion
This study examined the effectiveness of a short-term pacing entrainment intervention on the
pacing accuracy of highly-trained senior swimmers. Although there were no improvements
across the 5-weeks, pacing accuracy was already within <1.5% of the target time in the first
week therefore the potential margin for improvement was limited. There was noticeable
variability in pacing from week to week and pacing errors were typically higher with negative
pacing, which may relate to a higher physiological cost and perceived exertion. One pacing
specific session per week for 5-weeks was not sufficient to elicit changes in pacing accuracy
during aerobic swimming in highly-trained swimmers, likely due to the observed high weekto-week variability.
Pacing profiles in swimming remain stable within and between competitions48,57 and are
typically less variable than land-based events such as track running63. However, the stability
and accuracy of pacing within training remains unclear but it is important that swimmers
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possess the necessary pacing skills to successfully execute a training session. Considering the
age, experience and performance level of the swimmers who participated in this study, it is not
surprising that pacing accuracy was already high. However, our results indicate that pacing
accuracy during aerobic freestyle swimming can be highly variable from week to week. In the
post-intervention questionnaire, one swimmer reported that some weeks it was harder to
achieve the target times given varying levels of fatigue each week. Therefore, given the link
between perception of effort and pace regulation, it is possible that some of this variability in
pacing accuracy related to varying fatigue levels28. Although subjective measures of fatigue
were not included in this study, changes in pacing accuracy were not linked to perceived
exertion. However, the perception of exertion and effort are different constructs that likely both
play an important role in the neural processes involved in pace regulation and fatigue
development132, therefore future research should monitor both of these variables. Although
these terms are often used interchangeably, exertion relates to the degree of strain experience
in physical work, whereas effort can be defined as the amount of mental or physical energy
given to a task132.

It appears that pacing variability was higher in the sprint group and the magnitude of pacing
error for splits times during negative pacing was also higher. Endurance swimmers were also
better able to accurately estimate their times even if they did not achieve the target time. This
ability could relate to the events in which they compete, where endurance swimmers are
required to regulate their energy expenditure over a longer duration. In these long-distance
freestyle events, the ability to maintain an even pace followed by an increase in speed in the
final laps has been characterised as a successful pacing strategy81. Therefore, it is likely that
these swimmers need to regularly complete long repetitions demanding precise pace regulation
in training. As a result, endurance swimmers may be more familiar with the varying pacing
strategies and the need to change pace within a repetition. In contrast, some of the swimmers
in the sprint group specialised in breaststroke and backstroke, therefore likely to spend less
time practicing aerobic freestyle pacing using different pacing strategies. However, it remains
unclear whether the endurance swimmers possess superior pacing skills which would also
transfer to different sets at a variety of swimming speeds, or whether they were simply better
at completing this specific set.
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Given the cubic relationship between force and velocity in the water and the inherent
relationships between mechanical power, drag and propelling efficiency14, it has been proposed
that even pacing is likely the most efficient method of energy expenditure distribution50,51.
During near maximal breaststroke swimming, a greater physiological cost and perceived
exertion was associated with positive pacing likely as a result of an increased anaerobic energy
contribution in the early stages55. Imposing an even pacing strategy has been associated with
an increased physiological cost compared to self-selected pacing in rowing133. However, a
smaller pacing error was also evident during evenly paced high-intensity breaststroke efforts
using a metronome, indicating that changing pace mid-swim may increase the chance of a
pacing error68. Our results were similar despite differences in exercise intensity, repetition
distance and stroke. In the present study, the change in speed required with negative and
positive pacing was achieved by an increase or decrease in SR possibly causing an increase in
energy expenditure, although this was not measured directly or indirectly in this study.
Nevertheless, this explanation provides further support for even pacing and may help explain
the higher pacing errors typically evident with negative pacing. Swimmers were still able to
achieve negative pacing, but it is possible that the change in pace of ~6 s/100-m even at this
aerobic pace was sufficiently large to increase anaerobic metabolism and perceived exertion,
especially for the sprint group who had less time to adjust to the desired pace. The use of a
pacing aid may improve pacing accuracy and reduce variability across all pacing strategies (see
Chapter 5).

Swimmers are typically accustomed to receiving verbal feedback from the coach on their times
at the end of each repetition, and some also rely on looking at the pace clock while they are
swimming. Despite the apparent variability in pacing across the 5-weeks, swimmers believed
their pacing improved and reported the pacing sessions and subsequent detailed feedback were
useful to improve their perception of pace without relying on the clock. Swimmers reported
enjoying the challenge of not looking at the pace clock, and the data they received after the
session provided more detailed and accurate feedback than normally given by the coach. The
timing and method of feedback is likely an important factor and it is possible that a higher
frequency of feedback (after each repetition) may be more beneficial in such complex tasks129.
The ability to evaluate and learn from previous experiences may relate to self-regulatory
skills32, although no links to self-regulation were evident in this study. The importance of
accurate pacing during aerobic training should not be underestimated given the large proportion
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of training time spent swimming at these paces to develop and maintain a high level of aerobic
fitness. It remains unclear whether similar results would be evident at faster speeds closer to
and above anaerobic threshold, or at race-specific speeds. Given that swimmers were
undergoing final preparations for a major competition at the time of this intervention, we were
unable to control training load or monitor changes in fitness which may have influenced our
results. The optimal conditions for skill acquisition remain unclear, however contributing
factors include task complexity, quantity and duration of practice, expertise level and learning
style129. Random practice was used in this study where the pacing strategy order was
randomised each week. Although the implementation of random practice is associated with
poorer performance during the skill acquisition phase, the retention and transfer of the skill is
typically greater129. A greater number of repetitions may be necessary for complex tasks such
as pacing due to the greater cognitive demand129, however further research specifically related
to the process of training pacing skills is required.

Practical Applications
Specific pacing sessions where swimmers are required to implement different pacing strategies
at a variety of swimming speeds could be useful in eliciting improvements in training and
competitive performance. Methods such as not providing immediate feedback, asking
swimmers to estimate their times, subjectively rate their own performances, and turning the
pace clocks off could help enhance pacing awareness. Multiple sessions per week on a regular
basis are required to yield substantial improvements, with an initial focus on pacing consistency
followed by pacing accuracy. It is vital that specific pacing entrainment blocks are incorporated
into the periodised training plan allowing swimmers to focus on developing their pacing skills
for an extended period. The use of a pacing aid such as a wearable metronome or the
TritonWear® system could aid this process. Coaches should be aware of factors that may
influence pacing accuracy such as pacing strategy, fatigue and perception of exertion and
effort. This type of pacing entrainment is possibly more effective in younger swimmers who
are still maturing physically and cognitively. Further research is required to explore the
mechanisms and processes involved in the development of pacing skills in both junior and
senior swimmers.
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Conclusion
A 5-week pacing entrainment intervention did not elicit improvements in pacing accuracy
during aerobic freestyle swimming in a group of swimmers whose pacing accuracy was already
high. However, there was substantial week-to-week variability in pacing accuracy which could
have a detrimental effect on training effectiveness. Highly-trained senior swimmers may
require a longer and more targeted entrainment intervention to obtain meaningful changes in
pacing ability.
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Chapter 7 – Discussion
It is well established that pacing can have a large impact on swimming performance and as
such it is essential that swimmers develop their pacing skills from an early age. This thesis
comprises several studies addressing the needs of high-performance swimming coaches to
enhance understanding and implementation of pacing strategies and potential methods of
pacing entrainment. It appears the beliefs and practices of coaches are heavily influenced by
their own past experiences and/or those of other coaches. This focus on experiential learning
and subjective assessments is mostly likely related to the current lack of evidence-based
information and guidelines on pacing in the high-performance swimming community. While
the characterisation of pacing profiles and their reproducibility in swimming competitions is
well established within the literature, it remains unclear whether these strategies are optimal
for performance and if swimmers can benefit from implementing alternative strategies.
Detailed analyses of pacing profiles and how these relate to swimming performance can assist
coaches to make informed evidence-based decisions both in individual events and relays. There
is a need for greater individualisation when selecting a swimmers’ optimal pacing strategy,
where the physiological, biomechanical and psychological characteristics of the swimmer must
be considered. Typically, coaches develop individualised pre-planned pacing strategies and
design training programs to enable swimmers to successfully execute the plan, however this
requires swimmers to possess the necessary pacing skills. Pacing may also be more intuitive in
nature where swimmers continuously make decisions throughout a race based on factors such
as actions of opponents and perceptions of effort26. This process of pacing skill development
is complex and requires regular practice over several years. Though the underlying
mechanisms remain unclear, emerging evidence infers the important role of decision making
and the coupling of perception and action in the regulation of pace26,27. The research in this
area is limited not only in swimming but across all sports, although it appears that pacing aids
such as wearable metronomes and underwater lights could assist this process.

In the first chapter of this thesis a systematic review was conducted to evaluate the existing
knowledge and research in the area of pacing in swimming, which was used to highlight gaps
and inform the direction of subsequent studies. Chapter Two comprises a retrospective analysis
of competition data comparing pacing profiles in individual and relay events. Chapters Three
and Four assessed the knowledge, beliefs and current practices of coaches, swimmers and
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support staff via an online questionnaire and one-on-one interviews. Two pool-based
experimental studies examined the reliability and accuracy of pacing aids compared to selfpacing (Chapter Five) and the effectiveness of a short-term pacing entrainment intervention
(Chapter Six).

Pacing in relay events
A novel approach to analyse pacing profiles was developed using the percentage of race time
spent in each 50-m lap to determine the start lap strategy (lap one only) and pacing strategy
(laps two to four) separately. A fast start lap strategy yielded slower overall performance times
by 0.5-0.7%, which highlights the importance of being more conservative in the first lap to
better maintain velocity in the latter stages. This effect was evident in both individual and relay
events and likely relates to elevated physiological cost experienced early in the race leading to
earlier onset of fatigue. A similar method of analysis isolating the first lap to account for the
effect of the dive start could be applied to other swimming events. This approach permits a
more appropriate and comparable analysis of the impact of the start lap strategy on subsequent
pacing and performance. The ability to produce an end-spurt or increase in swimming speed in
the final laps has been identified as a key characteristic of a successful swimmer in middledistance events53. The end-spurt or sprint finish is typically linked to conservation of energy at
the start of the race43, therefore greater emphasis should be placed on the importance of the
start-lap strategy.

A positive pacing profile, or gradual slowing in swimming velocity throughout laps two to
four, also led to a ~0.5% decrement on overall performance times in female swimmers
compared to even and negative pacing. There was a clear association between start lap strategy
and pacing strategy where 71% of swimmers displaying a fast start lap strategy also displayed
a (less effective) positive pacing strategy. This is not surprising given the likely elevated
physiological cost caused by a fast start and therefore, irrespective of event type, a more
conservative start lap strategy is likely beneficial for performance. Although these outcomes
are not unexpected, some coaches prefer their swimmers (for tactical reasons) to start the race
strong and be in a good position at the end of the first lap. While there appears to be no evidence
to support an increase in water resistance or energy cost from swimming through the waves
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created by swimmers in adjacent lanes, coaches frequently use this explanation as justification
for going out fast. However, given that swimmers race in their own lanes, their position in the
race at the first turn should have no direct impact on overall performance.

Irrespective of start technique (flat or flying start), it appears that swimmers are starting
relatively faster in relays which may explain the increased percentage of swimmers (females:
+13%; males: +7%) displaying positive pacing profiles in relays than in individual events.
Given the potential detrimental effects of poor pacing on performance, swimmers should
maintain the same overall race strategy in individual events and in relays. The start lap strategy
and pacing strategy adopted in the individual event has likely been developed by the coach to
yield the fastest possible performance time for that swimmer based on a variety of individual
characteristics. Consequently, it is unlikely that changing pacing strategy in a relay will lead to
faster performance times in many swimmers, although further research is required to establish
the impact of race context or position of the team in the race on pacing and performance.

Elite swimmers may only complete one full taper per season in preparation for the major
competition that year, therefore the opportunities to rehearse a pacing strategy in this fully
tapered state are limited. The taper duration and magnitude of training load decrease must be
tailored to each swimmer and factors such as training history, event distance, stroke speciality,
gender and physiological characteristics should be considered120. It is important for coaches
and swimmers to be aware of the elevated risk of starting too fast following a taper period100
as well as the impact of wearing a race suit134 on the relationship between swimming velocity
and perception of effort. Therefore, coaches should allow swimmers to practice their pacing
strategy regularly, and under a variety of conditions and physiological states, as part of their
preparation for a benchmark competition.

Pacing knowledge, beliefs and perceptions
Discrepancies between coaches, swimmers and staff on which pacing strategies were believed
to be most successful for each event were evident in our results. However, it appears that this
relates to difficulties distinguishing between speed and effort, and a lack of consideration for
the impact of the dive start when selecting optimal pacing strategies. For example, in a 100-m
event the pacing profile in terms of swimming speed is inevitably positive where the average
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velocity of the first lap is always faster than the second. However, to minimise the drop off in
speed it is likely that effort would increase throughout the race. While confusion over
terminology may have impacted the ability to identify differences in pacing knowledge, it
allowed us to identify a key area for further education. This discovery was important as it
highlights the need for coaches to be more specific when communicating with swimmers and
support staff regarding pacing strategies, given the large differences between profiles for speed
and effort. While it appears that pacing is regulated by several complex relationships between
the brain and other physiological systems19, it is generally accepted that pace regulation is
impacted by a combination of factors including anticipation, knowledge of the end-point, prior
experience, perceived exertion and/or effort and sensory feedback28. Given that swimmers
likely use perception of effort to inform pace regulation28, coaches must be clear on their
expectations in terms of both speed and effort and it is important that swimmers understand
these differences. Educational workshops and infographics may be useful to improve
understanding and establish universal terminology around these key pacing concepts.
The development of pacing behaviour has previously been linked to self-regulation10, which is
the extent to which learners exert control over their own learning and training to master and
excel at a task32. Studies in youth soccer and basketball athletes show individuals who
displayed superior self-regulatory skills were more likely to perform at a higher level103-105.
Our results indicate that female and higher performing swimmers typically possess greater selfregulatory skills, which may also be associated with enhanced knowledge of pacing. However,
it remains unclear whether self-regulation is linked to pacing ability in both training and
competition, as well as the ability to develop pacing skills over a period of time. This possible
link to self-regulation is an area we investigated further in Chapter Six of this thesis.

Current coaching practices
The importance of an individualised approach to all aspects of the training process was
highlighted by all coaches and this presented a challenge to many coaches working with large
groups of swimmers. Anecdotal evidence in the high-performance swimming community
indicates that split times are infrequently monitored in most squads despite coaches specifying
a desire for even splits in some repetitions. Providing this type of feedback to swimmers is
likely important in the process of developing pacing skills and entraining pacing strategies for
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competition. The method, timing and frequency of feedback received by a swimmer can
substantially impact the learning process75. Coaches should focus on one or two key variables
depending on the intended outcome of the session and reduce the emphasis on overall times at
discrete points throughout the season. For example, early in the season coaches should
prioritise process goals such as efficient technique and effective pacing. Session design can
also be manipulated in a way which allows coaches to provide detailed and individualised
feedback to swimmers. Simple cost-effective tools such as RPE135 can be valuable in the
process of pacing skill development and are often undervalued by coaches. While pacing aids
were perceived to be useful training tools, few coaches reported currently using one which was
largely attributed to high costs, long set-up times and unreliable technology. However, with
the emergence of new swimming technology in recent years, these devices could become useful
tools for coaches to provide swimmers with immediate pacing feedback.

The outcomes of this study provide less experienced coaches with valuable information on the
periodisation, frequency and content of race pace-specific training. Typically, the specificity
of training prescription increases throughout the season, where the demands of the event
become more closely replicated immediately prior to the competition, for example reducing
the rest intervals. However, coaches stressed that there is no one-size-fits-all approach when it
comes to pacing entrainment and competition preparation as each swimmer presents different
needs and challenges. It is likely that coaches would benefit further from the development of
evidence-based guidelines in this area given their current reliance on previous experiences, and
experiences of other coaches to enhance their own knowledge.

Use of pacing aids
Many coaches reported using a variety of pacing aids in training at some point in their coaching
career including wearable metronomes and underwater pacing lights. While reliability did not
differ substantially between the three experimental conditions examined in this experimental
study (wearable metronome, underwater lights and self-pacing), there were substantial
differences in pacing accuracy. The underwater lights provided swimmers with real-time
feedback on their swimming pace as they could visibly see whether they were behind, ahead
or on the target pace for each length of the pool. This type of constant visual feedback allowed
swimmers to pace evenly in each lap and achieve a high level of pacing accuracy with
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differences of ≤1% between target and actual times. Underwater pacing lights have previously
been used to control swimming speed in several pool-based studies71-73. Swimmers were unable
to pace evenly across multiple laps with the intermittent feedback provided by the wearable
metronome for time or SR. The largest pacing errors typically occurred in the first lap, although
these remained smaller than with self-pacing. Previous studies using similar wearable
metronomes for time-based pacing have programmed the device to emit audible beeps every
12.5-m55,68, whereas we selected 10-m segments to provide more frequent feedback. It is
possible that this method requires a more extensive familiarisation period involving multiple
repetitions across two or three sessions, as these devices are most frequently used by coaches
to control stroke rate rather than time. However, wearable metronomes may provide a solution
for coaches seeking a low-cost pacing aid.

Although pacing accuracy for total time was high with self-pacing at two of the three speeds
tested (<1%), each lap was not paced evenly and a similar trend was evident when pacing
targets were based on SR. Our data supports previous research during self-paced swims where
swimmers tend to swim too fast in the first lap especially at slower speeds or stroke rates79.
Therefore, coaches may believe that a swimmer has executed a set effectively, however hitting
target total times could be achieved by swimming with a variable pattern of pacing. Given this
likely alters the acute physiological responses as well as the resultant adaptations, the inability
to accurately self-pace can have a negative impact on training efficiency and quality. Our
results indicate that pacing aids could be useful tools to minimise pacing errors where precise
pace regulation is directly linked to the session outcomes. These devices could be particularly
useful during test sets such as an incremental step test, especially when swimmers are
unfamiliar with the test requirements.

Pacing entrainment
Little is currently known about the process of improving pacing skills in swimmers, therefore
the effectiveness of an approach currently utilised by selected swimming coaches interviewed
in Chapter Four was assessed. The possible margins for improvement were relatively small in
this group of swimmers given the high initial level of pacing accuracy. However, the swimmers
were inconsistent in pacing accuracy week-to-week over the five-week training block with
marked variations in pacing accuracy (~1-2%). The lack of pacing feedback received during
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these sessions may have contributed to the variability as swimmers often rely on looking at the
pace clock at each end of the pool while swimming. This variability was also generally higher
for negative pacing, possibly due to elevated energy expenditure caused by an increase in
swimming speed.

Although the weekly training volume was similar across the 5-weeks, the actual training load
was not measured and hence this inconsistency in pacing accuracy may relate to fluctuating
levels of fatigue, and possibly altered perceptions of exertion and effort. This outcome not only
relates to the training load, but likely to stressors outside of swimming. Given the large
proportion of time spent swimming at these aerobic paces in training, it is important that
swimmers possess the necessary pacing skills to effectively complete this type of training to
develop and maintain a high aerobic capacity, which is essential in training and preparations
for all competitive swimming events. Inefficient pacing or swimming too fast in these aerobic
sessions can have detrimental effects on recovery and performance in subsequent race pace or
speed-based training sessions.

A more systematic approach is likely needed in pacing entrainment to yield meaningful
changes given the complex nature of pace regulation in swimming. It appears that more
frequent practice and feedback as well as a greater number of sessions are required. Factors
such as task complexity, quantity and duration of practice, expertise level and learning style
likely contribute to the skill acquisition process129. Random practice was implemented in this
study and although this has been associated with poorer performance during the skill
acquisition phase, skill retention and transfer is typically greater than with blocked practice129.
Due to the elevated cognitive demand experienced during complex tasks, a greater number of
repetitions are generally required to acquire these skills129. Given the complex nature of pacing
skill development, coaches should focus on developing pacing skills over an extended period
of time with opportunities for regular practice to develop pacing consistency and accuracy at a
variety of swimming speeds.

Conclusion
Effective pacing plays an important role in maximising swimming performance across all
events. The research presented in this thesis has direct and applied outcomes for improving
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pacing knowledge, understanding the impact of pacing on performance and enhancing current
training practices to aid pacing skill development. A novel method of pacing profile analysis
indicated the possible benefits of a more conservative start lap strategy on swimming
performance. As a result, coaches should apply strategies to counteract the elevated risk of
starting too fast in the first lap of a race. Swimmers are advised to utilise the same pacing
strategy in both relays and individual events, and avoid being influenced by the actions of
others. New insights gained from high-performance swimming coaches on current training
practices highlight the need to provide more detailed, specific and individualised pacing
feedback. Regular monitoring of split times is essential to establish the ability to maintain a
constant speed or change in speed as desired within a repetition. The ability to accurately pace
to target total times and split times not only has direct implications on competition
performance, but also on the effectiveness of training. Accordingly, coaches should prioritise
developing pacing skills from a young age. Providing swimmers with frequent opportunities
to practice their pacing skills in training at a variety of swimming speeds is vital to ensure
pacing consistency and accuracy. Pacing aids such as a wearable metronome and underwater
lights could assist coaches and show promising initial results, although further development is
needed to improve the application of these devices in the training environment. Given the
limited information and resources currently available on pacing, coaches, swimmers and
support staff would benefit from further research and education in this area to enhance their
understanding of key concepts and establish universally accepted terminology.
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Chapter 8 – Practical applications
The primary aim of this thesis was to provide coaches and sport science practitioners with
practical guidelines and tools that can be utilised to improve pacing skills and swimming
performance. The importance of conserving energy for the latter stages of the race to enable
better maintenance of swimming velocity was highlighted in Chapter Two (Pacing in Relays).
Therefore, coaches should carefully consider the start lap strategy for each swimmer based on
their individual characteristics.

Opportunities for frequent practice of the overall race strategy in training and competition are
essential and the race strategy should be maintained in both individual and relay events.
Comparisons of pacing profiles both within and between swimmers, and for individual and
relay events, with particular emphasis on the start-lap strategy and its impact on the subsequent
pacing strategy and performance should be conducted. This type of analysis would assist
coaches with the development of individualised race plans as well as team selections and relay
leg assignments. An infographic was designed to disseminate the key findings of this study to
coaches and swimmers (see Appendix 5). This research has helped establish common
terminology around pacing profiles that coaches are now utilising in practice. Introducing the
percentage of race time concept to coaches has emphasised its link with energy expenditure
distribution, and changed the way coaches are thinking and talking about pacing.

Coaches should focus less on overall times and more on how those times are achieved by
monitoring split times, stroke rate and stroke count. Young, less experienced swimmers require
this type of feedback regularly in training to develop pacing skills and awareness. When
working with large groups of swimmers, coaches need to develop their own strategies to
provide detailed pacing feedback, which may include altering the set design or set-up of the
swimmers in the pool, enlisting the help of other coaches, parents or even swimmers, and
utilising technology such as pacing aids or automated athlete tracking devices.

Pacing aids such as wearable metronomes and underwater pacing lights were found to be useful
tools to minimise pacing errors in training compared with self-paced swimming. Although
pacing accuracy was typically highest with the underwater lights, we experienced substantial
technical difficulties with the system related to waterproofing issues. This shortcoming limited
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their application in the research setting and potentially the daily training environment. On the
other hand, the wearable metronome offers a low-cost option for coaches with minimal time
required for set-up. However, swimmers likely require more time to become familiar with
using a metronome for time-based pacing targets.

To yield substantial improvements in pacing skills, a more systematic approach is required
where coaches need to plan targeted pacing entrainment involving frequent practice over an
extended period of time. Developing the ability of a swimmer to judge and estimate their pace
consistently and accurately at a variety of swimming speeds must begin at an early age. Lowtech tools such as the RPE scale can be useful to help swimmers understand the relationship
between speed and effort, without reliance on immediate feedback on times. The initial focus
should be on developing pacing consistency under different conditions followed by enhancing
pacing accuracy. Pacing aids can assist in this process of learning how to pace and improve
pacing accuracy in specific sessions. The reliance on these pacing aids should gradually
decrease as the swimmer improves their pacing ability. When using the underwater lights,
coaches can program the system to ‘black-out’ specific segments. For example, where the
swimmer follows the lights for the first 25-m but then has to self-pace between 25-75-m before
the lights illuminate again for the 75-100-m segment. Using this method, swimmers can see
how accurately they were able to self-pace by judging how close they are to the lights for the
final 25-m segment.
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Chapter 9 – Limitations
A number of limitations were evident within the study designs, methodology and study
outcomes contained in this thesis. First, the retrospective analysis of relay and individual
competition data utilised 50-m split times for pacing profile analysis. This method is commonly
used in the literature as this data is publicly available and allows for the collection of a large
number of swims. However, this approach does not permit the assessment of velocity
fluctuations within each lap, nor does it isolate the free-swimming components of the race from
the non-swimming or skills components (dive start, turns and finish). Obtaining intra-lap freeswimming only velocity data requires extensive manual analysis of race video, which is often
difficult to access. Furthermore, given the absence of a standardised pacing analysis method
we developed a novel approach of categorising pacing strategies where the first lap was
analysed separately to laps two, three and four. However, the boundaries for these categories
were based on a Z score and therefore dependent on the standard deviation of the sample data
sets for males and females, and individual and relay events separately.

To limit the time burden placed upon the coaches, swimmers and staff surveyed in this study,
and to maximise the response rate, participants were asked to select the pacing profiles they
believed to be optimal in each event based on swimming speed only. However, given the
apparent difficulty of many respondents to clearly distinguish between swimming speed and
effort, it would have been useful to examine differences in responses if the same question was
also asked in relation to effort. Similarly, the self-regulation assessment provided to swimmers
included only two of the six components of the original Self-Regulation of Learning SelfReport Scale (SRL-SRS)106.

A key limitation in the coach interviews in Chapter Four (Coaching Practices) and the two
experimental studies presented in Chapters Five (Pacing Aids) and Six (Pacing Entrainment)
was the sample size. The recruitment of high-level coaches and swimmers for research studies
is often difficult and access to these individuals is limited due to busy training and competition
schedules, as well as work and/or study commitments. It is particularly challenging to recruit
high-level swimmers for pool-based testing sessions and intervention studies as they can be
seen to interfere with the already demanding training regimes. These limited sample sizes can
impact the type of data analysis used, for example due to the small number of swimmers
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recruited for the two experimental studies, we were unable to conduct separate analyses to
compare genders or strokes.

Given protracted technical issues with the underwater pacing lights, we were unable to utilise
the system in part two of this experimental study which assessed pacing targets based on SR.
It appears that water leaked into many of the LED strips rendering them unusable. Therefore,
we could only compare SR pacing reliability and accuracy for the wearable metronome and
self-pacing. An important consideration for the intervention study (Chapter 6) was to ensure
that the methods used were practical and could be implemented directly into real-world
settings. Coupled with the technical difficulties experienced with the underwater pacing lights,
and the pacing errors evident with the wearable metronome, a simple and practical self-pacing
intervention was developed for all coaches to implement straight away.

Another limitation associated with the intervention study (Chapter 6) was the limited access to
the swimmers which impacted the number of pacing sessions completed per week as well as
the duration of the intervention. This shortcoming was, in part, due to the time in the swimming
season in which this intervention took place during the lead up to the major competition of the
season. However, given the difficulties experienced in recruiting a squad for this intervention
study, we decided to take the opportunity to conduct an initial short-term intervention with this
squad where we were granted access for one session per week across a 5-week period. Despite
these limitations, the outcomes of this study were useful in highlighting the issue of pacing
inconsistency as well as the need for a more targeted intervention.
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Chapter 10 – Future research
The research presented in this thesis considerably enhances our understanding of pacing in
swimming, however there are several unanswered questions requiring further research.

First, following on from our analysis of pacing profile differences between event types and the
impact of start-lap strategy and pacing strategy on 200-m freestyle performance, it would be
pertinent to conduct similar analyses in other events. Given that each leg within the other relay
events are 100-m in length, it remains unclear whether similar trends would be observed.

Researchers should also examine whether the context of the race and relay leg assignment
impacts pacing profiles in relays given the opportunity for a swimmer to assess the team’s
position in the race while waiting on the blocks. As part of this approach it would be useful to
determine whether the pacing profile displayed in both individual and relay events were a result
of a pre-planned pacing strategy. Having this information on each relay swimmer would allow
coaches to select the optimal relay team order to maximise team performance. For example,
some swimmers may be better suited to swimming the lead-off leg because they are easily
influenced by the race context, and more likely to produce a slower overall time as a result of
altering their pacing strategy. It would also be useful to examine in individual events where
some swimmers may alter their race plan in response to the action of their opponents in adjacent
lanes. The impact of different environments, such as competition type and stage, on pacing and
performance would expand the existing research in speed-skating.

The novel method of pacing profile analysis developed in Chapter Two (Relay study) could be
adapted and applied to other events to establish the impact of various strategies on performance
across different strokes and distances. Given the inherent differences in mechanical efficiency
and technical requirements between strokes, it is possible that the relationships between pacing
and performance are markedly different. A similar approach could be utilised for 100-m, 400m, 800-m and 1500-m events where the start lap strategy is examined in isolation from the
remaining laps. For 100-m events this approach could be combined with an analysis of the
percentage drop off from lap one to two. Whereas for the long-distance events the middle laps
and the final one or two laps might be analysed separately to establish a pacing strategy and
finish lap(s) strategy. Although the development of the thresholds and categories for the pacing
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profile analysis were informed by prior research and expert opinion, researchers should
investigate alternative methods. This type of pacing analysis would provide coaches with
practically applicable information regarding which pacing strategies might be optimal for
performance across all events.

Considering the limitations associated with using 50-m split times for pacing analysis, future
research should employ a higher pacing resolution and identify velocity changes in free
swimming and non-swimming components in each lap. Researchers should address the need
for greater individualisation when selecting pacing strategies by using other variables to
provide coaches with guidelines for different types of swimmers. For example, using a
swimmers’ 100-m PB time as an indicator of whether they are a more aerobic or anaerobic
dominant swimmer would inform individualised guidelines on target times for a 200-m event.
Additionally, analysing the raw values via machine learning techniques such as random forests
may identify optimal ranges for percentage of race time spent in each lap to maximise
performance. The physiological cost associated with different pacing strategies should also be
examined further at a variety of swimming speeds including close to or at race specific speeds.
This information would provide coaches with detailed information to help design highly
individualised race plans.

Underwater pacing lights have the potential to improve time-based pacing reliability and
accuracy in training, however their effectiveness for controlling SR should be examined. Future
research should also assess their effectiveness for backstroke swimming by designing a system
that allows pacing lights to be suspended above the water. Alternatively, other systems that
could be useful for backstroke swimming should be explored further. Studies comparing pacing
accuracy with the underwater lights and wearable metronomes compared to self-paced
swimming closer to race-specific swimming speeds across all strokes are needed. Pacing
entrainment interventions using these pacing aids would be useful to establish the effectiveness
of these tools to improve pacing skills over time as well as to entrain race-specific pacing
strategies. However, given the technical difficulties experienced with the underwater lights, the
development of a more robust system is required before this technology can be directly
implemented in real-world settings. Similarly, a wearable metronome that allows the frequency
of audible beeps to be altered within a repetition would be useful particularly for entraining
race strategies where the desired pace or SR changes through each race segment.
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Observational studies to investigate the frequency and magnitude of pacing errors in both the
training and competition environment would be of benefit. Tracking differences between
coach-prescribed swimming speeds and actual speeds across several weeks or months would
be useful for assessing the impact of pacing errors on performance in subsequent sessions and
overall training effectiveness. For example, whether swimming too fast or pacing unevenly in
an easy aerobic session, has a detrimental impact on the ability to achieve target times in a
subsequent high-intensity session. Automated athlete tracking devices such as TritonWear™
would allow the easy collection of split times, SR and SC for this type of analysis.

Finally, future research to determine effective methods to develop pacing skills in swimmers
would be beneficial. Intervention studies should address unanswered questions on pacing
entrainment including the frequency of sessions, the duration of the intervention, the type and
timing of feedback, and the most effective methods. Highly targeted and specific interventions
are ideally required early in the swimming season to allow coaches and swimmers to focus on
pacing skills rather than competition preparations. These interventions should be conducted
with swimmers of varying performance and experience levels. The effectiveness of self-pacing
interventions as well as those using pacing aids to learn and retain pacing skills should be
examined. Researchers should ensure that training load is monitored and controlled to
minimise the impact of fatigue. It could also be beneficial to monitor subjective and objective
markers of fatigue. Conducting a test set such as a 7 x 200-m incremental step test before and
after the intervention could be used to establish changes in fitness and pacing accuracy at a
range of speeds. Results from these studies would provide coaches with evidence-based
guidelines on effective methods to develop pacing skills in swimmers.
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Appendix 1
Chapter Three Questionnaires
Administered using online platform Qualtrics™

Coach questions
How long have you been coaching swimming?

Were you a swimmer yourself?
Yes, No
If yes, what was the highest level you competed at?
State Age, State Open, National Age, National Open, International Age, International Open

What formal coaching qualifications do you hold?
Bronze , Silver , Gold, Platinum, Other (please specify)

Do you specialise in coaching any particular events? Tick all that apply.
Sprint (50-100m), Middle-Distance (200-400m), Long-Distance (800-1500m), Medley, Open
Water

What is the highest level of competitor you coach on a regular basis?
State Age, State Open, National Age, National Open, International Age, International Open

What is the typical age of your squad?
12-15yrs, 15-18yrs, 18-21yrs, 21-25yrs, 25-30yrs, 30yrs+
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Athlete questions
How long have you been swimming?

Are you currently swimming?
Yes, No
If no, please state how long you have been retired from the sport

How old are you?
12-15yrs, 15-18yrs, 18-21yrs, 21-25 yrs, 25-30yrs, 30yrs+

What club do you swim for and who is your main coach?
What’s the highest level you have competed at in swimming?
State Age, State Open, National Age, National Open, International Age, International Open
What’s your specialist event(s)? Please specify distance and stroke
What’s your greatest achievement in swimming? E.g. Senior nationals’ finalist, World
championships semi-finalist, Olympic medallist

Please fill out the details below outlining the pacing profile you use for each of your main
events (up to three) and whether this pacing strategy is pre-planned between you and
your coach.
Distance & stroke:
Pacing Profile:
Planned (yes or no):

Do you currently use any kind of pacing aid in training?
Yes, No
If yes, please specify which pacing aids you use e.g. Tempo Trainer.

Do you have any further comments regarding pacing?
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Support staff questions
What is your role?
Physiologist, Biomechanist, Performance Analyst, Other
If other, please specify

How long have you been working in swimming?

What coaches and squads do you currently work with?

What is the highest level of competitor you work with on a regular basis?
State Age, State Open, National Age, National Open, International Age, International Open

What is the typical age of the swimmers you work with?
12-15yrs, 15-18yrs, 18-21yrs, 21-25yrs, 25-30yrs, 30yrs+

Pacing profile question
Administered to coaches, athletes and support staff

From the list below please outline which pacing profile you believe would be most
successful for each event. Note: think of this in terms of swimming speed.
Positive (POS): Start off quick and speed gradually decreases throughout the race
Negative (NEG): Start off conservatively and speed gradually increases throughout the race
Even (EVEN): Holding an even speed throughout the race
Parabolic (PARA): A fast start followed by a decrease in speed in the middle and then a fast
finish
All-out (ALL): All-out maximum effort throughout the entire race
Variable (VAR): Speed changes constantly up and down throughout the race

Events:
50-m freestyle, backstroke, breaststroke, butterfly
100-m freestyle, backstroke, breaststroke, butterfly
200-m freestyle, backstroke, breaststroke, butterfly
400-m freestyle, 800-m freestyle, 1500-m freestyle
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Appendix 2
Chapter Five Questionnaires – Part 1
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Chapter Five Questionnaires – Part 2
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Appendix 3
Chapter Six Questionnaire
Administered using online platform Qualtrics™

Please select your group
Endurance (6x600)
Sprint (6x200)

Using the 5-point scale below, please rate how much you agree or disagree with the
following statements (1= strongly agree, 2= agree, 3= neither agree nor disagree, 4=
disagree, 5= strongly disagree)

My pacing accuracy has improved throughout this intervention
I found it difficult not to look at the pace clock during the set
The overall target time set for me was comfortable achievable (A2 pace)
I often struggle to concentrate during training
The feedback I received comparing my target, actual and estimated times helped me improve
the next week
I often struggle to pace accurately in aerobic training sets
I found it difficult to guess my times during the session
I have learnt how to pace better as a result of this intervention
I have a clear race plan for my main events in terms of my pacing
I am good at executing my race plan effectively in a competition

Please rank each pacing strategy based on how difficult you found it to achieve the target
split times (did you find one pacing strategy harder than another?) (most difficult as
number 1, easiest as number 3)

Even, Negative, Positive
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Which pacing strategies do you think you improved your pacing accuracy in throughout
the intervention period? (you can select multiple options)

Even, Negative, Positive, None of them

When did you look at the results sent to you by email after the session?

As soon as I received the email
Sometime later that day or the next day
Later that week but before the next session
I didn’t look at them at all

How would you prefer to receive your timing results after a session?

Email, Print out, In person verbally

When would you prefer to receive your timing results after a session?

At the end of the session, Within a few hours of the session, The next day
Please explain why you think you did or didn’t improve your pacing accuracy throughout
the intervention. What else would you need to improve pacing? (more information or
feedback, more time)

Do you have any other comments or feedback about the pacing intervention? Please feel
free to be honest and write as much or as little as you want to.
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Appendix 4
Athlete self-regulation assessment
Administered in Chapters Three and Six using online platform Qualtrics™
Using the 4-point scale below, please rate how often these statements are true for you:
1 = Almost Never
2 = Sometimes
3 = Often
4 = Almost Always
I keep working even on difficult tasks
I put forth my best effort when performing tasks
I concentrate fully when I do a task
I don’t give up even if the task is hard
I work hard on a task even if it is not important
I work as hard as possible on all tasks
I work hard to do well even if I don’t like a task
If I’m not really good at a task I can compensate for this by working hard
If I persist on a task, I’ll eventually succeed
I am willing to do extra work on tasks in order to learn more

Using the 5-point scale below, please rate how much you agree or disagree with the
following:
1 = Strongly Agree
2 = Agree
3 = Neither agree nor disagree
4 = Disagree
5 = Strongly Disagree
I reappraise my experiences so I can learn from them
I try to think about my strengths and weaknesses
I think about my actions to see whether I can improve them
I think about my past experiences to understand new ideas
I try to think about how I can do things better next time
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Appendix 5
Pacing in relays infographic
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Appendix 6
Pacing in Swimming: A Systematic Review
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[Appendices 7 & 8 have been removed for copyright reasons. They contained the published
versions of journal articles already included as part of the thesis text]
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